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I. , INTRODUCTION 
Since the beginning oi\ m~n•s thought about ~owledge, the 
secrets <of memory; · which nature so reluctantly gives up, have · b·een 
I r. , • :. _, • • . - : ' ., ; - _'i • -; • 1 ' , , ' '• j • , • ,"' \ . - , 
, , 
p~sued by philosophers, scientists, poets, artists, by all who 
' . ! •• ·' ' . ·._ . _'. • . · .', .,·,• ; 
wished to· .understand .:: the , world.· .·of living·_ creatures• 1: ._. ·i• 
The Greeks, _characterized by a .passion ,to"penetrate the ·ulti-
,· . . ,;. ;f . _: . '., . - . . , .· . . -. ..,~ 
mat,e nciture of·things ;, considered Mnemosyne , the mother ~r all ·nine, 
!: 1 
Muses. ·Thus; they symboliz~d 'in. their. myt~ology their intuitive , > ' . . ' ' '- _;· ' ·'. . : -· . . ' : .), ', ,, 
understanding that the crea_tive arts owed their existence in part 
' . . •. . . .,,. 
, to . man, ts capacity . for me_morrt :, . .. :· : .. : 
Th~ £act that an event at ·~-~pecific .point. iri time .exercises 
its influence on an event at.a: subs~quent point in time, or is 
revived in some form in a subsequent point. in time, seems so obvious, 
·. ' .. ". ' _.··:·:· _·:_ · _·-· . . ' ' -,_· ' :·· ' . . 
yetisso profound a riddle of human _life. 
' ·. ' ' ' 1 ' 
-· . Because the bridging .of t~ is one of the . essential character-
istics of what is called memory, .the initial studies of memory con-
sisted of committing certain .material -to memory; and after a period 
- . . -of time, attempting ~o determine how much of this material could be 
brought forth· again. The amount of material repeated after a lapse 
in time was considered to be the amount of material learned or 
remembered. For a long .time _learning and memory were synonomous. 
The .. · study of memory first · took on scientific stature with 
Ebbinghaus' (1885) studie~ of the learning of nonsense material •. 
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•. . . 
Since then :t;he ·study of learning _has become one o:r the corner-
stones of experimental psychology~ Today . theories of learning 
(Hilgard, 19L8) form the basis of many -schools of psychology. • 
Modern psychologists, however, draw a finer distinction between 
·· learning and memory. Learning still properly belongs within th~ 
more generara~ea ~i' memory, but, as we' shall see, the ,substance of 
memory amounts to more than the mere learning of. rnaterial ·and its 
retention. 
The· time elapsing between eve}'.lts and their recal~ is the sine .· 
qua of the phenomenom of memory. This temporal span offers , ·the 
greatest challefrg~ to· the experimenter~ It prese~ts ma~y methodo-
. f ; .: ; 
. logical difficulties. ·· Sometimes ·one has to w~it but a minute, and 
. ' \ . 
other times tv1enty years t? see wha~ happe~s - to the memory of an 
event. Although occasic>nally experimenters .· such as Ebbinghaus (1885) 
and Bartlett (1932) have done the,' latter., not many are willing or 
able to wait that long. To ~everse :,the. pro~ess :of time • and to 
; · 
recapture the past is a dream of man; and, indeed., · in dreams this 
wish is often fulfilled. Scientific expe~im~ntation may begin with 
dreams but must end ;with actual knovfledge. 
Early experimental studies/ of ,memory have been for the · most . 
part based on the,, presupposition tha.t the quality of the memory func-
tion depends upon the increase or decrease in a quant;tative capacity. 
People were considered to have "good" memory or ''bad" memory, i. e • ., 
. . . 
they were thought to have · the capacity to learn much' or little. , 
Memory was generally considered to be a function with which One is 
endowed as one is with intelligence. It was thought that both improve 
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:with·age ~p to a cer~in point and then -level off; and that -they have 
a . growth curve . that. follows.·. the normal growth curves ,of other £unctions 
. ' . ' ,' ' . . 
of the ·. human organism~ While : 'it has been· generally recognized that · ... 
, • . • __ ,. ,_ ' _- •_. __ -' •'. -_-:- - ;. ,1· :, • • -- . . • 
the contents 9f- chµ.d•s, ~emorj and .that of an a_dult 1s. are different, 
it was' assume~: th~t .the function-of memory in a 'child, an adult, and 
in the aged ~iffered mainly", in their quantitative aspects (e.g.,. 
Thorndyke,, 1928), La-~er expe~imen~tion leci 'to evidence that this · 
was not entirely so. . Jaensch (1930) has shown that what children 
' . ·. ' · , ' ' .· . ' ' 
retain 'through eidetic_ imagecy: differs from -. the memory _of ,adults? 
and that iri the adult: this. capacity -tends to ' decl~e or .become lost. 
Werner _ (19~0) ~mphasized the ·greater ability· of· children ·t·o · 
retain ppysiognomic features of thei~, per,ceptual experience., which 
' , 
ability he compared _with acute sensuous memory of. primitive man 
who shows a striking·_ likene~s to eidet.ic children in his amazing 
ability to rem~mber natural for~ arid localities. ·· In summa;rizing 
.Piaget•s and Werner!s work, Soheerer, Rothmann, ,;, and Goldstein~ (19L5) 
pointed out, 
·1n its initial s~ges memory seems to hinge1 . on the child's 
responsiyeness _ to c'oncrete situations and action contexts 
as well .as _ on his greater impressiona'bility with the pal-
pable sense of material, such as perceptual qualities, of 
sh.ape; :color, sollnd, rhythm • .. Here the marked sensitivity 
to concrete} grouping and readiness ·for acoustico-motor 
and kinesthetic pattern is . a. determining factor, -especially 
in spontaneo":5 retention. (p. $6) 
TThe experiments by Brunswick 1.·et al.,' (1920) demonstrated ·that 
. retention differs for different modalities according to different -
stages of development. For example., children at one stage recalled 
motor· tasks better than children ata later stage who exceeded the 
.former in conceptual memory. 
-3- < 
Those ·invest:i.gators who haVE3 concerned themselves with ·a genetic 
ancl ' developmental' approach ; to memory-have found . that " the quali i;y of 
the memorY: · funct~on is not · simply a matt,er . of the development 0£ 
• S • • • 
•, C ' • 
quant~ta..tive capaci,~Y• The_, memory function · appea_rs tc, go . through. a 
, . . . 
na tu:ral history of ontogenetia development ,· just as other physical 
. . ' . . 
and psychological .functions do,. If we . are ·to und.ers,tand· memory, we 
ought to kn,ow _:~ore about .its developmental aspects • . 
Scheerer (19$.3) poil,'lted _out t}:lat, . 
• • . • • if we want to assess the role or learning r or 
personality formation, we have i"irst to determine the 
cognitive field of:. the child.<for . each developmental .. · 
· stage • . It_ is . the developmental . stage which determines 
the cha_ract~ristics of the: cognitive structuring in the 
child's life ,space. , Consequen.tly., any learning theory 
applied_. to personality development becomes. dependent,.. on · 
a genetic theory or cognition. (p. 6) . · 
' ' ' 
As Scheerer . noted, if. chil~en' s ' ca u.sal thinking · dif f ,ers at 
· certain stages from that .. of adults, t}:len phenomenal ca,usali o/ must . 
differ; : and; . therefore, the experience of persopal causality 1vill be , 
' ,' 
different, for example, objects may still be imbued with personal 
causat,ion. 
It is our view that a.t . any stage of development, an event will 
be experienced- according to the dev_elopmental stage of the cognitive 
and emotionalstructure of the personality. 1.rhe memory- of an event 
is embedded in t~e way of experiencing .it at the time C?f its occur-
rence• . This embeddedness has two aspects. There is first the' con- . 
temporary -environmental context or an event which cont~ibutea to th~ 
forming of the impression that ~s experienced and retained. Second, 
this impression is contextually within the experiential mode or 
functioning or the personality at that time. 
-L-
The acl.~t persona.lity no longer .perceives a ·.cat anq. a dog as · 
alike~ ·· Such ~n ~xperience 0£ phenomenal .sinlilarity appears ,lost .to 
:·_ . ', .- . ' -_ --- -- ,, . , ·, 
·. the adult not 'oh1i' asan expe~iential possibilit:y, · but what is . even, 
more interesting and signif~cant is that this experience is lost as 
a memory ·as well. ~ere is a fact of tremendous importance~ Adults 
remember practiqally nothing about the way they experienced or func-
··· . . :,;, : ,_( 
tioned as children. or all the ~portant things that have happened 
to adtµ ts., t~e developmental ' stages · and .the c~anges in their ·capacities 
and mental processes ·seem to be the. least remembered •. 
· ·In the past, the./ ·tudy of memorrtraces has almost entirely con- . 
earned . itself· ,vith memory 0£ events, L,e • ., the memory of the person's 
interaction with his environment. But psychology may profit much 
\ . . -. , . . ... . . : ·- --- . . . . . ' 
from investigating the memory or ·the indiv.idual' s past functioning . 
. . ' 
and mode of experiencing. ,In;psychopathology and psychotherapy, for 
example, it bas · 1ong been . recognized as important to bring to aware-
ness ·how ~he person experie~ced himself aswell: as others in the ·past • 
. And the memory·he .has. of himself. and his past func·cioning are major 
factors . in the ps.ychotherapeutic process. 
This poses two problems • . Can we revive earlier experiential 
• .. •• • • • < ,. • • ' 
· modes and · .. functioning which adults . have developmentally outgrown? 
·Are ·such trace systems obliterated or .only unavailable?· Further, can 
. . .. . . '· ... . . 
we rev:i.ve memory tra~~·s of an event which haye been ~mbedded in such 
earlier functional contexts? . Are these traces obliterated or also 
just unavailable? 
With regard to the first problem, Scheerer (19~3) a.sked, 
Are these stages of individual development generally left 
behind \vithout any trace? or, do certain· of their charac-
teristics become trace systems and organize into levels 
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of potential functioning in .the-formed personality? Can, 
for example, certain syncretic::modes of thought, adaptive 
magical meanings, or sentiments of personal realism which 
have been operative at an earlier stage become reactivated 
as lower order levels of cognitive structuring under 
future stressful conditions. (p.9) 
The difficulty of investigating these problems lies in the fact 
that the .reactivation or past. experiences in their original form is 
interfered with by the influence of later developmental: organization 
and experiences as' well .as by the tendency .to ·restructure the past 
in the light of the present~ 
Ii'. there were some method of · isolating a gi1ren stage in. develop-
ment of a personality from its later development, we might be able 
, -·. 
to study the cognitive and.emotional structure of this earlier level 
without the interfering influence of later. experience. There _seems 
to be a possibility or achieving something close to this by such a 
technique as hypnotic age regression, 
Since perceiving, thinking., and f$eling go through a develop-
mental history and change, we .might be able to study earlier forms 
of cognitive and emotional structuring through this method. And 
since the memory of a·speoific event is embedded in the context of 
past perception, feeling, and thinking, i.e., contextually tied to 
" such earlier structuring, hypnotic age regression may lead to 
revivificatibn or reactivation of such events. 
A. Background of the Problem 
Contemporary psychological theory no longer considers memory as 
a process akin to imprint,ing experiences on a wax plate which became 
\ 
available in a mechanistic way whenever the proper associations led 
to it. 
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Ea:rly experimentalists such as Ebbinghaus (188$) sought to 
investigate memory in: its "puren•rorm::,by isolating it ·i'rom the 
functioning of the rest of the. organism.-<.·•· But in.·. contemporary 
; ... ·•,.'.,·'·, 
' . . . - . . . ' ' 
research, psych~logists hav:e ·come to recognize. the needforstudying 
memory as par~ of and .. in· relation t'? other aspects of the total 
functioning of.· ·the personality 1 
That.the conte:;t within.which an event is e,mbedded may influence 
the memory of that event has been noted by many investigators, But 
t. his .term ttco.ntext'.' has be.en used, w.ith several. meanings, wh,ieh have 
. . · •-· .. , ,., . ·. .'.,._ ·•, ,., '.,. ' ;,,·- ··., .-, !, 
n()~ always peeri separated.• . At times, it has :referred to the environ-· 
mental context, · at. other. times t9 the ps:ychol~gical c_ontext within 
the experiencing per~onf and still at other times to both. 
. . 
McGeoeh ,(1939) defined context as follows:· 
I 
One kind of. context consists .of the stimulation from the 
' external' environment., such as/ the fu.rni ture 0£ the room, · 
the e:x:per~enter, and .the apparatus•'· The second kind is 
the' stimulation from the interoceptors which make up the 
feeling of the body, and a third is the ideationalcon• . 
textwhich·constitutes the unessential content of 
consciousness-. (p. 3li7) · 
In the main,, those investigators who spoke directly o~ "context" 
had rereren~e to the environmental context or background of the past 
.'I ; 
event., All agreed that the environmental context exerted an effect 
on the memory pr~cess •. 
Dulsky (19.35) •· used paired nonsense· lists, ten pairs· to a list. 
Background was varied by putting the words on. different. colored papers. 
and then changing. the colors at the time 0£ recall. Many. diffe~ent 
coloz:swere used during the learning and many changes were made dur-
ing recall •.. J Under conditions of no change .36$ re~ponses were correct 
in recall, whereas under conditions of tchange only 265 responses were 
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correct in recail. · In >addition~: .when the lis,t~ -were relearned after 
, , 
five . minutes, .. it tE?qliired ~lmost· .three times as, :many tri,als -with 
changed background as vrl th .~he sam~ background~ · . 
. Similarly:, Pan · (1926) tested the dependence of recall upon .the. 
, , ' 
envit.onmental background in which th~ material is presented. , His 
' • • • • > 
.subjeqts ·were required to memorize pairs . of words '· presente·d in various: 
background situa;tions~ (For example,_, paired ·as~ociates were presentedt 
with ·· small • lettei,s ur;der them •. ,. ·Later one member of. the pair-.yas pre-
! f ' ·, 
sented for ··recall with a different small letter under ii:,i1H He 'also 
'had ,the . subject , learn the names of human . fac~s ·~hich were presented 
on a certain background, , such ,as :a landscape, ::'· .. Later , the faces .were 
. . . ,:' · ' ;_ 
presented with a different background and the subject had , to recall 
' ,.. • j 
. ' : . . _' -_ . ' 
the names~} · The :subjects ,ver~ ·:lat~r ·tested .£or the~, ability to . . 
recall the material ·when ,. th~ cont,extual situation was p;es~nt~-· absentJ, 
or altered in certain specified w~ys~ . Pan {1926} concluded that the 
recall or any material is aided by · the presence of an environmental 
factor which has · some ass·ociative. connection with the material., 
. Using the ·savings method, Smith and Guthrie (1921) varieq. -the 
environmental conditions during relearning. They :found that in eight 
out of teri . su1)jects there was ·greater .· saving Vf~en .relearn~ng took 
place in;· the same · surroundings :in which the original learning' had 
occurred~ 
Early Gestalt .psychologists often spoke of context in. relation . 
to memory and perception. While they spoke of context within a total 
field which would include both .environment and the experiencing per-
son, most of' their experimental work was concentrated on the environ-
mental context. 
, Wertheimer (1950} · ~aid, 
Memory, too is concerned . primarily with the· whole .... p:r·operty .... 
and structural· unity of the thing remembered. Memory pro-, 
cesse:13 . and experience do not consist in a oa.re sequence 
of events, each essentially alien to all the.'.rest. Con ... 
textual indif£erence in association or habit ('mechanical'·) 
memory··1n general is simply a limiting case. (p •. 16) 
Kohler (1947) po_inted out that, 
.••• not only the organizationgiven at the time of the 
association matters,but, alsoi the organization at .the : 
time of (expected) recall. When given again. in. a certain 
environment, a pattern cf stimuli may consti.tute an _ , · 
excellent· basis £or recall. However, a pattern will not 
o.ften be repeated· ;in precisely. the environment in·which 
it occurred when_ the association was .formed. Now, quite 
apart)f'romthe.cruder obstacles which have been considered 
above, even a slight change of the surrounding field may 
makea ·.given pattern. unable to cause recall of associated 
items, simply.because the change introduces a new organi-
zation in which ·. the. exper~ences corresponding to that 
pattern are no.longer present. (p. 291) 
It is quite.clear that both authors_are_referring to changes in 
the stimulus pattern \vhich produces changes· in. the . experience of the 
person. or course, this is true. But the psychological context in-
. . 
eludes not only the stimulus pattern~ bu~ the eeeeriencing'person 
himselt, for it is O.ften .true-that changes in the experiencing person 
often bring about changes in the way he sees the· same stimulus. 
Lewin (1936) attempted. to bring the environmental context and.· 
.the experiential context together by postulating a psychological 
field in which: the environm.ent was defined as the psychol~gical 
environment as pe_rceived by the psychologicalperson.· 
Scheerer. (19,.3) stressed :the importance of the cognitive struc-
ture as a context in remembering_.; He said, "What is retained may 
belong marginally to the context of the situation and later become 
cognitively available v1hen a similar. context or'sphere .of meaning' 
returns.tt (p. 13) 
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In speaking of·? "sphere· of meaning," he was obviously·taking 
into consideration t.l-J.e· ·environmental· stimuli as experienced· by the 
person. 
Rappaport (1942) held that memory was but one aspect of the 
organization of thought processes. He felt that mem..ory must be viewed 
within the context, of the unique organization of each person~lity• s 
thought processes. The fact that changes in the experiencing person 
'';f 
may change the.way he·perceives or·.remambers the same stimulus is 
receiving ·considerable attention today in the personality and per~ 
- . . . ' 
caption work ot Klein (19~1) and the ,vritings on cognitive structure 
by Scheerer (1953). Other investigators have emphasized the experi-
ential context of retention With regard to such specific·. inner con-
ditions of the person, as attitudes, interests, intentions, etc •. 
Crosland (1921), one of the first to make.a qualitative analysis 
of memory, claimed that what is remembered is embedded in a general 
"attitude complex-,tt This .. attitude complex, consists mainly of. kines-
thetic organic and affective components and is very stable. 
Pear (1922) attributed d determining role. to ••sentiments" in 
normal· :remembering and forgeti~g. A "sentiment" is an organized 
:i 
. system of emotional tendencies. 
Thus, alternat,ives to ths traditional associationistic theories· 
emphasized the active, selective role rather than the passive recep-
tivity or 'human personality in its fui1ctioni.rig. Perception is consi-
dered as an active reception of stimuli from the environm~nt. during 
which process selective dynamic factors are introduced. There appears 
to be considerable agreement that memory processes are subject to 
the selective influence of the personality factors at the time of the 
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experiencing, ,and when remanbering the experience takes place, and in 
the period in between, the , reteniion period • 
. . Many experimenters hav:e stud,ied the dynamic forces of personality 
which influence memory~ Some studies have focused on· attitudes and : · 
some on interests;, others have emphasized the intellectual rather · 
. . . 
than the emotional aspects;' som~ have recognized the importance of 
. . 
context; but most are . agreed that ,memory traces are constantly sub.;. 
jected to . dynamic,1processes of per~onality organization. · 
. . ' 
Bartlett (19.32), Pear (1922), Stern (1938), McDougall (1923), 
and Gordon .{1937} ail maintained ·that memory is selective· and that 
the selectivity is traceable to either sentiment, interest, need-, 
at:titude., or set. _ 
Ach (1905) introduced th~ concept of "determining tendency" to 
. . . 
explain the selectivity•in psychic -fwiction. 
Lewin (1926) and his followers such as Zeigarnik (19.35) and 
Bir~nbaum .(1930) stressed the .influence of "intention" upon memory. 
They considered n1ntentions" as quasi~needs, .'fhese quasi-needs_ set 
' : . ' . . ' ' , ' 
up tension systems which -motivate the person to remember. They found 
that facts pertaining to undischarged tension systems are remembered 
, , l ' 
better than those pertaining~ to discharged tension systems~ Tend ion . 
systems do not always make for better remembering. Those to which , 
the experience of failure becomes attached are frequently 11 iaolat;ed" 
from the rest of the field. 
Freud's (1938) hypothesis ab(?ut the regulating role ·of the 
pleasure-pain principle in repression (and thus forgetting) in'tro-
duced a new kind of memory experimen.t~, Innumerable 'experiments were 
conducted to determine whether pleasant or-unpl~asant material • 
-il-
facilitated remembering or. for~etting. Rappaport (19L2) has summarized 
a . wide variety of experiments•· eo_ncern~g .the i effect of pleasant and 
unpleasant material. on learning and· forgetting.. Ile concluded that 
·bhoµgh e>g,erimenters . claimed to have proved or disproved the .Freudian 
theory 0£ repre~sion,. purely on. the '_basis •. of statistical •· results, 
only Sharp (1938) and Diven (1937) .reported phenomena resembling ·the 
Freudian mechanism. 
l. Memory traces. Some kind or trace theory or n~mgram" is a 
useful hypothetical construct .in elaborating·theories of memory. 
For some psychologists,·however., this has been more than a construct. 
For Koffka and Kohler, memory trace is not just a construct, but, 
exists as a property of . the isomorphic processes of the brain field •. 
Whether in the form of traces . or engrams, what is important is 
that past experiences are available to the present person. Early 
psychologists. supposed· that memories were available unchanged and 
that what was remembered was a "true" picture of the original event. 
The Oestalt.psychologista brought to psychology the laws of 
organization of perception. These la1vs of organization apply to 
learning as well as to memory. To accotµ1t for memory., .Kohler (191.tO) 
and Koffka (193.S) formulated a trace theory. Essentially the theory 
postulated that experienced events may leave a physiological memory 
trace which persists and represents the past in the present. The 
trace systems are organized,. according to Gestalt laws of whole-part 
organization. Th.a current process may communicate with. the trace 
system and the Ego can'select and reactivate it. Successful communi-
cation results in a new process of recall or, recognition • . · 
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Bartlettls (1932) classical s~udy on remembering vra.s one of the • 
first studies 0£ the dynamic .· func tiori · of memory. It was hia .view 
that remembering is not a mechanical revival of; engrams, but an 
active process of reconstruction. ·He said, 
' ' 
Remembering is not the ree:x:citation o.r' 'innumerable, fixed, · : , · 
lifeless., and · fragm~ntary traces; It is an imaginative . 
. reconstruction or construction built out of ,the relation 
of ' our ' attitude toward -the whole active· mass ' of organized ' 
past reactions ~or experience, and , to a little outstandiJ:lg 
detail which commonly appears in image or in language form. 
It _ .. is thus . hardly ever really exact., :even in _the _most . . · 
rudimentary cases of _,rote. recapitulation;· and it is not 
at :all important that it should be so~ . (p. ·213) 
:~; .... .. ' 
'l'he appearance of :Bartlett~ S',qttalitative work on memory and the ~ 
' ., ... , ' 
influence of -modern psychology, particularlythe ,Gestalt scboolgave 
impetus 'to the view that dynamic , processes· go to work_ on memory: and ·: 
' ,J. . } ,, -
· the original form or 'the trabe is _' c~anged~ . 
Wulf. _(1922}, investigating· the changes that :take place in-m~mory, 
found . that his subjects had a tendency.to sharpenor minimize -certain 
aspects: of the original percept'. ·He wrote: 
Just as it . is -true that rio-t/ every ·•figure . may· be perceived 
in any arbitrary way one pleases, so also., not .everything 
that is perceived will be retained in memory. That which · 
·remains in memory -- the psychological •engram' -- cannot 
' therefore be thought oi' as ~n unalterable : impression - . 
a drawing scratched on atom~ - whose only modification 
: with the passage of. time is \ :t,o fade and, blur. , Instead, · 
. the engram undergoes change~ in accordance with Gestalt 
· · · laws .• :,_ In•: place of the originally perceived r igure there 
occur, with time, deviations from this_ original · and these 
changes . are modifications ·of the figure as a . whole. We i 
have seep. t,,hat there are two mutually . opposed lines of · 
directional change: levelling and ;sharpening~ (p. lh7) 
On the;, _other hand, Hebb and b~oord (194.5) claimed that there was 
no· evidence' to _even faintly s~pport the idea of:1 slow, · spontaneous 
changes in "the trace. Freud (19L9 a), however, has pointed ·out,: the 
process oi' 11:recons truction" of memories which takes place with . 
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pa'tients in psyc~otherapy .} · There . is much clfnical evidence to show' 
. that memory··ot" early events chariges depen~ing u.pori the . prese~t· ego 
str'u.cture· of--.the ··_ person at, the time -of remembering.·· 
, ,.L'.' '• , . • l . •• , I 
· But psychopathology also producied clinical ~vidences of early: 
_me~ories whfoh appeared to . preservei• some of th~·ir 'originat fe~ tures . 
:·· ,.· : __ - . . . .. . . " . - ' 
and,. impact; and' wh:ich contintied .. to ;exert an influence on the thbughts 
and f eelillgs of . tll13 }ndiviiu,b: thi()Ughciut his iVe. 
. . The work· orLhystE3r:la bt Jane~ .. _(~9.01) , . and: F:reud . and Breuer (19L9b) 
. . . · · . . : _ _ _ 1_ ,.' ,. .. . ' ,. .. .· . -· . ·1 · . , • 
_. emphasized :/the. imJdct': of earJy tra~'ti~·-.event~-- or/ia te~" psychological 
' . ' . . -•. • •- .. _ . -_ . ." • . . . • • :· I •: , ,_ : . ,' ,. ' ; 
abnormalities Many symptom formations and , abnormalities were ex-· 
, ·· .. ·. ','' ,· ,.· . . ,... . ' . ' ... :: , · . 
" 
p~ained on the·· basls of an uncons~ious memory :oi?· a trauma t;c· event· 
'exercising its orig:i.naf impact .<?,n .·the_ individual in ' s 'pite .of the 
- ... . - . . . , . · .. ' -._. . :, . ·. .. - . .. 
fact that he -. was uriawar·e .of.:1t doi~g so. ,Working with hypnosis~ they 
, ._ .. , - , ' . . . . . 
-·- • ' : . 
found it was possible ,in, the hypno~ic trance to recovermemories that 
had long been ·1ostto consciousness and whichrio amount of conscious 
effort could · bring·• back. 
2. Memory in' hypnosis. The -clinical reports o.f dramatic·· re-
covery of lost · memory in hypnosis ,encouraged some e_xperimenters to 
_use hypnosis to study the memory function. One :or the earliest 
I . . . . , , , • • , ," , / ' ~: •, . , ·: ' 
investigators of hyperrrinesia under' hypnosis . ~as JJorton Prince · ( 19_16). 
He · report.ad that· his -subjects' memory_was ~P,r_oved .under hypnosis, 
but his experiments were primitive and poorly controlled. Huse (1930) 
' ' . ' , 
investigated this .phenomena_ with .the traditional nonsense syllable 
learning experiment • . Though her dc1ta showed ·slightly more recall ._ in 
the. normal. state than _in .. the hypnotic trance, there v,a; no statis.ti-
cal d.if'f erence. 
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Stalnaker and Riddl~,s .·. (1932} clearly, e5-t-aqlished hypermnesia in 
the trance state for meaningful material learned a year or. more before. 
·-'·• :··:l,:· _· .•. ·.·· ; . - - :• -- .> __ ,· . 
They fe.lt that the. ~pacific suggestion for. improvE?9-· recall •in· the 
trance state might be responsible for the differ'ence in memory betieeen 
the hypnotic trance state and the waking state. 
Young. (1925) found no noticeable differenc.es betvreen normal and 
hypnotic states in. the field of sensation,perception, fine discrimi-
nation,, present memory (learri1:ng and retep.tionJ, or physical work 
' ' . . ' . ' . 
which did not involve fatigue, ,However,: he. did find. that,in so.me 
persons, memoyy for long past events was much better in hypnosis 
than in the waking state. · 
White, Fox, and Harris (1940). teste~ for hypno,tic hypermnesia of 
three .types 'or recently lear~ed ma teria+ • :They £ound that hypnosis 
conferred no ·benefits. on the reci11 ··o~ p~ired nonJense associates 
,,.':'·. .; ._: ... ;, , .·,··;·:··<•-·.··'', ,.··, .·_,·_ ·.· ;. ,_.·;- ": .·- :., ... , ·' ' '-. ·.·-·_, ' ., ... , 
learned the day before; but. it. crec1ted substantial hypermnesia for 
meaningful poetry; and)tihere. was, soni~ evid.ence for a similar gain in 
the case of' moving picture ~cenes without·captions or plot. 
Rosenthal (191th} found Jhcl.t'·pl."~viously learned meaningf11l, con-
nected material. showed hypno·ti~ hypermnesta. On the iother hand, . 
\':··· :·-i.· '-:-·' 
singl~, innocuous words, not in an organized or mean.ing£ul context 
failed to .show hypnotic ,hypermnesia~. 
One ·of the m~st interesting a~d controversial.,phenomena of 
memory .in hypnosis is that in v1hich. the. subject apparently behavi.orally 
. .. .. . . . ·_ '. . ' 
·nregresses" back to.an earlier age level, and appears- to exhibit some 
. . 
behavior patterns consistent with that par.tfoµlar age. Anyone who 
has seen .a case of· hypnotic age regression cannot but be impressed 
with the realism ,vith whigh some subjects appea~ ·to accept and to be 
functioning at an earlier age level. 
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' ' •·,, . 
. Whether the s~bject is.J~·ctually regressed .. to a previous age · or 
,: . . ' . _,- ' .. 
is·, acting out>an ·.~dult concept,iort.·:or ·what he ·was like at that ,earlier 
age is the. core of a controversy!_ 
That a definite organic reprod"-lction of · an· -~arlier developmental 
peri~ was ·pos~:ib~e: in hypnosis: vr~s .demonstrat,ed i_:t,ti ·:_a, number of 
. studies of physiological': changes. ": Gidro'~Fr~nk' arid· Bowerbuch (1.9L8) 
produced ti positive Bab~ski sign in three subjects regressed to·•the 
age of less than ·six months, The : ~ubjecta,who.,:were not·· arrare of 
';the : nature of the exper.iment, ; showed: dorsiflexion of th~ . great toe 
.; ' .·.. ·. ·- . _,.. ' . . . ·. . 
when- the . hyp11otie age lev~l wa.s le·ss . than six months·. The authors 
, , _ . · , ·, . 
~:id not bring this change about by ;direct suggestion,·· nor was it 
produced ·by· th~ ,: h~notic st;ite itself. A month . l:>Y month. hypnotic 
. . _· ' ' . 
·regression shovred . the _al ~era.tion of the resp?nse : from i1antar 
flexion to' dorslflexion, at the regressed age' of ' si.x months. . Reversal 
, ,,•·· '· ' 
or ·the response . to it,s adult f .o;'m appeared at .the same. age in pro-
gression. True and ,Stephenson (19.51) .reported simila~ ·results •in 
'five out of six subjects regre_ssed to .the age C!f one ~onth. 
Moody ( 19L 6) rep.orted that ;ope weals which had been . inflicted· ten 
years before appeared ,·during ,al;,re.action· und.er drug-induced narcosis 
in a thirty-five _ year old w.oman •. , He also repor_t~d :th~t localized. 
. is chaemiD of, the eJf ;~iiiifaes a pJ~ared 'dm'ing abrlacti~h in .·a merchant. 
' . -.· . ' . . ' -~ 
seaman 1vho had suffered a long period of. immersion . in cold water-• . .. . . . .' .. ' · ... 
.;:.' · , 
_In addition to :·organic reproductions of earl~er stages, many 
. ' 
investigators ,reported corresponding.: intellectual and . emotional 
. changes ., .. 
Kline and ;Haggerty . (1953) .studied: the diffe~ence -between the 
! . . > 
responses to the Thematic . Apperception Test of_ ·one subject who· simulated 
and then v1as hypnotically ·regressed •. · 11hey found that _ in simulation 
1· . ' 
the orienta:t,ion was still decidedly· adult with an attempt to' struc-
- ,.- ' . i . . ··•~·;.·., ,. : ·: ·... •. , ;' .. , '· . ' ., · ,· i, . . : ',. · - . ·• ·', --,_ . · I ·· >, 
ture 'th.e .respons~·· pattern b~"a :chilcllik~ :basis. Statis·&icall.y and 
·qualitatively., the,. s:unulat9r, 1 S• .• attemp't ·.·fai~ed,).to meet .• -the• standard 
of an actual earlier age level recapitulation or revivfication. The 
hypnotic regression series was markedly di.fferen t for . the experimen-
tal subject. ·It· contained an iricorp·oration of associations., life 
', ' . ' .. ' . . . : ' . " ' ' 
experiences, and ':influences· as <th~Y, appeared at ·.the time! They con-
cluded that.?-11 the hypnotic·series,the perceptual mechanism app~ared 
to be· al terecl'· and· tha:t, this alteration brought lnto activity the 
association~, affects, and projections that had existed at.the re~ 
gressed age·leve1. 
:Kline (1950) administered The Otis Intelligence Test at several 
.. 
hypnotically regressed age levels to ••~· experimental population of 
;ten. male college a.tu.dents.. For all subjects there was a significant 
loss in raw score which coincided vtith · the age to which they had been 
. regressed, I.Q •. remained constant,. .From the tegressedage ; of eight 
. . 
rears .. tothe waking age of twenty-two years, the•test.scoresreflected 
' .. ··, . '. .. . ' 
c1 picture.of mental maturation characterized by an increasing.achieve.;;. 
ment~ :From this study it appeared · that. hypnotic age regz:esalon 1A-
volved much more ~ban recall and ·simulation acuity, · With specific 
r.eference to.·· intelligence, hypnotic regression seemed to involve the 
' - . ..'·, -. ' ' . , ··.. ' 
entire persom The aut-~hor . commentsd that while further· vwr·k is still 
needed to. clarify the cna ture of regression phenomena., i't, .appeared that 
-· '. . 
this method of investigating developmental factors involving behavior 
was ava1id one, 
Ginden .(19$1) reported an experiment with a subject whom he re- · 
grassed back to the age of six. He had the subject write his name 
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' . ' 
. on a blackboard and then in .. ;a notebook~ ; Later ·: the experiment,or ,_,was · 
able ,- to comp~re ,this sigha.ture ivith his, actual :.~iting in, a :no-tebook 
provided by the 1 • • subject's mother. He concluded, that the· names were 
, alike in every ·detail. 
' -
. ··. Tru.e '(191&9) , usi~11g a· mixed group ... group of forty men and ten women,: 
. alf of whom were . capable , of 0 p.~ep_ trance, regre~sed, his , subjects to ages 
teri, 'seven, and four He \wed Christmas and. 'their birthdays as 
chrono,logical lilrtdmarks in tll~ :pa.rtictiJ.3.r.yea;r, in'iolved. , Ori such 
dates they were asked, ll1\1hat day ·. is this?tt . and the:ir answers were 
scored'·againa_t a . two hundl'ed year catcindar. Ni11ety-three p~r , ~ent 
.· ,· ', 
were correct at the age. level or ten, 82 per ce·nt at age seven; and 
69 per cent at age four. One 1~ inclined to question the meaning of 
his findirig ~hat 69 per cedt ·bf,.those regressed _to age four • can name 
the day of the we~k their -·birthday· or · Christmas · fell ori. It seems 
unlikely foat i' our year olds are cognizant of the days of the week. 
Merper and, Gibson (1950) administered. fae Stanford B:inet vocabu-:-
. ' . 
, lary, the Goodenough drmring, ·and the Rorschach · on three . successive 
' . 
days to one subject regressed to ten, six, and.fourteen years of aga, · 
respectively. Inthe -rtaking st,ate, the Rors~hach was given in the 
usual fashion. · The authors concluded.\ that , t~1e test data r~flected 
the changes ·at the varibus regre~sed age levels . ,vhich were consistent. 
. ' . : 
·with productions characteristic of the person at that time. , The data 
also £ollowed the clinical findingi3 so clo:u•lY that true regression 
. . . 
was' inot· doubted. • -It ,vas 'their view that regardless 0£ whether one 
believes that ti,,e regression· represents a genuine reproduction of an 
earlier period of: life, or simply represents an.adult acting out or 
an earlier period of life; there could be little doubt .that the 
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• Rorschach response~ givJilJlt. the-var1.0\1.S i.11.duced _ ages i.Yl~ica ted deep• 
. :.~\ . . . - . .• . . . . . . . =~ , . -
root,ed ·' peisbnaiitJ·.disturb~nties ·.reia-ted·to .~ej:,::·,death, family relation-
.:. -~ -· •-__ -_ . ,••, , - _- -<.>---_ -·<_-~ ··•~., ·;(. . 'f ', 1_ ~I _ _, , . • 
. . . . . 
:·ships, .and •·· early re:tigious ··training. 
. Bergman,· GraliJm,'.Jnd .L~avii-t ci;u7): wer~_ impressed JVith the . 
,' , . 
appa'rent~genuin~ness' with ~zhic!i.' ce~tain h}J>noti1md subjoc'ts can: be'-re-. 
. . . ·.. -_ .. { · •. ' :' . .· -~ . ·., , , ·.... . ' ·, . . -. -· ,, . . . '. 
gres$ed to -infantile,' modeci:'or bel1ay,io·r~ In this · regression more~ than 
mere,remembering :1~ involved,>f.()r ~he hypnotized :subject behaves as 
· though:he has act{ially> resumed ·living · an earlier . pci±-t. of his life . . ' . ; , ' .·· .. ·.• · . .. ·., .. ··· ' . . · - . \ . · '. \ 
They igave 'a series of ,Rorscha.ch tests · to an individual ~ho vm.s hyp-
, n9tically; regressed 'to: conse'c~ttve ·chronological &ge' levels '. ,;· The . ·•;, ,• ·' . ' ' . . . . . , ,. ,, 
r .e~ults of this ~°tudy suggest that_ ,Rorschach sampjing at various age 
le'Y'els'i of hypno~icall~ regressed . s'1?jects .· may locate periods of in-
·. cre~sed:'psychio s~ress ·. or morbid personality ·cfianges~ :: The -authors ·. 
concluded. that the. Rorschach administered to hypnotically regressed 
individuals appeared to factually reflect various .stages or. pe~sonal-
ity ·d.evelopment. The study.·suggests that the human organism ha~ :a 
· capacity to; store :··up successful layers of experience in such a way 
tha-t earlier lev~ls .do not lose ~heir vitality. 
_Hadfield (1928) · dommented -on the extraordinary tone with 1ihich 
· experiences were relived, • forgotteri details ·yivi,d~y recalled!. a~d .. · 
.much original·.affect associated w:l.;h significant exper:tencos · is ra-· 
covered .in hypnotic age regression. 
, ·-•· While most hypnotic age · regression ·experimenters have · concerned 
themse~veswith _some standardized test ' o:r _projective technique, Kline 
· . (195.3) :has been one ·o:( the few investigators ~tho has concerned himself 
. with e;rperimentally induced etnot,ions in subjects. under hypnotic age 
regr~ssion. He selected from · J ersild' a (1935) studies of children's 
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fears:, . four exper.imep;~J. situations·f He J)laced a twenty~five year old 
female subject · in .hypnoti<; 'alg~ reiression at the level of three' years.·. 
He exposed his ·subject to ·· rour .. fear ,producing ·situations in a manner 
' ' 
similar to that ·desc~ibed by J~rsild • . These were: being left alone., 
e~tering a dark room, coi:itact with a strange person, .and seeing a 
. . . 
snake. .Of the four : f' ear situa.tions, three produced fear in the hyp• 
•• ; ' ' ,, · , •• -.. =: ;· • • ; •• • • . : • .• 
notic regression state, No. fear was expressed in the wak,ing or 
chronological hypnotic state. The subject's emotional reacti'on of 
fear assumed .. a : pattern similar . to that of a ch:iJ.d at.that,~~~,,, The 
, . . ' . . \ /: "'.:.•,-·,: ::: 
spontaneity and the intensity of .the reaction of fear involved in 
' . . 
these experimental instances, including.in one case ~voluntclry 
. . . . . ·i . ; ~· . . . . . : . . .,. .. . • . . . 
urination, appeared clinicallyto be ;beyond ,simulation, 
Not all investigators., however,: report po~itive: results with 
hypnotic age regression • .. 
Young {19L0) used fo~yeen trance subjects and seven unhypno-
tizable control .. subjects . in . a . series of . individual Sta~f ord~Binet 
. . ' 
Intelligence Tests and arrived at the following conclusions: When · 
. .. . .• ' 
trance subjects were ordered to regress ·to' their .. third birthday, they 
' 1 
tested on the average as children who w~re six years old would test. _ 
' . : . . ·· .. , 
Unhyp~otized control subjects had better success approximating a 
. . ' 
. , . .- . . · . : . 
three year level of performance when th.ey simulated that age, than -
did .the trance subjects who asserted they were back at: that : age • . 
Young said, 
Wh.~ther the inability of the trance subject to regress 
beycmd the fii'th or sixth year even when· ordered back to 
their ~~ird birthday is due ·,. to the fact that the perso-
nality ·;takes form about that time; or to the fact that 
the · trance·· subjects, unlike control subj ec;:ts, · were un-
wittingly playing a role and playing less skillfully 
than _ the con"tirols · by virtue of . having volun,rtarily sur-
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' rendered their 'c:ri tical attitudes . during the trance is a ' 
question not solved by this experimentation~ .on the basis 
of . this .·and other: experimentation., however, the ~iter . . 
. would hazard the : guess that,,role playing l'lould more likely . 
expla indthe phenomena • .. , Hypnosis ,is playing the role with 
all ·one's heart but not with all one's mind. (p.278) 
A:6a~er~ ·readhlg of Young's (1940) eX!)eriment ;giVes ' ori,, the im,.;; 
. , • .. _ .- ' ;- ' . ,_ .: · ·: .. ,. . 
press:i.on that '.the results he obtained. may, very likely have been th~ 
re~ult; of poorind~ctiontechniques. · The subjects .. were told~ 
You are;'now three ' yearJ old. bo· you uride:rstand? You are 
. now ·three years . old. It •is your birthday, You are how 
three years old. ,. You will be three years old· until I' · 
liake you up. , How 019- .are 'you? . (p. 275) , 
_No. suggestion v,as made ·'to ,the subjects to ., think, act, and feei ! 
'. . -_ ., . . . ' 
like· a three year old •. , The ~imple statement of · the fact that the 
subject ;s now :_three years . old migll not have __ been:. eno~gh to induce · 
a true hypnotic regression. ·· Erickson and Kubie (l9lil) have emphasized 
i . ,· . . ' ' . . :. . i ' ·. . - ~- . .· '' .:. i •., . .. ' ·• ' : . ' 
the necessity of using the proper· ': technique for inducing regression. 
, · · . . ·• '··: · ' _,,_ _ . ' ;..·/ l ., .- '!-. :::- -•· _c _;· : • .! .. , ,-i .- -: · 
'rhey attributed the failure of many expe~im~n.ter,s t;o get positive re ... 
• , • • • '. .• • :• .,:- • . . . . . I 
I • • 
sul ts . in'. -~egression': experiments ;,to . poo~ or· :r aulty indubtion technique. 
' • . • -: . . . : . ' ' .•.. • •• :-;- . ·': • . • : ,: • • ' • ' . . ; ..• ~- . . : 
• • I 
, They · have also called attent,ion .to the necessity of giving the subject 
l . ," • -, / ' : · ' •.· • ~•• , . • , -, ,<- -._· • : , l 
time to I'eorient himself in the :regressed state. , These short instruc- · 
tiona do ,n~t appear to do so_. 
If the tranceis 'deep' enough,' andr~gresaion _is ·properlyinduced, 
and the _ ,subject given prop~r." time .to reorient himself, experimenters . 
have found that a fairly .extensive functional regression is possible. 
' ,' :, ,· , • . ·,, ·:•, •· , · ' 
' ; . ' . . 
Young contended that the simulators were better. than the hypnotized 
·subjects because the hypnotized · subjects had surrendered their 
' • ' 
crit~cal attitudes ~uring the trance. _The assumptiori that hypnotic , 
age regression in a trance requires the critical faculty o_f the 
adult in· order to be able to functionally perform at a regressed 
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level is certainly ~ot justified on ·the basis of Young's· or other· 
e:xp ~rimenter •s findings. The evidence seeras to. point more clearly in 
the direction that a suspension of the adult's critical faculties 
• , , : , , f · ·· ( :.'. . . · ; ~_ '• I : ' 
racilitates,age regression in hY,Pnosis. 
Orne (1951) used ten university students ranging from ages seven-
teen to twenty-six for an experimental. evaluation·· of hypnotic age 
regression. In the aomnambulistic state of hypnosis., the age of six 
was suggested :a~d Rorschac~ records, and· drawings, and handwri·&ing 
samples were taken. In the. waking state, the s~me _ tasks were used · 
with :the: subject~. Genuinetch~ldhood drawings done ,at the age of . 
six by <me subject and a .Ro~so~ac~ test given at that age .to· another 
subject were available and were ·used .for comparative study. No con-
sistent changes in the Rorschach result.a obtained during· hypnosis 
:::could be observed. While ,hypn°"tically regressed Rorschach records 
were. always substantially di;.fferent front th~ control normal records, 
the difference followed no regular or intelligible pattern.- Stri~ing,., 
inconsistencies· in, the subjects'·.•· six year old _behavior gave · turther 
proof that important aspects of the adult personality had byno means-
sufferedablation, ih consequence of·the·hypnotioally suggested re-
gression. The author concluded that neither the Rorschach technique,-
nor the drawing and<. handwriting ·. samples gave · _evidence · of true·· or 
complete regression. Thepersonality remained adult under the sug• 
gestion .of regression to ·the .age leve1·· of six· in hypnosis. 
All of the experimenters, including those with negative data, 
and even those who consider age regression an artifact (Young and 
Orne), have remarked on the'apparent genuineness of the emotional 
factors in. hypnotic age regression. There seems to· be little doubt 
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· feels· cind act;s · as if he.\vere'.',a (Yoimg child:{( 
' ..... . . . ' ,' .. ·· ... ·• ,:• .. .. .. . ':'' :.•., .. ;. · . ... •, ·, . : , 
•.·, .. . ,,. ' . • . . 
The, historical background of •· .exper;ment_s ·,r~lating to those >aspects 
: ; • •-l, ,; '. (,' ::r :~ , ,·. , - ' , -, ; " , . . ' - . •· " , 
. . ' .· f -_: .. -_'.. ·, ·.·•: · :'• . . ' . ·· ·. ' . _i . \ ; :,, • " ··, . ': .• '. ::,.. ;'··. _,;. · <. ~; ; __ , . __ > ·. of me!r).ory p_ertinent · to ·_the : questions raised · in. the :1ntroducti~n and 
• -. - - ' ' -.- . •·. . • • I 
Vfhi~h · are the .objective< 0£ this .:. study;. pav: '. b~en. revie;ted. _., The ~xper1:. · 
: .: i.~:· 
menter_· now presents . an 'elahoration·: of the' thought model which . served . 
as a backgrcmnd for :the hypothe~esf 
' ' the O Problem · 
l~ Forms or memory. The ·individual. e:Jq)erienoes remembering 
' ' 
when he· is · conscious .of a gap in time between an· event and the reex-
·. ,_ ·. _ -_· '-.-.·· __ . , , ' ' .. · _... ' , 
' ' 
pe:riencing 'br , that event ,in the form or af'eeling, image, ·or ·thought. 
i, • . ·. . . lh- . l ' ' . . . • • • , • 
;, ' . : ·~; , ' 
Both William Stern ·(1938) and William James (1950) have expressed .-
• . , • .' . j ,- . ' . I • • 
' ~- ' ' . ' ' . ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' : . : _:·, ·, . ' .: 
the . idea that in remembrances the consciousness , of :the contin:uity of 
. ' ' ' ' ' : . 
self between two events is prese:nt • . 
- ·Becaus·e · remembering is ·the· way the individual experiences 
0 memo~yfl ·in consciciusness, . ~~me ·psychologi~ts likeJames(1950) 
defined memory as always having a temporal index., in "my past •0 
. Beh~viorally/ the 'runctions of memory are much more varied . and ~omplex. . -- ' . : 
• Basically. me~ory is · the retention of experience in the individual ei-
' ' ' ' _: ,. . . . ' . 
ther with or without the oonso~ous~ess or a temporal index. Those 
experiences which have a temporal :index have been classified by :i.nv~a-
tigators like Bartlett (1932) and Cameron (19h7tunder the. general 
' . i ' . • . ' .-· • . . -
. . .. . 
heading •of .remembering. There is no way to designate m~mory phenomena 
without a temporal index which is conscious-personal. These have 
variouslybeenreferred ·to as traces, unconscious memories, automatic 
-23- . 
. memories., habits, skills, ·etc. It ~ay be ,veJ.l i'or :the ':purpose 
of classificatiori todivicle the forms of memory into .two 'general 
-_. , .. , 
kinds J those· with a ., consbious--porsonal· temporal 'index, may be called 
t'_ .·. ,· . . ·:· _ .. -..--- ~. ' ._.·.· .. , .. ·. ·: ,:.-, ,: ·: . . ,' ' - , · :' , , • 
Re. •·m~m., bra .. nces; · and t,hose '\rd th out a · conscious-personal temporal index' 
' ---- , . . 
' may be referr~d to as Memorica/ 11.~memberj,ng i·ci,m: be :i.nvoi~ntflry., as 'when · 
' ' , r• ' . . ·. , ·: ~. ·.~ ·-· ' ' , ,: , ' . •, , ~. ·•· :, .. ' ,I I , ' ·, . ,::/• ,O . , ,' :.:' , ·.. , , ', 
a scene ·of, the past· pops into: the mind; or voluntary, .as when one · 
. ..: . i' . ' ·- . ,; .. ; :::. .... ·-.. . , 
searches th~.'-pk~t · for ·a , p~rttcular ,.experience~ · '.rhis -distinction also 
; . ' .··· . . . • '',_, i.', ,",i, :-; 
applies · tO ·Memoria •. · 
. :.- . . . 
In a similar vein, Befgson ,(1929) has distinguished . twc{funda-
menu,11iy diffa~ent _'forms of ·mem?.ry which,_ are independent from eaci?- · 
other'~ He spoke of ' 'on~ . type of' memort, which imagines and 'the other 
,:; ' . _ _. . . ,. ', ... · ... ;, __ . •·_·,' ,. , , ,. ·' 
', _.· _.·· :: ' ' 
type · -vrhich .repeats. ,· Bei'gs~m·_ illust~~ted ,the independence -of th~se ·: 
two memory fo~s with the recall of a lesson leal'ned by heart throu~h 
repeated re~itals-' The: 'memory:or the 'first_; ' the ' second, ~r third ' 
• i • • ' 
. reading, for instance O •. • • has none of the marks .of . a habit for 
I ,,·, , .-· • . , • . - ----
,, 
that it is like an everit in my life; its essence is to bear a date." 
(p. ·90) 
' ' 
With. regard ·to this dating character ·or representational memory, 
Bergson went ,on to say~ 
We may evert •go . further .and ave; that consci~usness reveals 
; · to us a profound difference, a difference in kind, between 
. the two sorts of recollection. The memory of a given 
' ,'. · reading is ·a representation, · and only a representation; • · 
, •• (p. 91) . . 
In contrast., the mastery of the lesson in recital is no longer 
a genuine representation; 
• • .• . it is an action. And, in fact, the_,lesson once . 
learned bears upon it· no mark vthich be~rays_ its .· 9rigin · 
and classes it in the past; it is part of my -present 
· exactly like my habit of walking., or writing; · it is lived 
and acted rather ·than represented • . (p. 91) 
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( · ; ' 
,··• · And/ 'thlls} 'this ::type of ' rnefflorY Js actually '·the phenomenon of ' 
·, ... ,.,·. ,· , " .·· .. · :. ·· .·· · .·.·• ·, .'., •· ' 
· hal:>itwhic~ )no longer repre$~nts>··tli~ :'1:>ast ,to., . hs, ·.but acts· 1,t, · as 
• . . • • ·-. • , (_• . •- .. , .t.. 
''-/ _ _: . ,. . -;. .. ··_:':" -\ 
Bergson s·a:id/ in tl1e ptesent. · · 
. The f o11mting . chart .in Figure: f may help to cl~rify bow the . .,. ·- r ·: .i; ·· ·:· · .? -: " ., 
· various f9rrns i of memo~y fit . 'irito th~se class:ti'ic~ tions.. As · can . br/ 
\:~e·en,. \lllcler re~embr~tlces are . cias~ifie:~. r·e~o.gnit:i.6~, . cer.tain:. kinds ·. 
• -·:·.•. · -• . · ·( 
' of 'recall, and reliving. 'Rec6gni,tl6h,carries ·with' it/ the ' implication 
-:that, . "This . specifiq :e;I>el"~~nce .. is ·the< ;same.- i.~ a specific . previous 
experience.'' •'<: This ·ca~; b~ sought after v9luntarily :or arise invol~-
. . .- . 
. ta~ily, Next '· are 'listed those aspeo'fs . of recall' which carry with :· 
the ~onscious;ess . of cf temporal :index. An ·example ~£ voluntary .re-
call, of thii( type ,vould be the searching £or · th~ narne.ifi· of . the .guests , 
', :,''. , · ' ' ' . . ' 
who' rtere present ·~t '~ne• s last birthday party.. An example 0£ involun-
tary; recall would,;.be free a~sociation in which a pa~s1ve attitude 'is · 
,,,, . .; ,· ' 
adopted .and·memories Ure permittea ·to come to ·the surface without any 
_. ,. . ' ' 
' conscious focusing on 8.riy particul.at' p"oint in Jime ' or on any-particu-
' ·.- .· ' ,· . ' , ·, 
l.iir .k~erience.· ,, Voluntary ·reliving refers t~ 'those 'remembrances .,of ' 
,things past w1i1ch1we ,~e~rch rOr as Proust {1;34)\ 1id lind which come 
: so vividly' and : intensely that w~, have the 'phenomenological and sub- . 
· j active experience .of · ·11. virtg · the~ through d ·gain. Involuntary re-· · 
liiing or abreaction as : used ;,by some psychologists '. ra:fers ·~o the : ·: .. 
: spontaneous living t~ough . again of earlier experience whicl,l comes .. 
abou~ as ar~sult of the 'psychotherapeuti~ .reiationship. 
Under ~emoria is • first listed the voluntary operation of acquired 
.habits and skills such as;•· playindthe. ·piano~ :driving a car., '~tc. · 
Then there.is .voluntary recall with a temporal index but which does 
. not have a . personal reference, e.g., v1hen one tries to recall the · 
Rememberances 
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year Columbus discovered>America.; This is a non-autobiographical 
imp.•' ersonal trace of, a ,ciate~/s:'Under·•·involuntary recall is .listed ·here 
' ,_ ,,- '_ .. ,,, . ' 
,;,,:~·,: __ :-_·:\,'.; 
~!3 .. ·phenomenon ,·Of·.hYPif'.O{i.c hY°Pefunesia.:•·.The'rectl1r.·.·of ··lost· memories 
. under hypnosis . oi'i;en ,J~ls}lla've a PersOnal temporaf index but .without 
·/ ,1'. 
normal consciousness~;\' With :post ·hypnotic • amnesia, £or example, the 
.:,/ -:,: ; :.:. 
memory does not come·j;cf, norma1 consciousnes·s • · If there is no post 
' ,,.·•- ';, .·-~ ., 
hypnotic.· amnesia, 'thert,wha(\iomes to normal consciousness is the 
• • ' ,' ,· ·• ' 1_ > : .: ', , ;- -~ ' ; _: . ' . . 
memory of what happened::.tinder hypnosis. / This memory may some instances 
,, ' 
become part' of normaiiconsciousness so that the actual event recalled 
' . . ;·. < 
in· hypnosis has now a consbi~us~personal:temporal index~- Or this 
l> ,', ,-• :.• ,,,, ,, .. ,, I • ,., ' 
fails to occur in whi~h!'caseCthe memory refers only to ·the hypnotic 
state. FinallY .... listed'','mid~~ ilemoria···are.such memory.phenomena as 
narcoleptic abreact'ion(,nd hh>notic ~ge' regression, We distingui.Sh 
; :.~,.'.:- _'._f ... 
thi~ from recall- arid .reliiririk ··:because' the person does not have the 
e~erience or a reliving of' a'll event but' lives through it as though 
\} . -_ ,, .'. • 1 
" 
it were happening for the; fiI'st time. It appears as though all sub-
sequent experien~e has· .b~en<.:ablated. Support for . this distinction 
' ' ·, ,· ' 
· can be roll!ld;: in Erickson ·(l9Ll) who, however, used different terms. 
2. Reconstructi~ri·and \,reservation ~£ traces •. This schematic 
,. ' ·.,•,·', ·•' ' ,• ' ' 
· diagram of .the forms of,>memory raises -an important question for. those 
who seek to maintain a.' consistent dynamic point of view. Certain 
forms of memory have .been> listed under "Memoria n where a memory trace 
may have been quite faith;ul:Ly preserved or revived,arter a long 
' > 
period, even years., havefelaps?d• , :'':· 
. 't-: .·. J,•· ·.-:·•1:-" :~ ,s: . • ' , .·' ·• ' ' 
Clinical and experimental evidence has been cited that .under 
• , i:,: 1-_~- .' 'f ~--1":,,: ,:\ ;_,'_.:·-..,:·· ' 
certain conditions, sucb}as ··'narcoieptic' 'abreac'tion, hypnotic age re- ' 
i- ' . . : r. .,_ ,' : ' '. ' • 
gression, · memory traces may.;:rema:i.n}vail~ble over a period or many 
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y-ears~---• / .Also ~ evidenpe· has b8:en ,c;;ted that dyna,mic:: forces of the per~ 
. . ~~~al~t:y-recon~~~!)-ct ,.or ch~ni~ ._ me~ory,· t~aces . of .past -~vents,r _ How can 
: .' • ' • • •• . . .. . -· !' •' . _--.. • • ' 
' t.hese . contradi_cto~y .finding~ b~ .recono;led within 1ihe framework of a 
~yn~mic psyclj.9logy? 
On_'. the. one _han_~J. . Bartlett (1932) attributed . . reconstruc_tic,n 
- t _. 
~of th~ pa~t. ·~h~t -~kes place _in :re~~~bering . Jo the function of the 
present consciousness. He, said£ "The attitude is :literally an· effect 
or the org~n~sm's c~pcicity to/ t~r{ aropnd up?n its own schemat,a, atid 
. is . directly a function· of consciousne~s.0 (p, 213) 
• • • • ; • I ·_. 
· From· this point of view i _t see!lls that· the .'bringing to conscious- . ·. 
ne~s of a memory trace results in dynamic changes in the remembrance · 
of the past in accordance with the •. cognitivf;) and emotional structure 
, , . . 
of . the personal~ ty at ·. the ·. t1me of . remembering• 
. . - . . 
Similarly Schachtel .. (19L9} .Pointed out .that., . 
.. ·, , · ,, . · ; ·, . 
Memory 'els a function of the living peraoriality can.be. 
understood only as a ·capacity for the organization and 
reconstruction :of past -experiences and impressions in 
the service of present needs, fears, and interests. 
, , (p. 198) 
0 
• , • , , 
: . ; •, ' ·,, ,-' ·. , •-. ,, . · ., .. . ·. : / : 1'. :';_ . <> :-:i . , , ·. '·. ' 
Moreover., both,. Schacht~i, ·(19L9) and :Bartlett · (1932) .pointed to 
' ,, • . ·. : , ' , · ,. ·. •1 · , , , : ,- · - __ ·. ,- ._·. • ' 
the fa9t thcit .. changes .• in mem9ries ;. of ,the past . follow 'the . direction 
( .\ •. ;· -~ , ·, ~- ' 
·of''conventionalizati6n,''- ··,ThUSj . thty}emphasi~ed_ tha't when; a ~emory . 
trace becomes •, conscious, thi~ ·y_ery ·p:i;-ocesa ,serves to ' alter it. so' as :, 
~·: .. . :-· .... , · . . ' -- -~ _· _- ' . . . '. . . ' ;·\''.-· ,_: . . . , 
· ·. to . make possible its integration into .. _ the structure of the present 
' . ·, , . , ' 
· · , ' ·· -. _/ .· 
persortality, . T_he act of making :it conscious, the very act of remem-
bering, $ets to work , certain dynamic forces which change the experi-
. ence· according · to the personality 'at 0the ·particular tim~ it is 
remembered., 
On the other hand, certain clinical observations appear to sup-
port, the idea that some memory traces can remain substantially un~ 
chcinged as long as they . have not been . brought · to. c'onsciousness. 
Experimental evidence of hypnotic , age regres.sion ~s wellrias clinical 
'case -~tudies of ___ the treatmairt -'.or.::combat neuroses . also support ·this 
Vi8W. It is well establishe~ 'tbli: s6nie patients. \IIlcl~r the influence 
-of sodium amytai reenact the': traumatiC event which -was the precipi.:. 
-tating factor in ~eir pat~ology. The patient e~~rienc~s it · a_s 
· though he e : living it• r~; thk, first, time. ;. --There fs. no ~o~s-cio~_sness 
_.o{:"the time gap ·,between . the Original trauma~ic exp~r:tence and-the re-· 
:ertactment of -··it, The ·,moment ,therealization --o.t·· the time · gaf enters 
con~ciousne~s, then it truly :. bec'omes a reliving. and -~akes_on ·,the .. 
character of what is c~mmonly uriderstood to be remembering • . _It is ·_ 
' ':, '\ . ·.·. .. . . ' ·. · . 
only then that remembering as; ~uch > enters_ the picture.·••---~nd :i.t-is at 
.:, ' ' ' -~' , ·.,·· ·' t ' ' ,' . ': ·--~.~i•.:';_~,.:~ .... · .:.-•.. ·\ , /·· ' ' .: :- ·. . ' ,;;,, •,' ' '. ' ,' ·, 
'this point tha,t the original trat1Jnatio ·event., ·: and its. emotional· and 
other psychol~~i~~li erreCts_ ~eglll :~o: Wh~n th8 patient can 
'-::::.-,-
, experience this as a 11memory.,JI, h~_ is,, pften on, his way to recovery ,. 
' ' 
from the·',traumatic effects ·or ··_ ·the experience • 
. The apparent contradi~tion between the ·presumed preservation of 
' .. ,_ .-. 
', : ; , . ' . 
memory ·trace.s and ___ their changes ).n remembering may ~e reconciled· with -
the two following propositions :. , 
· l. The very act of ·remembering, i.e., bringing past exparience 
to present -consciou§ness appear~ to be ' a'.pro~riess in which memory 
·traces may be altered or reconstructed so as :to · make possible their 
integration into thepresentpersortality • . 
2. When · certain experiences are not remembered., the trace may _. 
. ' . . 
remain essentially. unaltered so long as it is riot brought to present 
consciousness. , 
W'ith regard to the, first proposition., there is agreement with 
such authors as _ Bartlett (1932)., :Schachtel (l9ll 9);~_. Vfilliam St~rn (1938), 
' > ; ' 
·- -29-· 
_Goldstein (1939)., an4 ~ny . others. ~o numerous to· ment:fon. · With regard · 
· •. · ' ' .··. ' ... 
to 'the. second proposition., :. agreeme·nt · ;s fa:r _from ge,neral. 
', ,E,..rper,iments on lea~ning Yrith sub;-hurnan and human ·,subjects .ha'(e' 
led different experimenters to , postula:te _a memory trace which in it;-
self underg'oe,s ·chang~s -: ;tith .time~ . . F~oril .. thesci ·observati9ns,~'. theories · 
about 'the gecay o.f. . t~e ~race._vdth · time, h~,re ,been . advanced; ,as well as 
' . :, . : .. .• . . - ~-. : . '.'' ;., ·;·. . ,• . . .. . - ! . ' '. . ·: 
theories abou~ dynamlc chang~s.,- ,according ·to ,the accenfa?3ti,ort ~r ·. 
levelling of th~ trace ~uch as that .froposed by I{offka . (193$')and , 
Wulf (1922)! 
The experiments ·on retroactive, inhibition .by McGeoch -~nd ~Kinney 
(1937) and proactive inhibitioi as 4iscussed by Kohlei: (191.sO) seem .·to 
argue in• .fayer of altered memo;ry ,- traces •. r 'l:he change depends, for 
example, upon' the nature o_f interpola~ed activity,: duri~g the , reten-
tion period, so that inact,iv~ty such · as sleep or rest follow~g a · 
. -: . . .. . . . ' . . ' . 
learning period seems to be ,most beneficial ~or the preservation of 
the inemoryt;race. 
lVi thout any aspiration to be complete, the experiment on. the 
. ' 
effect ,of isolation and crowd~ng of homogeneous mate;ial by Kohler 
and Vox:>, Restorff (1935) may. be mentioned,. • . This was an exper.iment 
in· which figure .. ground relationships,: within ,the learned material 
were proved to be important for .the formation of the trace. , It would . ' ,· .·, - ' ' . .. _,, 
be presumptuous _to disregard _the . weight (?f · _this accumulated_ evidence 
·which ~hows that memory traces amy change and that ·their change may 
follm, 'certain laws • . 
It·sho~d, however, be pointed out that the formation of most 
, of the laws concerning the fate and form (?f the memory ,trac~ on the 
human level are based ·on tests for the voluritary; i.e., conscious 
• .I • f -·,, • ' \ • • 
- ' . 
recall or reproduction of previously learned material. 
Theproblem.wi~hw~~ch the second·proposition.isconcerned must 
be, there.fore, limi~ed to.·thb~·e' nie'mo?'Ytraces\:concerning which the 
possibility of 'preservation in · substanc.e could be .entertained .. · even •if 
. ' ' 
qertain alterations have taken place;· but,: the essential 'char~cteristics 
'. ·. ' ' ·,. ' . ,'. ', ' ' .' 
of that experience have n_ot bee~ desti~~yer;l. 
It i~ the belief of 'this experimenter that ithe •least alteration 
or the memory traces may OCCW"<if'',they can be reactivated under tv;o 
conditions: (1), when the ~.ffect of' normal consciousness, in terms 
of present needs, interests, and .functioning can be minimized, and 
(2 _) when tt1e memory trace is not isolated from its original context 
but. is reinstated through .th.e ·• reactivation c,£ the cognitive emotional 
structure of -vrhich •. it is a pal"t . to begin with. 
,-·:• :· ·c _-,. _.c_ ·: •. ' 
From this position the.postulationfollows that €3very impression 
or. experience occurs 'in··art organized frame· of •.. reference, or is. embedded· 
in a cogni.ti~e and .. emotional matrix. And it is this matrix with which 
; . ·_ ',,·. • • 
·a. 9urrent process must make contact in order to reach• a trace, no 
matter h~w th~ trace itself may.have changed. This appears substan-
.. ' . . , . 
tially to be the view .of. l{~ffka .,(1935) wh~n he raised the question: 
How. does a proces~ communicate v:ith a. trace? 
.•• , •. and we have already shmVl'l:vrhY v1e · have to assume an 
influenceof the Ego system upon the trace system_;. then 
we. must .. conclude that the . temporal .stratification of 
traces is one of the factors which determine their avail-
ability •. ··· A trace within its stratum is connected with 
·the Ego of the same stratum, but may be far removed from 
the Ego. of a later stratum. (p.·, 52,) · 
Koff'ka went on .to point out that recall of events totally for-
gotten in normal life is· possible under hypnosis, " •. · •.• if we assume 
that in the hypnotic state radical transformations of the Ego system 
occurs.ti (p. 527) Koffka was aware that a number of condfiions 
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determine the greater or lesser availability or a trace •. We \'fould 
. - . . . . 
like to focus . on ~is assertion that the availability of the trace 
• • depends upon proper connection between. the trace 
system. and the Ego. . · Now this . connection. depends • upon a 
. host or factors among 'Which· the so-called conative ones 
are probably of paramount importance. If a trace is de-
rived from a process Tfhich. was d'il"eot,ly connected with a 
person's interests, then tt will have its place in a field 
formed· by a process of high 'intensity and will;>be inpar-
ticularly close _connection with.the Ego system. Such 
traces then are i'avoredtor many reasons, (p •. 526) 
. ..', . ,, . · , , ... 
' '·.·. ;.·· .. :· .... - ,·-_ ·:. ___ : ': • -·. __ ,'· .. ··,;• 
The further· irriportant conclusion is that when these interests 
v-c1nish., .the traces will become lesr.fava:i.lable. This position may 
'be .. used as a jumping off point !or a general considera.t:Lon of the 
r~ason \~Y previous experiences 'may have. ·left, traces Which. are still 
present in ~heir essential features. but are not available.• 
On.the face of it.,•it seems a-remarkable fact that. the period 
_rich~stin experience for the individual, the period in:vmich he is 
continual~y making new and exciting·.discoveries about \he Vvor~d and 
about.himself, is nearly obliterated in his'·,conscious ,memory.• Early 
childhood, during which the individual·. discovers capacities in him-. 
self v1}?.ich he never had ·before and during which many of his functions 
changetiin a short time into new or higher .and more intricate and com-
plex .vmys of functioning, is almost completely lost in a memory 
blackout. 
··Thus, individual.a have many experiences \7hich are not brought· 
clearly to later consciousness ii It ·is interesting to note .that along 
with the loss of memory.of early functioning is an almost complete 
,< > ;·. 
amnesia for most evonts which are embedded in t~e co'gnitiv'.e artd 
emotional Ertructure .of early childho.od. 'Xhis is the phenomenon or 
childhood amnesia 11hich Freud (19.38) has called attention to. It 
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was his contentiori,; tha~, childho,od· amnesia is the' ·_result ,of the 1 re~' ; 
pressicn of iTifantile ; sei~iity.~ :·Wliile it ,j_s ' pbssible thaii ·particu-
. -~ . . .- . . . 
: ·1a.r :evenfas iri an individual~ s . life ~hich · are asso,ciated with\ child-
.-., . ' , . t . ,<.· :_,,· '' : ' ' .... -: ·-"..:., .··.-. ·. ::.· . .. ' . , :.·· ' , 
hood o~ __ :infant:1.i~ sexual~~Y; may- be -~epres~ed,_ 6ne: ~pubts _tl}a~ ·I-nfan,.-
s~xuality. cmD.d _l?ave heen:, so' perv~sivk of : th'e ·- ·1ndiv-idual' ~-- ex-
,·,' p~riehces, ·in th~ f1rst ·1fevt •-years' :of , ~ife to account fo,r sucb 'cl_ com- --
. '•, \ . , _ ' 
~iete\blEtckout 'of, memory. 
It .is only fair · to point out :t hat Freud <(1938), at ·1easttheore-
tically, recogniz8:d 'trl-iat no_t all £_org~ttiriKW~s.'d1;1e t() r~pression. 
,ffo said., 
Perhaps it is not superflue>us·. to remark . tha't the given 
explanation (of,the forgettingof ·a .name) does not . con-
tradict, conditions •of memory reproduction arl.d :fo~getting 
assumed: _by other psychologists. which _they see -in ·- certain _ 
_ relatfons , and dispositions • . , Only in certain ;·cases have _, -· 
· we added another motive to the ·ractors 'long ' recognized 
._ as causative . in' forgetting :names and 1have thus laid .bare 
the mechanism of faulty memory. · {p. 39) 
Fre~ assumed ~hat beside the forgetting of _ proper names:, there _ 
•. _' •· ' - ,, ' ' .-·,· ·: ' .::, ;, • ; ' ' ' '. / ·. ' ' ' ' '. "· ' - : ~< 
is another forge;tting \which. is • mo_t1vated by ·repression. 
. , . '· ·. ' ,- . . 
. · · ':. Ai though he _ apparently recogni.zed· that repression 1s -not the . . 
; ' . \ __ - . .• . . ; .- : . . . ,;~ :·- ; 
only mechanism ·:by' which f orgett,.ing takes place J j nuch of ·psychoanaly-
tical theory and all ~f FreJ~• s i id~as_ on childho6d ,amnesia hold 
'. --_ ;;_·.:::': . . -;-- ·. . . . - .\ -·r---~:~ .. -. J •. t ..  -. ·~· , ·.:·_, ·-{- .. ~.:-.~ . .. . 
... :repressio~ responsible f?r ,what is no 'longer ,''rernem~ered! .· In psycho- -
analytic~l theory, ~epres,sion , ;s consi~ered a d'efensi,;e functio-n of 
_1 i'.._, ·1r , ·· .• t 
the ego arid a great deal of emphasfa ·is ,·placed_ on th_e adaptive >func..:. 
>,', . ,·. ,_· ' 
tion o~ defense mechanisms. · I~ -may·~be t,ru~. that, . in ·some cases,_ th~ 
distortion of a, memo~y:or the fa_,ilure to recall a memory serves as a 
defensive adaptive i'unction .£or th~ · personality. ·.-But it seems no less 
true that loss of memory maz serve the integrative· functions of the 
personality. 
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Just as . the loss of certain functions (sucking ·. reflex) in 'the · 
• . ,' • -~ • •• I ' 
b1:oiogical proces'ses of growth ~nd 'devel;pment ·nave an adaptiver ,furic,l . , 
tion:, so the absence 6:f' re~ambr~nces ·and '1memor.ia0 may be a nat,ura.l 
. developmental process. . When thci ::adt9-t no longer exper;ences the 
~world in .the sam~ way as a· child._; _·: ,the dynamic conditions ·for rein-
-sta.'ting childhood ·memories .might no.·longe1., exist,·. · Sometimes adults 
.f cn;,.(let things because they have simply outgrown the way they exper-
. ienced them.. 
Schachtel (19L9) pointed out' that --~ithin. the process of adapta-
_tion and adjustioont, to modern western civilization, the acquisition 
of conventional modes . of experiencing,which are alien and _ foreign to 
the modes ofexperiencing of .children,shape the _memoryfunction in 
. . . . . . - ' 
, , 
such a .way that they are not suitable to accmnodata- childhood exper-
·iences. Hesaid, 
The categories, or _schemata or : adult memory are not 
suitable receptacles for early childhood ·experiences 
-and therefore not fit :to preserve these eJcperiences 
and enable theirrecal1; . The functional ·capacity of 
_ the conscious, adult memory is usually limited ,to those 
types · of experience which :.the adult consciously makes 
·and _ is capable of _making. '( p. 9) 
The cognitive and emotional structure of _the present personality 
provide the subjective conte}..-t f _or o::c.pariencing every event. Hence 
the memory ·of -that event is ine:,ctricably bound wi.tli.in the context of 
the functions operating in the personality at the time the event 
first occurs. 
Golds.tein (1939) stated: · 
An event can be remembered only in that modality in 
which it appeared first • . _ Remembrance is ·-normally 
bound to the f:tgure. The 'background is only an after 
effect in conjunction with the figure to which it 
belongs. (p. 315) 
Thus, if the:adult has lost the capacity to . experience as . a child, 
he can.~ot ' be ·e.1.-pe'cted to :remember . those·, events of childhood 'which 
. ' 
are specifically. embeddeq. in :"Childhood: ways ··of experiencing, 
. J'f~ ·have· used- the . terms,- ''ways of experiencing,00 cogni tive a~d 
emotiorial _ matrix, .or structure., or .organization,'l rat,her loosely ·and : 
YtQuld like to define the meaning 0£ these ter:tna more precisely. 
For. Sch~chtel _(19J~9), ·schema ;e.ferred · to the' t~conventiona'iizedu 
· organization of experience ·of the· adult, 1vithouthis applying the term 
to di.f ferently organized schemata of experience . and behavior in . 
early childhood. Our use of .. ,the term i\mctionaf schemata is,· on the 
one hand, more genera.I and, on the other. harict·, 1nore specific, It 
. . 
includes both the cognitive aspect ·such as perception, thinking, etc~:, 
and: the particular unique emotional' aspect of an experience . or ·activ-
ity. There is . cognitive organization ,rithout .i.ts ooricommittant em.o- . 
tional organization: both together make up a. funcrtional schema. 
' . 
From a developmental point of view·,- certain functional schemata must 
b<;3 .characteristic of a particularstage :or levei. Schacht.el (19L9) 
chara_cterized the ·. ·early childhood ,v,a.y of ·experiencing by emphasizin~ 
the ··. uniqueness, :the nevmooa, _and therefore the intensity of ·these . 
• -_ • ' ' , • . . • • .• ·, :· . ':, : ' 
•-c· • • 
experiences. In · our termin,ology · this would be an ·.·. impor·tant ,aspect of 
the early fun;ct{~rial s_ch,emata which ·1a\;~r g~ts lost' by. ·ihe ; ~gded ·1aye~s 
or conventional and conceptual . schemata. 
Some functional schemata at developmental levels of very early . 
' . .· . - \ -', ' ·, . . 
ages of ·the person go through many stages of differentiation. As the 
person matures, there are less changes in the stages or maturation; 
C , ' I . ; 




The diff·erance b·etweem these i earlier s ~er?~ta · and the adult way -
. I 
of experiencing can be exemplified by.the .following: 
' .. _' _ . .' '. ' ' ' 
(1) Piage~:. (1952a):· de~~ribed r.m experiment . in ,vhfoh h~· presented 
' ' . . 
: to a . ynung child two glasse~ of 1tator ·which Yv:ere iclentical ·i....-1 shap9. 
and size and f:llled ,;-fith water . to the- same height.- :·- The . chi.1d recog.:.. · 
11faed·that ·· t he:re was ·-the same ·amount .of.water in both glasses • .. ·Piaget 
' • · . ', _- -c ; ' 
- ' 
then, produc'ed a third glass :which :wa\taller and thinne:r, and ·po~ed 
the wate1· from one of the f .irat . two g:lasses ~nto . the . thir.d ·glass., )"fhile 
. the ch.ild was ·watching; When the child was questioned ,about .which · ·had 
more, he. :L-ris.~sted that the taller and thinner · glass llad mor~ ,water in 
it., even . though he had seen the water pouted £r,om 'a glass 'Wll.tch he · had 
,< .. : ., .. • ' · . __ ·, ·: ,,•' •,, 
previously admitted qont,ained an identical amount. . Ir~ this _. stage·, 
. - . ' ,· . . - . 
Piaget, described ~he child a~ Heing· pe~ceptua:tly-form dominated. 
_f 
(2) In ·another expe~iment Piaget (1950) described how·,-when two 
moving objects, traversing .differant:'distances,. ·left the same p9int A 
and arrived· at two diffcre:1t places, · B _-and Bl, at ·the same , t~me., /~he 
' . ' 
f' our to .five ·year old child. adknm-.rledged the · sL'llµ.l tanelty . of the tie-
.. . .... 
parture; 'bu:t usually 'contested / f;,he simultaneity ,of the. arrival, al-
though this wa.s easily perceptible_. · He· recognized . that one o.f the 
obje?ts ceased , to ?love when the · other stopped. But he refused to:. 
grant that the movements ·ceased at the same time n • .' • because there 
. simply is as yet 110 time · common to different .speeds •fl. (p. 136) 
(.3) Piag~t {1950) . also described an experiment. in which the· 
subj.ect was given t,vo: pellets of dough , to be modeled into the same .. 
size, shape, and weight. 'Later the subject saw one of them modified· 
in shape and ·was ' asked whether the ·weight and volume remained the 
same. Up fonine . ,or ten years of age, the subject disputed the fact 
that the weight was the same. 
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-,Piaget:::·(1950) -described these stages of ·children• s· ·thinldrig 'as . 
preco11coptuai thought; ; irituii:tve thought, concrete -operations, etc. _ 
- -~ ' 
They ~re vex·y .difficult :' t ·o rest,ore in the /experience of -tile adult. 
· ,· · ,·· ' ·.·, 
It · fs difficult for the adult .to even think orexperiencfili: this 
. . . 
· way ari:i io11ger·; Ad.ul-ts would find :u, -·difficult · to- imagine tha ·time · 
' ., . . ' .·. : 
when they .. c·ould net recognize , that faro pieces : _of ,icla.y · had -the -same 
, ' ,' -· "'_: . .. - - · .-. • . . ' , .. . - - - .. - , -" ·"' •• I _, . -- -
masa.\md -vieight.· because· on~·: ii~s cl1anged shape. 
:--~ecdotaily, we ,_may add .the frequent 'observation. that adult,s who 
•, ,_:·_ . > ,. _·:,. -:: ~- -- ; . ~; },>•_·~_. _ , "{ , ._: _ _ ,·,·.r·--·---, : . . ·~ .-, . 
return to their home 'tovni a.ftet an absence of -many years, often exper-
. ience :· the "town 'as having ,shrunken in size. ' Here is the persistence .. 
(. ' ; ' ' ' ' ' . . . 1, - . ' . ' , ., 
of a trace of -~ _former_ experience . which is., howeve:r{ not in conscious-
ness. , "Adw.ts:. are, surpriskd' \,nan <theyhave -~his "experien.ce,-·_ :In con;.. . 
trast, howe'1ler{:a ichild will not mak~ suol.1 di~~inctJons as \betv,een -
.th~ present; e~peri~rice of the. smaller city:;:and 'th~: kn~vledge ' tnat· .it 
mus-t, have looked :larger before. This observation may be con:trasted. 
' . ' 
·witl( .the ·actual ·experience o:( :the -ch;ld in the egooen·i:,ric stage of · . 
. deveidprrient, appro:d.,-µat~ly --~iiree years 0£ age, who returns -to the 
grandparents ( home a.f-ter an absence of ayeai' and a half, and exclaims 
when he enters ·: the ki.tchen, tfTheyi muJt .have lowered. the sfrlk. 0 
-Anotl1er .t actor which may distinguish the --early ,memory . func·tioning 
of the child from that of the adult is .the role of-incidental le~rning. 
-Scheere.r >(l953) called attention to· ~ha phenomer1a .of _incidental learn-
ing and its possible significance for ,personality' ;f\mct.ioni.ng. --He 
defined incidental learning~· much as . MeGeoch did., as the learning or 
. _behavior·· modi_£i~ation .. which occurs vlithout· specific ~o:tive or _oon--
scious; intent to learn the mate1~ial or the activity in- question. 
_ Citing· 1tappaport1 s (1943) obseiv~tion that memory ph~nomena in the : _ 
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~-- ' 
widest,.', sense : oc;6hr· ·~odimuou~i/ m evetyday lif~ .. ,rlthout the person, s 
instruction. or motive ,_ to l~arn, ,Scheet'er , (195.3), in agre~ment with 
a~: w.Allport, n6ted , that. this ~eemed to', be true 1n a great deal of 
. learning by children • . 
·, In incidental learning, the_ young child, . more .than the adult., 
assimilates material not only; without • ~e intent t~ learn, •butalso 
· tvithout the : awarene~s that ·he has learned the~., Perhaps the · most ,· 
;; ' ' ·• ' 
important incidental learn~g i~ tha~ which_ is · connected with, the 
organization or new cognitive functions, attitudes, ,and values. Cog- · 
. . 
nitive ·and ,.emotional···•stTUoture nray chang~·• almost im~erceptibly_ with-
out _the child being 'aware or' the ·change;' or he may. be aw~re _ or the 
change, but hardly ever . aware of the n~ pr_ocesses or the functions · · 
-through which these . .c~ange~noame . a bout • . 
. . . 
A .further factor which· C?,C?ntributes to the child• s lack or aware-
! • 
ness_ or change, as well as the changing qualities of the functional 
. -
schemata, is the slow emergence . of selt · reflection and self-awareness 
in childhood. As Schachtel ~1_9~9) said, . 
Within the develcipment, of consciousness; the: consciousness 
of · self comes latest, ,and neither ·individually or in the 
history _of. the _race has manastet ever reached anything 
-approaching full consciousness of self. _(p. 27) , · . 
This ge~eralization agrees with the findings and conclusions of . Piaget 
(1952b) on the development of the :=.ntrosp.ective capacity in the child. 
, : . ·. ' . ' ' 
C~nsider f,or a moment Helen Keller's ~eauti.fully nioving descrip-
tion of .her exciting discovery that: things have -names. · This was not 
only a discovery about the ',world of things, but also of something new 
! • 
and exciting .about her owri func_tioning. It opened up new vistas for 
her. in the things that she could do. All individuals have bad such 
rare moments of discovery or insight about themselves. But the actual 
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acquiring of · nel! ··• capacities and functions is a slo'W' and, <gradual , p~o~ 
, ce·s·_s .· of:: physical and psyohologi~al •maturing \~getµer wit~ ·learning~:: 
:&"'or Helen Kell~r the. :lnomant of. conscious realiza tiqn was sudden be-
cause· it came so belatedly._ ForIDost :individuals it was a gradual, 
, ' 
.· a1D:1-ost . unnoticedpp~o?ess · · 
"·, ; The question: ~ris~s ,-whether 'it maY be p,o~sibie. to revive or re~ 
es:tablish :some functional schema~· of .childhood ., in.. such a manner ,that 
. adult ·consciousness · does . not exert its •. reconstructing :;.ntluence on 
. them-. If this -be ,the case,:. then it . should .also . be . possfubltf_to r,estore 
. ,, ,· ,· . ·.. .-.. , 
certain evehtswhich had .been ·embedded. in these 5-cllemata,· provid~d 
tl;te : traces :have not been es·sentially altered. 
,It/ is se~ eviderit . that the original context- of ._t:t pas,t experi-
. ence _ canrtot be completely restored. ··. ·we .:'oannot r~-verse the growth of . 
the ; organism, . nor.,can ·we go backward' ,into t~e• ' At least, so far .as 
these .two_ factors a:re concerned, spmething within ·. the experiencing 
person has :permanently 'changed •. . 'What may be important, however, is 
that enough oi' the ··• original : context be restored to give the pe~son, · 
now, the exp~rienc·e or phenomenal similarity• . If he . can · eJcper~ence 
the situation: as :be_ing the same, <~his should _be sufficient •. · _Once 
' this can , be achieved., then certain functions arid events _which are , 
. ,, . ----- .. ; . -· ·. . - .· ' . ,_- . 
· co~text related · should be access~ble to _the· persorutlity~ This is ' 
riot dissimilar to .·· Hollingworth' s·. concept· of redintegration. 
· · 3. , . HU?notic · regression. The phenomena of hypnotic age regres-
sion ' seemed to offer 'an excellent opportunity 'to , s~:µdy early functional 
i • • • -~-. " :- . • • •. • • , ,• ' . . ' 
. schemata 1n.· ·a scientifically·. c~~trolled man~er . ... 
' ' 
It is·· not o.ur- ~ntention' tO: discuss _the · natur, of. hypno.sis in 
this work. . We start with certain· empirical or clinical facts about 
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hypnosis ·regardless 0£· what theory may , be used to· explain them, and , .. 
' ' . 
. we utilized these to test this .theory of memory £unctioniug. · Perhaps . · .. , . . . . . ···_ . · . :- - .... · ; ' . , .. 
' the theory of memory functioning may sheer sdme light on .the phenomena 
of hypnotic age .regression;,1tself. f • 
The ,conflictingeyidence .about the genu~eness o~the age .re-
gression :Phenomenorl und~rhypnosis .,has been · previously presented, · 
1l1h~ ~iter r~membe~s h~aring ,cl . lecture bi Jules Ma.sserrnan ridicuiin'g 
the phenomena of hypnotic
1
age regression .becausehe·had •regressed. a 
· subje~t -f?o the sixth ,month of interuterine life and had asked i the 
. subjec~ :to describe ·her: surro~dings., · The s~bject, although pbv;ously 
' . 
having Joeeri regressed . to an adrilitted ·.· pre-verbal level, proceeded to 
.describe in· adult terms arather popular-,. conc,eption ' or:··what .'.: inte~;_, . 
u.terin.e ,life is like. It -is well known that a subject ill deep hypnosis 
is anxious _. to please thehyp~otistciand ·will dci,,whateverhe is .-directed 
to do., usu.ally in .a quite literal manner. J:f the subject was asked · 
to :describe interuterine life,: the_n. she ·was . apt.· to .attempt to_ do , that. 
One can ,·legitimatelyraisethe question .:whether the very· task or 
suggestion give~ to ,the 'subject ·a~rog~ted .,.any possibility of ·. any . 
. genuine regressive' phenonieria bei~g elicited/ ·This is a question which 
<ihas beeri:·.~g~orecJ. by mariy .experimeriters·~ Eeigel (19,3)' ,. pointed out 
the difference between those responses ·•Which 'lie withinthe ··· realm .. of 
. . . ' 
possible experience of ·. the,·s~bj'eit and f: those which do' not. ,,.· He , said, 
, ., ' ' ' ' '. ;; . ' : , ' ; ' ' ,' ' ' . 
. . . ' ' ' ·: '· '' (' ; . ' :- •· . 
Ir, a person sittinK in. a; summer home. at the beach is told 
that his · child has ·· -just swum ·.out .toofar and .. is :in. trouble, · 
it does not make a difference as jregards his reaction, 
. whether the news is true '.J .erroneous., or. invented, as long 
as the probability of such a happening exists. · In _hyp-
nosis, just as in real~ty, a ·person may,; . upon such inf or.:.. 
ma tion, reply , that he has no child., or that .his ohild 
cannot swim and that therefore there must be a mistake 
in identity. We .may be in doubt whether to trust 
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reifotions that· are outside' "the realm of :{11E( ·subject's <· 
ac~ualLexperienee • .. Ir, for instanc,e, -it is suggest~d .irf · 
:_ the above- case that the ·man<who has no· child in reality, · 
has_ <me p.ow, he may pr-odµce reactions -tpat ·.are .what he 
imagine·s ·to; be·-those of.'a parent.:· ·He _lacks ·tlie ··actua.l_ 
•· expe~ience. If, .·_howeve,r, .. ·the sugges_te~ . situation. lies 
:wlthin the 'scope ' or . :the individual·1s .. ·experierices ·and ·: ·',: ' 
differs fr-o.m act,ual . pa~t ones only in -._·. the degree of 
· stress, ,then :we · are ·certainly justi:.Cied in considering 
hi~ responses· geriuine as the,· real .father's response _to · 
, ·the' ·true· or mistaken acco'Uilt~ · (p • . l.$) ·_ · 
Few~\ )J'·: ~~y, -have ever t.aket1the' pr~oaution to instruct the s'ub-
ject ,that ~o m~tter what_);sk ifl , imposed 'upon him., he wi~i act: in 
'acc'orda~ce ,with approp~fu~e ,: kge:to whitih -beets regressed ,·( see pro.;. ., 
I - __ ·, . · ' ,_ ·: _ .. : ' ., -:· c · _.. . 
,, 
cedure). :The failur~_ to ~ke th:is -precaution may ac_coun_t £or many _ 
of ,the obse~vations which experimenters 'have made: :' that: the regres~iva 
phenomena is: iu11j~ot: toa ·•· good,·dear·of ." var~a.tio~·:Jncf·.r1uctuation'while, 
' 1, ,,. • i ·, ~' . 
it 'is ~ -progress. ·. We do not intend ·to indicat~ ·that this by any means 
explafu; ',a~iCthe, r1h~,ua tio?l} / Jv~n, under . -(;hos'e ilircuml,tances where 
, the ' instructions are , adequate., a certain amount, of i'luctua tion and , 
. variation wilFbe £ound.. ·· 'Bu.t this precatition in >~h~ giving of instru:c-
,. -· .. ' ' · . . .- ··. •.;_ '' 
·t1011s w:1.l~ 'tend; to minimize some; of_ the variability. . This · point 
' . ' ' ·) ' ·~ 
,-emphasizes the importapce in ~rty _e,xperiment dealing ._ivith · hypnotic age 
regression.of- the manner of .inducing regression and the instructions . , . . ' . . -. . .. ' _- . . ,_ . ' ·' . . . . ' 
given' £or _the· regression. Since ·both ~in :;ome degree determine the 
of regression that one achieves in -,·any su'bject. But even' under 
the b~st of ' c~rcwristkrices, hypnotic .age .regTesslon appears- to be a · · .. 
fiuctuati.rig·.and fluid ·state. In .fact, this fluidity seems to be 
' ' ' , 
characteristic riot only ·or age regression, but of .the hypnotic state 
itself,. 
Brenman, Gill1 and Hackner (1947) noted the changes that occurred 
' , , 
· in a highly·fluctuati~g and variable fashion in people under hypnosis. 
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'Ihe most frequently occurring of. these spontaneous phenomena· which 
' ·, . . . •· ._' :_· .· . · :, . .•· . ·, . 
are;·· charac!:teristi.c bfhypnosis.:are .th~ changes in ·body. experience 
.This may be a change .. in, the ~xperierice of ~kin ',teniperature, skin 
sensitivity, perception .of, equilibrium.,: or of 't)ody image • . • Many .. 
-p~tien~s reported sudde_n warmth -: o~ -. ·coldness, : .. tinglirig, -- riumbnes.s, 
prickly sk:in., :i dizziness.,' and so .forth. t- The author~ con~idered this 
r , , i , · ' 
- . . 
to be a · change in certain aspects of ego functioning Snd cited.>that 
• .·,, , .. i :, • . . ,: ·. : 
other '.changes· t6ok place as vieli,rdz-,example., the . .vivid.'and intense 
.- .. ' ( ,_ 
outb~rs~s -. of. emotion acc·ompan~~ :·.t~e'./f'ir~t hypn~·bic experience, 
,Partidular ,• and sporadic~lly :'the~~afte;. ,., 
, ·, ' 
Ehrenreich {19.$1}' pointed out , that a h:ypn'otic subject often · 
reveals .a prefe~ence' for ce;rtai~ types of· behavior-·and disincl:ination 
tovrard ,'or :i.nabillty to, perform :otper types of b~havior; and this is 
·not necessarily in .terms of the· depth of hypnosis 1vhich has be,en 
achieved. This .statement does not refer to -· suggestions which conflict 
with the 'subject•s moral ,standards, but more_: to those 'par.ts ·or the · 
induction pr.ocedure which are standard ,suggesti'on"a a~d which ,ar~ . 
. . -- .. ,_- ·. -__ , . . · . ,. ' _- . 
relatively free .from emotional· s'ignificance, or; at least, are not 
.tr~umatic to a large majorityof :.the subjects. Ehrenreich claimed 
that the explanation for : these are probably to be !otind ·1n the .uncon-
scious needs, wishes, prohibitions;, etc.; which inf'lu8nce greatly all 
of a parson's behavior as well as his response · .to hypnosis. , 
There . still :remains the, question of the nature of this fluctu-
ating and unevenness of performance at ·regressed ages. Erickson and 
Kubie (l9!tl) suggested that there were two ·type·s of regression. , 
They coI11L11ented on the nature of · these two types, 
-L2- · 
The. s.earch . backward toward neli~ng :of~n .earlier period 
o~ life of. . an.hypriotic • subJect occura >:iii eith,u• oi' : -t.Yro 
ways .. First, •:there ••can -be fa> 1re·greirnion' · in terms · of\ ·•. 
what _· the s1.1bject as an adult believes' 'unsierstands, ,: ' 
remembers, : or · imagµ,.es about'J tha,t earlier period of life. , ' 
In 'this f ~rm of ·regres~i~n/ the :subj ,ect • s behavior will 
·be.· a· half •. conscious .· dramatiza.tion ·of .. his · present ·under-
standing of that ·:p:revious time., and ~' in whichhe will .. be-
have as he believ_es woulcLbe suitable ·.ror him as a, child;;:. 
at th~ . suggested age level,-·•··The _other type ·. of .• regress ion· 
iis .far different in · ch~racter. and · significance~ .-It re-
'quires. an actual'revivificaticm or the patterns .of _ _ . 
behavior · of the suggeste~3>-earlier period of life > in ·terms 
of. only of what actually belong there. It is not a re~· 
gression ithrougll .. the ·,_use or .current meniorjes, recollec~ 
tions, or reconstructions ofa bygone day, ' The present 
itself and all subsequent life ari<:t experience are as , 
though they were blotted out. (p.592) 
· Weitzenho.t'fer (1953 )" had. a ' ~ugge~tfo~ tha; th·e;e may be three 
_ t~es :· of regre~sion: Type)i denotes those instances of regression . 
~hic~ ,are strictly an acting .. out of an adult's ~pinionof whafa 
child would behave like; Type II denotes a true psycl}ophysiological 
_.__--,. . i' . ' ,. ,. . . . 
~, • : • I •• 
· return to a ·past :state; and, ,Type · III wh.ich is -partly an acting out · 
' _. :. . ._·. . ,• .. : . ' ', ' : . . _· , ' .· ·. . '·. · • 
< and partly i ; :hift to an earlier psych~physiological state • . He pointe_d 
out that thus far no instances of Type II have: ever beeri reported; -
-i :., · , ', . : ,. · :·-,·•· • . •· ' ' ·. :· ', . : 
" and, that in most hypnotic investigations a mixture of Type I and 
Type ·II have been ·noted• . 
.": Wolberg (19!&8) has'.' also noted that the ~~gression . is never 
stationary, constantly :being altered by the. intr~sion of mental func .. 
tioning 'at oti:ier· age ievels. He .cldimed this fluidity . is probably the -. 
. ·. . : ·: . ' , ·: ; . ' ' .: : . . -
result 0£ dYtlam.ic .forceslYithi~ the personality. 
, , C ·:- • _· . . ,, ' , r• , 
It is lmportant . tha~ the ·~pparant reasons for this .fluctuat~g 
state be examined to determine ,wh~ther or not such fluctuations would 
invalidate <the use of hypnoticageregress~onfor the purposes of 
this investigation. 
-43- . 
\\'hat appears ·to: be · genuine physioldgical regression has be.en ; 
.·< ·~· ' . -1 
demonstrated _ byGidro-Frank -- and •~owerbuch (1948), ·~tue and .. Stephenson 
. · (19.51), anl _others! 
Emotionally the nature of the regressed state appears •to be .·such 
that the subjeciJs' feel:ix1gs and reactions . are cons_i,stant .with the · 
regrcssed ·-· age·. ,-Hadfield (1928), )Cline _(1953 ), _. and: others ··all have : 
emphasized the apparent genuineness . :or _the emotiona:1 regression. 
I!,\ren those who · consider .the- regression an ~rtil'act ha.ve r~nv:u."ked . on . 
the convincing emotio:nal performance of the, regressed subject:. ' For 
e.xa·mple, Young (194.0) . ·said' it1 is playing _a role "wit~ ~11 one's 'heart 
but not with all one's · mind. ~t 
-It is mainly in_-the area· of \~ognitive . functioning _tha.t the flue- · · 
tuating phenomenonofregre~sion-hasbeen .noted. Moat investigators 
whO ·challenge the g.enuineneas ofregresaion; point to -:the fl~idity ' ~f 
cognitive function in the regressed state as p~oor that regression 
' ' ' . ,_ 
is not genuine. - Tpis 'does not ·appear to ,be a .- valid objection. > It 
. is like saying that a person vrho a,vakened i several times at· night is 
not genuinely -sleeping., he is ~nly ~ct~g 3.:tke what a· waking person 
thinks a sleeping person acts·•:1ikJ. . One ·should not ·conclude that 
it . . -_ . . ' . . ' . . : . . . . , . . , 
the cognitive tunbtion¥1g of :a. person hyp~otica~ly;',regressed is an ' . 
artifact bec&use lt is 'sometime~ c~ntaminated-1irith cognitive•, struc-
•-. . .. : ' :-· . ' 
- ture of a later developmental· peri~d~- But this is exac-tly .what · those 
experimenters who argue against the genuineness -of -regression do. 
Orne (1951) said ,the entire .~i~uation :is, 
' ,· ,, . .. 
• • vividly. imagined ·- and finally actively . hallucinated. 
These hallucinations are of a. dynamic nature and elicit 
appropriate behavioristic and emotional reactions. Due 
to the single mindedness of . the hypnotized s. and the 
thorough preoccupation with the situation., made possible · 
by the virtual exclusi.on : of OU tside 'stimuli~< s is. now able· 
.. tobrespond :with purposeful behavior more appropriate· to <- -' 
the -_sugges 'ted age ·1eveli_than _would be -possible in the . 
: waldn·gatate. __ · '_\\fhenwe try to take .the role of _ a _ child_ 
while we ·are awake, ·we_ do .not .-· encounter ·· suchconditions. 
In ·eertain aspects ._of-behavior, partic~arly\ in intellec-
tual !unction, ·we may be able to do even better · in appro-· 
xi1t1ating __ the child 1:sbehavior .than we can •in, hypnosis.· 
. However., we will ·never be able . to act as convincingly in 
our>total behavior. · ·Since ·• we . retain. 011?'_ critical jt1dg'"'." 
menti the_;: ~ftuation strikes \ US a_s _ soinev1hat Judicrous and . 
aroµses fee1_ings of seli'-'consciousness. • . Even if thes·e 
are overcome, we are always aware of playing a part, 
wh}le the<, ·~ypnotized person· ac_cepts his part' as reality. 
Th~, _the_·,· convinc~ng:_ impression ·given by the· hypnotized ,·: · 
_ person cippears to .be -. caused,bp-ot so much· by ·a -greater · 
capacity to;: play the part during hypnosis, but more by 
the -inability, in ·the nor.trial 'state., to assume -a role 
fully on . a"fl emotional level. {p. 220) 1 · • • 
,' ;_ .. ·.-.- .· . ,_·: ·. ,· ·.·: ·.: __ • ' . · .. · ' . ' ' . ' .· . 
-The statement/ above explici~ly assumes that · the emotional re:gres-
< ' , 
Siem is more·i~'apparerit '. than '. real., t~at •-' it derives from the greater ' 
· ability of the·_ hypnotized person ,- to play.the role -of a child. _· .. · 
' .. · - _ ;' ,·) .. . . . ·-,,. 
;_•¼-, • 
· According to '. this . conception, when.·a . hypriotizedadult tries to play 
the, ' child 18 role., . he can give abetter performance ins~f'ar as repro-
.·_ ciuci11g eniotional behavior is ,concerned, ,than the'_ ·adult in 'the waking 
~: .- ;. , ' . - ' -, . . ' . ' . 
s~te; but the awake .persoh ' is ·:superior ' in app;roximating the intel• . 
I • ·. • ' . . • •• , , ' 
le,~tual functioning :of 8. - child., · tti the hypnotiized. _adult • 
.y 
It seems th~t; the basic error these inve~tigators i are making is 
. -; . 
· that -of assuming that: hypnosis is ,. only role '~iaying. Young (19~0},' 
Orne_ '(1951)., and _Sarbin (1950)'.,· · all presume to have : tested their role 
playing . theory. , But none of their experiments·, in 0~ opinion, have , 
been designed to make an effective test. They have 'made the metho-
' ' . 
. d~logic'a1 error ',' of. concluding that because in ce;tain a'spects of 
behavior a hypnotically · regressed: 'subject does not act in accordance 
with the norms of behavior -of the age to which .he is regressed, then 
that behavior which is consistent with the regressed age is role 
~L5- . 
' . 
playing~ The , core of ,.this ·methodological ; error· lies •in their 'focus ' ·'·. ·, . { .. ·.. _- , - . ; . . --·. :_ .: . . . ' .... i: . i •. 
on the 'ag~.' 'norms ot5'.tegr~ssi:~~ r~~lier': •thari ·on: .tl~~ >dev~lopmental . 
structure or\ s chema o( tl~e · co~i~{v~ and·, emot:torial · functioning. · The· 
, •,, ,·' ', . 
reliance . on measurements of I-,Q. 'is an e.xample _of this. kind of . 
methodological .weakness. :Since 'hypnotic regression- is _ a :_fluctuating ·:'J:/\ . . ' 
phenomenon, then th~ use -of age ' nor~s such as I.Q~ are bound to .. 
~eflect. this fluc'i:,uation. ' The .ci-~aracter:is_tics -··dr -Structure of those 
aspects of bef}ayior whi'ch ar'e cons is tent wj;b}). the behavio1~ of a 'child 
at .a particular' stage of development will be lost or cover~d b; lump-
.. - · . . ·. -: ' . . . 
ing them together with behavio~ -'characteristic~ of 1ater :d~velopment:~ 
-:.· ·' . - . .· ; 
Spiegel, :shaw, and Fishman {194$) elaborated a · technique for 
hypnotic age reg~ession which they ' .£el t presented '. a more, controlled 
- . T. . . . • , •, • . ' • ', . , 0 0 
an:d dynamic·,. appro~ch· to hypnotic : regres~.ion ;phenomena by; confronting . 
• •• . _-_· _;_ . . ·. . .,. · _, . ·. , ·- .- -- r . ··. .' 
the regressed person wi:th tasks . and dhaliengea which may yfeld . ' ' . . " ' . 
. . 
measurable indifations ·of the personality development and dyt1arnics at 
selected age' levels; in .hia ~ast., ;rather than to collect his .life 
. -- .. ' .. _ . . . . .- ' 
history data ·only. Each:age 'level II1ay :t,hen be ·· studied from .the qual-
-ity and degree of integration ~.f his capactties .:.(or adaptation. 
A ·_ true test of the genuineness of .regression demands a _careful 
"teas;ng out of thos·e .aspe9ts of hypnotically regressed behavior -which 
' . . . 
. do appear to be consistent ~,ith t ·he developmental stage -~r the . par~· 
, - -i -- r .. -·.. 4 . • • , 
. 'ticular age. ,Fur·thermore., a. qualitative comparison of the regressed 
behavior with similar behavior in t..½e simulat:ing adult is necessary, 
especially with regard to .the cognitive and emotional structure opera-
tive in the performance or ·a · given task. 
Is this kind of qualitatiye con1parison possible. What criteria 
for it are available? : The . brilliant work of Piaget and of Wertler 
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· have given ~any insights :irl~o the ' changes pt the ways of, experienc- -
. · ing of,a child. - In · his .. siiudie·s -of- the .various ·changes in perc.ep~ion, 
~ognition., reeling, mO;;,al JIJ.dgnient; C&lltlality, etc •. , Piag0t (1952a) 
(l950) _.(1952b) : (l952c) (19.30),.bas ;illus~rated that: the quality or' 
. . the . experience changes along certain ·.· developmental lines. He . :. 
• . ' • . . • , •: .. a . \ / ' '~• '·, _, • 
' 
attempted to delineate these chan~es by _ indicating age _norm~ f _or . 
. ·. -various types· of ' th~king and perceiving, etc. ' )le pointed. out that 
'iri. the earlier • stages of. 1nfan:tile. development,· sensory motor exper-
. ·· iences seem to._· predominate · the: ,total pers\:malt ty. . As th:e . child . grows . 
.. 
older, though·t . enters.· into . sen_s ory' foot.or experience and ·gradually 
. take·s the predominant role while . sensory motor experience takes 
subsidiary role. He related· these stages ~( deve~~pment to the . 
. . . 
:: existence and ' chang~ of . functional schemata·. '. These functional . sche-
' t · - . . . ' 
~ata ·are ~haracteristic of the quality of performance over a wide 
ran·ge of functionst .: Each stage .in the development .of thinking, · 
sooi~l adaptation, .i.e., e~_otior1al reactions, cognitive -and ?ercep-
. tual processes, is _marked by certain characteri~tic ways of function-
ing. 
From this point of view, intelligence .tests for ;children may ; 
become true tests of mehtaf ·age if they are ' based on an analysis of 
· . the processes ·thro.ugh which·· the test responses are achieved. This 
approach has been advocated and carried out by such investigators 
as Goldstein (1941) with his criticism of the Plus and minus method 
of testing, .·Vferner (1937) with his distinction · between 11pr6cess and 
a~hievement,n and _Scheerer (19L6) who summed , up .the ratio~ale of 
this testing~pproach ·as follows: 
•• _ • w-ith regafd to. future · research, . we __ · should .no longer 
be . too -willing ) o ciepend , on a 'plus and minus method 0£ 
scoring' as a _basis <of interpreting test responses. -
Undoubtedly many of us are not content with cluster or 
scatter analysis alone ,and, therefore., we also scrutinize 
'how the subject goes about finding .his answer. We then 
gain a .much deeper·understanding.thanwe can possibly 
express on the objective plus.and minus record. (p. 656) 
\Vith regard to such testing of the way in which the individual 
functions in.order to achieve the particular mental age, Piaget 
{1950) has· suggested a whole new approach to the study of intelli-
gence. That is, by studying the "operations"·. themselves, rather 
than the results obtained from these ••operations," and establishing 
a norm tor ,them-. As an example, _he showed how his associate . 
Inhelder made use of · thi.s way 0£ testing: 
She was ·able to show that.the order of acquiring concepts 
of conservation of\ substance, weight, and volume recurs 
in its entirety in mental de£icients. ·•· •··· The • last of these 
• three constants (present in only slightly backward indi- · 
viduals, and unknown in really deficient cases) is never found 
without the other two, nor the second without the £irst. . 
While conservation of substance occurs l'dthout conservation 
of weight and volume., and that of substan.ce and weight 
witho.ut that. of volume. She was able to distinguish 
moronism .from imbecility.by the .presence of concrete 
groupings (of which the imbecile is not capable) and 
slight backwardness by an inability to reason formally, 
i.e., by incompleteness of operational construction. 
This is one of the first applications of a method whi_ch 
could be·· developed further £or· determining levels of in-
telligence in general. (p. 154) 
We believe that the use of such functional schemata may prove 
- ·. ·, 
profitable for guaging hypnotic age regression. 
~t seems obvious that a complete and totc1lregression·to child-
hood is impossible. It is ri~t Possible tosh~ink the adult's body 
to that of a child. In hypnotic age _regression we. always have the 
adult who is behaving like a child. The crucial question is: Does 
the hypnotically regressed subject function as_\he imagines a child 
functions, or is his regressive behavior an actual revival of the 
memory of how he functioned- as a·child? 
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.Our thesis rests upon: the ·postulation. tl'1a·t both forms -. of behavior 
' ' " ' ' . . ' ' ' ' ' , ;. ' ' .............. •• ' ' ~. 
exist in ~very _hypnotic_ai:).y regressed stat,~ . :in varying .· degrees based . 
. •·• upon :th~ a-Jailabil:i.ty' 'of earlier. ·schemata ·. ~r,. functfonitifl. ' ·. _where the: 
- memory ' trace is .ava'ilabl~., the hypnotically regressed subject will 
1 . - , • • • . • '. • J 
function on the basi~or ·an·actualrevivif'ication of >ea:flier func.;.. 
tiona'ischemata; artd where 'the memo~ies are .not available, he will 
.- •. _- 1 __ •• -- -. -_- • • .:-- ,; , .• , 
. ·, . 
utiliz~ . other a'Y'ailab,le . memories from later. stages ·c;,r ' development,. 
or he will fabulize~ . When earlier functioning is not available, we 
·, _, ·. , . •. , - . . .. - . . .' 
are likely to . have the .kind .. of .. regression referred to byV/eitzenh~ffer 
as Type I. When earlier functioning is completeiy "'available, ·vre viould 
.·, ' :· _- . . . ·. ,-. . ' .. • _- ·. 
have a. T~e .:I:t regre~sion. Wh~n .earlier ,fun~ti~n-ing is available to 
a sufficient :degree to give the :subject\ the ;experience ; or:~ phenomenal_ 
< :,. . -· • ; . . . : • ' • • . • • ' 
' - - . • • _: ... : . • -
similarity, , we would have ;the '.fype; III regression, ,vhich is ,:partly 
an·acting out. and .· par;t1y_;;1 ;'shift> to. '·~n·:·ea,r;ti,~r p~y~h6physiological 
_i • ,'. . • ' --;- . ·_ : . • , . \ -.;·:' -·--:-. ' .·-:.;, •' •- . • ; .• · i _• ·_.-. . • · _ _-- : • • • 
stat~; and is what -we -expe·cted ~o c,t>'tain in :our, .~e:riment.. The 
, ... ·• : , ;-· •.· " . : ·•., ·. :,, 'i r. 
apparent/ genuiriJne·~s .. .'pf th~ ~mo;tioriai'i~eg~ess':ioni,- ~ 1i Type· )II could 
' ·. ~-' . '· . . -·. •. ·-: :· -_ .. ,- . :· . -, . . -~ . ; _. , 
·be .attributed. to . the aubjectiv~ experience .~f ,phenomenai similarity, 
. ;. ( '•_.,-~ ,· . ,•,: ·- \. 
as a result ~f the ·availal;>ilit~ . o£ '.'; suf£icient memory ·· traces of:fu·nc-
tioning .or functional. schemata. 
i 
· 1. General. · ,.it·: is the. thesis ,or"this investigation that it is 
in the .nature . or m~mory func.tion· that: 
,. ' ' ,. . ; . . ' ' . . : , ' 
l •. The content · and form of an experience is · contextually bound 
:. withiri the cognitive and emotional organizati'~n (functional 




.. . 2 • ·Remembering, volunta:ry :or inyoluntary, . is the reconstruction 
. of a previous experie!lce in such .a' way :that it ·can become inte- -· . . ' . - __ .. • -·· 
. ' 
grated into the functional s .chemata· o.r . the. personality at tha 
' time ,of . remembering. ', 
3t Ways of experiencing .and. experienced . events belonging · to ,. , 
• . . . • , • • ' . : • • _· : i • .• ,, • 
·. functibnal schemata · which a~e no longer .available to the person_ 
' . , . . 
>will not. ordinarily be available for remembering. 
i ·u • If functional schem~ta, not ordinarily ·i~a:i.lable to the_ 
·. ; ' . 
-':' person should, b.ecome accessit?ie',' :_~hen certain .experiences of .. 
,. ' , -~ . ,- \ : -~ -: •. ·. . •, \· ,·- . • -· · .. ·. .,. ' 
· ,.; 
inner and: ·outer stateffassriciated with such schemata' may 'also . 
become available.-
. 5 ,; Hypnotic age regr.ession is a fluid ,Phenomenon in which the 
subject may ,f~uctUcliitl between ) ,,ehc.ivior which: _is based on an 
actual revivificati~n of e~lier funct,ional schemata and 
behavior which is based on available memories at later 
developmental' stages orprese·nt imaginative · constructions. . For · . · 
- . · , . . . . .· . ' 
. this :reason hypnotic age regression .is thought to be a suitable . 
instrument · for the reactivation of trace systems . (functional . 
schemata). and specific· traces. 
2. Specific •. I _t is the pla.!l of this research to demonstrate 
tha:t: 
· -1. When subjects are hypnotically regressed to the ages of ten, . 
. seven, and four schematic organization of .their functioning on 
. . a · ser~es of · .tasks ,rill to iarger extent be similar to . that of 
ch.ildren at the same level.· 
. ' . . 
· 2. When subj_ects simulate the ages ot ten., seven, · and four, the 
schematic organization of their functioning will be less similar 
to children ot· the ·same levels 'th~x( that br the ·hypnotically 
subjects. · 
<. -., _. -. ___ · -;·_I .. ',_' .3. As compared with the simulating subjects at each of the 
age levels of ten,. seven., and four, hypnoticaliy regressed 
I,. ,_,_ . .•. . . _, 
'Sttbjects wilLremember more specifici.everi.ts embedded, in the 
context,ofthe:tr}early functional schemata· and the 
·correspondirtg environmental situation. 
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It was .our intention -to sl1m1 ·that _the cypnot:tc subjects, 
·when :rsgressed; . nill in certain tost situations behave in a 
manner consistent with the f\mctioning of a child bf the same 
age to which they are regrestH~d • . · Certain perceptual, cognitive., 
and emotional tasks were selected to illustrate_ this point. 
Some 0£ the• tasks are rep:roduc't,ions of Piagat•s ·work with 
children. Others bo.ve been improvised beoa..use thew have the 
cognitive structure of-children of certain'ages., and .because 
it is p~.rticularly dirficult foz~ an adult tiho may be simulating 
to 1guessthe appropriate mode of·functionihg• .The\following·is 
a description of the various tasks used., t,he rationale .for their 
use, and a description of thEi ,pi,.ocedure folloi1ed~ 
' .· . .·.·• '·';, ·•., .. · ' i·. . . ; 
A.- Perceptual-Cognitive Reasonin~.{; 
· l. Hollow 'l'ubs Test. In an ingenious eJ...1)erini::mt, Piaget 
(1950) has shown toot a child in the preconc,lptual period is 
unable to reverse in thou.gbt tho order of objects which he. secs 
disappearing into a tube. For example, 3 balls, a,b., arxt c are 
placed into a ca.rdboa.rd'tube _so constrrioted that .the balls. cannot 
change 'their relative pos:ttio11. 'l1hen the elements· a..,b_, and c are 
moved through _the tuba and the child ha.s_ to predict the. order in 
w1'1ich _they will emerge at the other .end, th-::,·b- ·is, their original 
order nnd the opposite order of emergence when thc-y return. 
' , . ·. ., 
According to _Piaget,· all children foresee the original order. 
The opposite order is beyond.them until £onror five years, the 
end of 'the.preconcop-tua.l period. 
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' . . . . 
N~~, the WhOl,e ar;,pa,.-atus :ts. turni;id t~ough 180 degre~::i, 
'. ,,·, _.,· .·, 
, The ~iibjoct bas to p~ediot the order of emergence =l1hich is .thus 
reversed. Arter the childl1imself' b:is checked the 'result, the 
' ' , . 
tube is· turnecl . through .two half cirdles, 360 degrees in all, then · .-
. , - , . . . -_ . . . . . 
three, trtc • . From £our to seveny£=1~s of ·age1 tho subject is unable· 
to. foresee that h:1J.f' a turn ~,ill change the 'order a,b.;.Ci into c,b;,a• 
, • • • • I • ' 
Then having 'put the ma;tter . to the test, he ·admits that a half turn'. 
• ' ', . · 1 ·· . ' 
·.: ... : .. - . .: ' ,; 
-will· actually' produce e,bla• Having .gone . through .this . experience ··. 
he is no ~$tter able to. pradict the ~££cct of tt,o '.half turns. 
At 'iater age; evel1 th~· child who has grasped the idea or 
the ·reversibility of' , the· balls, may still not be ablo to formulate 
·the , principle t~i..t a."lodd ~ er or turns 1~ill always produce· tlw 
same rr,sult os a 180. degree turn nnd ever: number l!ill always 
produce- the omne result as 'a .360 .degree turn.· Thus, if wo ask a 
child , seven or <?ight years 6ld 1,~1~ t :the _()rdcr of the balls ·would 
' · .. -· . . ,. 
· be if we turned the tubo ar~und fifteen times or twenty times, he 
I·• ., ' 
. is unnble t_o give the answer. lio1-1ever., the normal adult is capable 
of grasping.·the. principle of .rsv~rsibility ·a~d ,at· the samri.•time 
also grasping the 'principle ·' or odd and 8Vfm' turris • . 'l'he advantage . 
or this test is that there are various · leveis· of .f~c~ioning . 
according to the age of the child.. 'l'ho adult should , be able to . 
handle this problem witho~~ ,any dif:ficulty;''.but when ·reg~es~ed, 
, · •,, ·I • . , ,. ,. ·.· · · ·1 ·· ·• : ·.· . ' · , ·• 
bis. functioning ·will approx:imate tho fun~t:toning or the child of 
· the particularly :regress eel .·. a.ge; 
·The P!ocodure for .ths hollow-tube test was ·as follows: 
A green,. yellow, ~- red bead 1i1ere. tied on a string approxi-
mately £our inches a.part, in t hn:t, ord-er.- A h.ollO't'l tube 
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approx:L-na.tcly one inch in diamt;t~r a.nc1 about touf.teel1 inches tong 
was :useclf tbgetber lcJi-th -the bead,$ and···str:tng-.. '~ .• examiner s'at 
oppdsite .the subject and said., 11rlonlook oarofull;, oore tie• -have 
a string l,ith ·three beads on· it.. They are oll cl:tfferent, colors. 
T~s ...• otle·••:ts green, 't,his .one is yt:llow ·.n.nd thuf .. one ·1s rea.•tf ~1he 
' · ... ,.;, ·. '. . 
subject i:Jas then nsked to repeat· the colors as · the e=:m.miner pointed 
to the beads in that order, After the s'Ub.:joot repeated the colors, 
the examiner said, "Mow,- i:atch mo carefully, I am going to talce 
the beads a...11d. put .them th!·ough. the·· tuoo· _like- this. 0 The examiner 
then inserted the string of beads in the tube1 tho green one 
entering th?· tube first., and pulled .the beads through tb:1 ··tuba to 
the point i•ihere ·the-.f were no longer Visible to .the subject,. The 
examiner then said to .the subject, "Now, .. if I keep on pulling them 
through_, which one ·will come out first., which one will oo next,·. 
and which one will be next?n 
After the sub;jcot gave his response, the examiner pulled tha 
string of beads through so that the subject could ch~ck his 
responses, If' they- ware correot, the e:.:-zruninor acknotiledged thi:li 
they were correct. If they were incorrect., the examiner pointed 
out exactly i,1llere the subject t-m.s 1-1rong. '!be beads were then 
pulled back into the tube. until they were no longer visible, '.rhe 
tn:mn:tner then said.,· "Now, if I pull ·tll.e' boads this i/1::ry (indicating 
the opposite end of tho ·tube) t1hich bead v1ill, come out first'ltt · 
Again., the . responses were ·noted. and again· th:r subjacit was given ·the 
opport'Un~ty to compare his responses ·with tvhat actually happened~' 
The bends .l-zero then pulled back into the tube and· out of sight;· 
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. The. Elllbjec)"J; had mi, Md an oppo!'·tunitY to act,fu);ly' see iri what; 
order the beads . appear fx-om · eo.ch end of the tube~: 
,· ' . . , . , · •, ' ; ' ' ·. · 
He was ·then asked .by the ·ex~iner., -. rtN<m{ ii' I turn . the · ·t;uba 
. Q~r this ttay -(The examiner than . turned the tube .· 180 degrees• · 
•' The brder _of the 'bead~ tm.s ' thus r ·evo;sed) which one ·Will com~ out 
£irst, ... then which ·onei tu"'ld then 1-1hicb one.?tr 
· Again' 'the sub~Gct•s tesponses ·were· checked by pulling the 
. . ' 
beads ;~,ut and the:.- proc~d~e was repeated by pulling the . heads -· 
.. ·.· ·back -·through '·the .dther ond·_of tl1e ·· tube. 
Once'( again., after ·the: subject had given. bis responses and 
•·· ... -· ; -. ,_ . ' . ' 
had oh_ oppor~uni'liy_ to • c~mp_are ltls _ res,ponses with'. the actual · 
. . . 
result., the _ tube tvas thon agai?i ·i~ed l~O degrees _and the examiner 
askedj _ 0Now, :tr I turn the tube this · way, l,hich one 't!,111 come out 
• -: , . . -•, • _• :, . : ; " . 
' • . . : . . . • . •· ~- I • 
. rfrst'2Jt Then. the same procedur~~-Jasrepeated. 
After t'.he responses had teen noted, the. e1reJniner then said., _, 
lfllow., tfatch me carefully, if I t~n the tube over .fifteen times 
. ' . . ' ' 
like this '(The e:..-runiner then· demonstrated by turning the tuba 
' . ' ; . ' . . 
through fifteen., 180 degree turns) ifhich onew:i.ll ·_como o_ut first-_ ?ff 
After ·lihe subject gave ,this ,response, tl1.e' examiner asked 11Ilow .-
did ·you · knowin · ii·hen the examiner said, "Mow; if ' I .hnd turned the 
· tuba . over twenty· times, liJhich one would com~ out £irst'2" _ Again 
the e:iaminer asked . the subject, after be. gave his response., "How 
did you_ know'l II 
This is the end or the test. - · 
B~ . SRatial-S;zmool:1.o Relations 
Certain tasks :were selected which wo uld illustrate truit the 
regressed adult 11ould act cognitively.in a manner consistent with 
-,s-
. the I cognitive functionil1g . usually · found in · ch:ildren of tllci S{mi~ 
ago~ It was difficult todra1~ a ffue distinct:ton:,bet~~.een .perc~ptuii 
. ' . ,, 
an~_-: cognitive tasks,, since mnt\V\ tasks involved both. perceptive an~ 
cognitive . runcM.ons. 
·.· ~bus,: there bid . t~ be. an arbitrary d:l.vis.ion of tho tasks ittto 
p~rceptiV<.l ~nd cognitiye·· onE:S~ · Where ·.it was f elt the tasks mainly 
involved perceptive functions., it l.Jas listed · under perceptual• . 
,· ,, 
cognitive :~ those ·which inain:cy- involved cognitive ·functions., -were · . . 
listed under this heading. 
1. Left 'and ltit7)1t. Test. Piaget (1952b )found too.t· there were . 
tlsree stages in .tlle child1 a unders·tanding or right ·and left+ · · The 
first stage, at about the ages from five: ·to ei ght., is that in uhich ' 
left ·and .right are ·considered only from the · child's. own point . 0£.vic1v. 
· · Tho second stage., ages · eight to eleven, i~ th.~t in whi.ch left 
an1 rie,;ht are also ·considered from the p:,int of · vie\il of tho other 
person. 
Hera again, the intention was to show that adults ·who are 
.· regressed :will' function in · the same manner · as Piaget•~ children 
.functioned when .taced ·with the_ left andrlgllt tasks• 
Tho procedure r or the · tasks ·was as f o+lows,: 
: ; , 
':Che exparim~ntor sat opposite' the subj~ct at' a -~mali table. . . ' 
1. The e~q,erimont er said to t,he subject, , t'Show mo your ,:right hand.'"l1,1 · 
. -_, .. , . . ·- . . . . ~- - . . . .. . ., •- ' . , · . . 
0Show me .your _ lcrt .hand•,u 
2. _IIShow nte right lw.nd'l',1 nuou, sh0t{ me_ nw le,ft bandt0 . 
3• · (A Pe.MY i,ns placed on the tnble -to the · left of a pcnc.il in · 
·relation to the child) '.rhe experimenter a~ked~ ''Is -·tho pencil to 
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tba i.ert , or : to the rightl n, 11Is the p·enn;y· to the_ left or to· _:tho 
right'?" 
. . 
h• (The· subject ~1as opposite the e'-'l)erimenter t,1ho had: a peffl'lY : 
in bis .right hand and a key in h~ left hand) . The ._experimenter 
. . . . .· ' . . . 
said, t,You see this penny·t Ravo I got it in ey right hand or ·in . · 
my lei't2 And. the pencil'2ff 
I , ' ' 
2. Clock Test. · '11le next task ·was designed to · show the develop• . . 
mental s·tage _ or the cognitiire-symbolic .function., The ability to tell 
. . . ' •·' . :· . . -
time :includes s~vera.l' devoiopme~tnl levels of symbolic functioning. 
In tho first stages· the numbers on tho taee of the clock represent 
hours . only • . ·At a later stager tho concept ~r the number.a symooliz-, "' ... ' -~ . .. " , - . •.. . .. . . . . ' . . ' ' ' 
. ·, . . . 
·ing both .hours and_ minu'Ws is , developed., ·· but the _: number still 
, . . . - .; - . - . '. 
~~ta.ins _only o~e :value. Still, later the concept· that a single 
n~ber mar m.ve· · two values, ono in ·hours, :the other in minutes is · 
developed+ 
While the~a are not cri~er~a norms fo:r the various ages at 
. which these co:gcepts ~evelop, tha s•s v1ere regress€d to ages far ·· 
enough a.part that at. each nge the:1.rperformanoe·would be qualita-
. '' ' ' -~ 
t:tvely different . insofar as their ·. cogn:1.tive•symbolic. £unction · was · 
. concerned.- . :_ 
The ·procedure ·was ·-as follows: E. said.; 
, JS Hera is a clock, , Can zou tell time'l Let's tcy to tel~ who.t time 
it is." 
E• set clock at three q•clock. ·.· "What time is 'it?11 
E• . set clock at six o*clock. "W}lat time is it now?" 
E. set clock at nine o'clock, 11N0t-1 wha.t timo is it?" 
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E~ set clock at fifteen past one. "Not•1 what time is it?0 
' ' •. . . . . . ' . 
E~ so~ clock a~ half past 'ono~; tttfow tihat timo is it?» 
E. set clock at a quarter ·tc iiwo. 0Now .wlla,t time is it'lff 
' . ' ' . -... : . . 
E. set clock at ten. after two. ''Not-1 what titne is it2" -
E .. set clock at twenty ,~o t~ee. ~No1g what time is _it?" 
:s, then ~nid1 n!ou EJet ~he han~s so tllat the eta.ck reads s 
"twelve o•clock.,tt "two o'clook.,u «P;fteen. or a 93?:arter after 
- . 
c. . Number Relations 
. . . . ' . . . 
l. Arithmetic Test, ':fha third task was an attempt to compare 
the fun~tional schemata ~r t~e subjects with the £urictioriing of 
· ·children in. arit~et:lc tasks. -- An :tdoa -or· ~1aget1s was -comb:ined 
with our at-Jn in this task.,. . It seems fairly 1vell established that 
. ;:_ . . ·, :. ' 
~,~en children first _learn aritbmetic., they learn it r~te, with• 
. •. . 
out being ·:able to understand tho principles of multiplication' and · · 
di~ion., -of addition and subtraction. Tber~ore, 1r: an adult is 
given a task which involves addition and subtraction., multiplication . 
' . 
and division, he should be able to tell b:>1i he arrived at his anst-JGr 
by using the principles involved. _A child, on the other hand, l:oul.d 
' -
not be able to tell the principles involved, but his e-'Cplanation of 
. . 0 
the way in ·which he .arrived at the answermey indicate the mental -
processos_ involved. · 
E. sa.t at a ta.ble racing s. who was re~essed to a particular 
age .level and tllen said, 0I.baw some arithmetic questions I'd · 
like to ask· you. · How much 1s 2 · f •- 2 _? Hem much 1s· 4 · 1- 2 ·~· · trow much 
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•· .. ,,· .. ·,.'.; ·i. ·;.··.·_.···.•,'-.··.>'·.: ·-, · ... , .. · .. '. ' 
~t~- eaoll nnsv1er ·. the subje~at 'tvas ' ~ked,) "HOt<t. di4 'you .. · get -that? 
Rot11 did 3:ou. ·rind outin The time. s. took to answer the question was 
rec.orded, 
The follot~ quest_ic,ns 'Her6 also asked: ••Three little girls 
tir8- · given _.9 apples, ho"1·• .~-will each· have'? n nxt takes twenty 
•. . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
minutes to walk ~owntownJ I c~. go -twice as. tast on a bicycle; how 
long tvill it take me to go downtown21' ·. .· After ea.oh answer was given, 
the subject was asked, ttliow did you get that? How did you £ind out?n 
_. /D• ·· .pirectiop ,ofThoufiht ir,..Word -.Association· 
l, >Word Association Test •. · !n this area it was the intention to 
show the direction of thought of .subjects who are ·· :regressed. An attempt 
was· made to . select a --task ... in t-.1hioh there . is a sharp differentlntion 
bet·ween the wt13' adults ·and children react to the same si~uation1 am 
which. adults _v~ould find difi'icul.t to simulate,. 
The Kent-Rosano.ff (1910) studies and the wont . ot Woodr0rr and 
to11ell (191~) have shown quite clearly tha,t adults anq. children 
.,. 
,:-espond dif £eret1tly to tlia same word.. . While adults usually rep~. ·with 
an 'oppos:t~e or a. s~perordinate.,.t~ children, are more _thanlikel.Y: to 
"stq withtt the word.- ~hus1 -tihere most adul~s would respond .to dark 
with its opposite ';l.!Ght., or 1aith the respons~ P.Mh~, children_ arEr 
more like'47 to respond with· something· 1ike night or . black. 
Thlls,-,a l.:tst of words was prepared, some··of which ~ere tQken 
, / 
from the Xent-Rosanoff' tables for adults beeause they- shot.zed a 
, ' 
definite characteristic_ trend in t.Jle responses of adults., ,soma or 
showed _a ·• definite obaracteristio: trend, in the responses of 'children. 
The prediction was that the regressed subjeot_tJ_ouJ.d tend tm-1ard tl1.e 
>ebarncteristio responses or children, whereas., the controls would 
tend· toward the responses ohara.oteristio of adnlts, The £ollo1rd.ng 
£5.gure .. shows .the stimulus•.•·word and .. the. :response -with the highest 






























fimge 2. Most frequent response 
In .·addition to the above list some ·words· -were :inserted whiol1 
were above· ·the understanding• of ch:tldren or. the ages• to which. the 
subjects were regr~~sed. 
· If they were un:lerstood, too nature 0£ tha words was such that 
they wonld produce an emotional reaction, .wbiohwould be reflected 
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. ' . ' 
one ea.~e.,< it .t<1as the ·t:oro •~television'' .. l<ihich° could not bave 
, ex-lstsd at tho time the subject tias the particular age, . and in ·the. 
• .... ·. •,, · . ·• . • • .'· ' 
·. otbt~ oases I they i:ere words t:l1ich are not usually' understood until 
very .late> .in .the educat5..on or .. the indiv:kluttJ., · lt as the ·~xpect~ · 
-atio11 :tJ-t.n.t the regressed erabjects would not be ablo to respond ~o 
·1. • , • • _ . . 
-; . 
. - · ' ' . 
eithe~ ot these 1u.:i:rds, They, ~ht inc~td.re what tba tJo:rds mean'. or 
i;~ey might -fabuiite respon;e,f on -tho basis·.:of a :clang associatior~ .. 
or use' some ootber wey out of the dilemma. 'Iba oontro:Ls should find · 
it . d:1.£.t~cu;t to kno,t e1:actly hO".z a ch1lcl responds to a wordt. Under 
tba pt-~ssure or time, th~_will. ha!~. to suppress their th'st S.du.it·· 
·~espon$e. and . of. a second _ response~,. if they do· t~tJi; :their 
~aaction time s~ould s?Dw up to be cons~erably tonger i if· they do . 
' '· ' ' ,· ' ' 
not their resp~nses should be adult ones. Our hypothesis itJ that . 
this particular test should shOll a clear di£f erence bett,een controls· 
' ' , ' . . ' 
· fUtl regressed subjects • 
. ' 
. The procedure £or the word association test was as i'oll°'.zs·, 
·,·· The 8AJ>eriinenter sat opposite the subject· and said. to the 
subject•· 
I mri going to ·say . some -..tords·~ ·, l want you to tell me 
· the first word that. comss into your mind l1hen · :t say .. . 
a .particular word. i For example, if' I s~., black what 
· .. -1s thtf first word .tha:t ·comes : to :your• mind? -- :Arter $, 
responded, too examiner said, . That's: right.· . Now,· I 
~11 going .. to read this list of ·,,:orde, I want you to 
respond as quickly as you can • . · Be very .ciuickj givca. me 
· · tho first, word that comes to your mind. · . · · · . . 
· Experimenter then .rend t~e follcnd.n~ list or 1•1ords in the 
follmd.ng order: tabla, dark, myt;h., _man, ·deep, penis, sort, .. ' . : . .. . . ' ' . . . . ' . . 
.. 1,· 
mountain, red, band., vagina, soldier, bad., television. , . . l 
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E * E111otit.>nal . 
.... .- . ·, . : ' ·_, ·-· ·, ,_-,__ '·_.:·, .. - i 
brought the rsgressed subject ;U) a.: sandbox in ·iihe playroom and a~ked 
the subject to m~ke some mudpies., . s_. tt~ supplied with a b~sirt :or·. 
· 1-1a.ter .· and 
tnake some mudpi~s, Hr:, tias _ allowed':to 'play :1n this manXler £or 
appro,;.imat,ely five 111:I:nutes,. and< ditr:{~g ~his time • he. _11as qttes,tioned. 
asto h:i.s,reactions to this kind of' PU11rind his reactions.to niud 
. . 
·and •dirt •. When ·bbe p1ay peri.odwas _ ·. __ e_ ve_J:-t_•··the exp_·_ erimen_ter simpq: 
,. ·'" -.- .... ;·, ... ,. .. -_ ,_ _. · ., · .. -.... . . · .. 
thanked ·~he sub4ect J:or his cooperation and offered him a lollipop 
' without -oiiering him . in 3.1\Y·· wa.i an' ~pportunit:, to clean his hands •. 
'i . . ,' ., •. ! . ' . . :'. . . . ; ... ·. . -~ · .. ' • _- ... ', •' ' . I'.' .. 
It was ~sumede.tluit the s. woulcf express feelings of pleasure 
about·. working· td~~ mudpies ·•and• ,lfould no·t; be disturbed a.bout eating 
a lollipop 1d.th muddy', dirty bands. . However I llf ter the sub3sct , 
had been sucking on a lollipop tor a. ta-i minutes., he Was asked'. to\ . 
s:l:t' c'l.<lwn arid he lias br()Ught back to his .conscious waking 
H:ts reactions to bis dirty bands·and. the fact that be bad a lollipop 
' ·.:·_... , .. ·.-:,· ' ' 
:t.n his_handstiraa then noted a.nd·observed •... Tha·qypothesis was that 
the subjl3cts .would exp~ess . disgus~ or d:tso~ort at the ·.fact that 
they war~ eating something with dirty hands• It was expected. that 
the control.a. 110uld have· a great deal of _dif£iculty accepting the . 
lollipop or ea.ting it with dir't)r bands ·and would .. show signs_ ot 
discomfort.,. even though they niight ·make· an attempt to carry·· out 
) 
the required task. 
F• Contextual Recall 
1. Qtfostionnafre • All of· _the foregoing tasks bad as their 
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L i:tm~· ~._-ti'sifu~ ,· 't~ t~~estabiismmiK,or' -~i~~in ' :furictto11nl'. ;schem¥.i~i~;· 
The:v- ·w~re ·'clestgned. ,,to/ sho11 ·that imdc-:r· lzypll~~td.¢ ~e .:re.grsasI6ri; :_.,::,···•· 
t: ·. · .-.· ' t ·• " :. ;, .' • · .• .· ,,,: _.,_._, .. .. . ' .·. -· · .. . . ·. , · i 
': the subject ia ; able to :recall hotir he runctionsd as a child, not, 
. . . ' ' ·: __ .... ' i '· ..... • , ' . . . ',. ' ' ... ' .' . , __ ... _·. _·_· ' 
.only inr~lationfto ;f.asks1ihi~h ·~ ~Ms tilr~acy- performed tis .a .= 
•,· . . . . .· :: _:. " . ·' . ' . , . - ·• --. ··· . ·' _,, . ·, 
never have per£ot111ed ,at) alt • . ·, 
The follotv:i.ng}~:tpe:rimen~~-l~~re. drisigned to ·t est the recall 
of 'specific GVents .:tn . cont~,· ·1t is pur hyp()tMsis, that recall _· 
. or specific events. .. very. ~oh 1ttproved tillen th~ functional -. -. 
context in . ~hie~. they. were fir~t,· expetle11oed ~s.·· · suf £ieie.ntlf_ ·re• 
es:tablishedt! -. For :this _imrpose-, some tasks ·were _det1~ed in which -, 
'the' sUbject would be regressed to',tbe particular time that an .' . 
·-. - t , 
event occu_r.red '. and his mom.ocy: ,of that event would be . testecl. -.· , .. 
The £:trs~ rnethod for tea-ting . · tbe recall · .of speoif'ic even.ta 
' . - ; ,, ·; .: ' ' . ·, . . ,. ,,. "' ·,_, ... . ·}· 
in ·oontext was ,the use Qf the questionna:iro •. Subjects -were ., 
requirsd tq fiJ.i out a questionnaire ·.· in the wttlcing state which -
~, ' . ' 
.a~ked certain specific ·questions about events that took place ·a.t . 
sp8ci£:1.e ages • ..• ?twas fWpothe$1zed that .. maey .of:these . events 
. ' ,·· •, . ,·. '' •,'· : . '., '' '. ., . . -.. ·' ' '· . 
wo~l<i nQt, be remem~red ·or recalled. - .. The subject was .then retr 
greased/to the P'1?'tieular age ·at ~hioh these e'tents vel'~ au~i sed 
. . . - . . ' . ' "" ·, :. . , _·; 
to have occurred am ornlly: g1:ven>the .questionn'nire again,. 
,., ' ', ' ' . ' 1 ' . . . ' ' ' ·./ 
., ·,• '·.' . __ .-_._. •. •· ' 
According to the. Jvpotbesis I ma1'1 of: the gaps: memory should 
. ~hen be_ :tilled ~ -because the ·subj~et would now be able to re~ 
--experience .. the .specitic events ·within ,the . context, of .its original 
experience. 
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1. · W~it is your name'? 
2, Where do you live? 
3. Where ctid. youlive '!J1hon you werG {4lye:a.rs old(describe)? 
5. liow old ·ru.~c you? Bir·cbla.tai· · -------- --------
6, . irt,.s.t grade vre1~e y~11 in_ ~hen y~~ •·v:ere 7 years oldl 
7, wnat gt-s.dtl wer~ you l.l."1. ,ihen you °t'lere 10 tears old~ · 
8~.-- Woo.t ·day 0£ :the •week· did your · .10th birthday· :ra::p. on'! 
9, l~1hat day 0£ the 'f1eek did your 7th 'birthd~ fall on'l 
' ' 
. . 
10, What ·mis tbe _nante of your second ·grade teaoher2 
11,· What was t~e name 0£ your fifth grade teacher '1 
·12, lfh~a did you sit ~ ·your 2nd grade roomi · 
JJ •. Whore ·did you sit in your Sth grade rooml 
14. wbb sat ii1 front oi fOU in the 2nd ~ad.el 
15'~ Who i,n front of you :1n ·che ~th , grade?· · 
, . .• •• r 
16 • . Who sat belliaj:you in the 2nd grade?_· 
• • - .r , • 
.t,_ • . 
17 • Who sat behind you i.t"l .the Sth grade? 
' ..... ;_•· .·. •. 
18 • . What subj~dts diet you · study° in the 2nd grado1 
19• :~11w.t ,:_subjects d;d you-study in the ':$th grade? · 
20! What books di<i ?OU use· m tho . 2nd ~a.do? 
2i. Wfult_ books' did you ~e in the 5th grade'? 
22 • . Did you eyer talce rausia lessons, Jr so, 'please state 'tlhen and 
for how long'l . 
23. Do you. still play the same instrument? 
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~tl~stions .. orall;y As~ed or Subgects ; Rei!!~Ssed. to · Age Te~ 
1.· What' is .your ·namel' 
•. ; 
3. , . where do· you liyef 
4. · -What school do you go to'l 
,•, --,-· , . . ·- . ' ,••· ~ ,.: -, . . ,:,, . ' 
5," -Wbat grade ~ere you '.When you\rere 7 years old? 
· 6. ·Is_ :this your iotb, birtbd_~y'f 
1 · Wm]; day of the week is thts·i 
. -
~! ·-_ l,n.at>day or the week llaii';i:li_ when you · had Y?Ui' 7th· birthdayl 
9 • l-Jha.t is the nanie or teach~±'? 
lO't •·. wiikf w~s the name of your 2nd·. gracle t~oher? · · 
ll~: ·where do;vou sit in sohooll 
. . ,:. . . 
. . . 
12, -.Where did you sit in ~he 2nd grade room·t 
. . 
13, J4ho sits in front of you in school nm1? 
. . . . ' . . ·. . . . . .· . ' ' . . : ' · . . ' 
14+·. Who· sits behind you in ·school now? 
l, t . Who> s8:t in fron~ of Y?u l'1hen you i-1ere ;n ~he s; econd . gr~ei 
16; . Wb.6 s·,~ behind,. Y?U tvhen .. you ~ere . in . the s econd grade?·· · 
17~ What . subjects are Y0U studyi11g now? 
T . - , .-•· _- , ' • . • • ' 
18~ · What books do. you use now? -
19• what ~ubjects· did you study in the second grade? 
;• } - • • . . • .; . . C . • • , 
• • ._ ' • • • ; 
20~ : v~t books did you usa in ··· tha second grnde?: 
21. What is your lesson in (pi~ on~ subjeet) £or today? 
~~~~ions Oral¾':·· ~slted of· Sui,;tcc,ts . Ro~r?sasd. to A13e Seven 
l. ,. What is your nrunet 
2. I-Io1,i . old.· are ;rout 
.3 ! Where do you li ,re·2 
4., 'vlha.t school. do you go tot 
5. What. grade are you in? 
6. Is this your 7tib b1rtbdtcyr"& 
7• What day ot the week is it? 
B. Who is your taacher1 vibat is the mun.a or your teacher? 
9 • Where do you sit i.'1 school? 
LO. Who sits in front of' you? 
Ll. }Jbo sits bellind ycui 
L2. lihat are yo~ atud:,illg ,in school _now_? 
L3 • What books a.re.· you using_ in school nowt 
L4. What is your lesson in (pick one. subject) fo~ . today, 
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( '.:'.fi ; .F~l~ciae,: All.egianca'. , .. ·Tl,~_e, · ne~ ' tes~' cf :~:C!9.ll. ,Qr speo:tf'ic ',;~ 
'· _·· ... ·~.t:~: -.-,-··: _:_-_> -·:_ .. . --;. ··: , : :: . . . . J···· . . ·' . .- . _.>.~:·_·-<_ ·- -,_-_ .. _· ·, -
·eventS'·lfas ba~tro. on 'tt study of Meti York public school children, 
. ,, ' ' . 
ten years old.+ Children in the i'-01;,rth grade ,d~~e askod to ltrite 
... .. .... , ' :, . . 
the Pledge Allegiance to the ,Flag or the United States~ It w·a.s 
- ..-- •:.:· ·: - . · . , ' . . _ .. ,. . ·- , . ,. ... ' ... , .. , ' 
, 'to~ tha,~., · althougll ~he ?hilcir~~:. ar,a t,~ht' the ~ledge of 
·Allegiance llhen ·they are sh.'yea.rci , old and -they continue to recite 
. ' . ' -: ' . . ·-• .: .- . ' . ; . : . ' ' . ' . '. , . '" ,•·. -; .. ' ' . ',• ' : - .. ' \ 
'J.{ ~t leas·lt twice_ cl week,, ' 'marzy- pf -~hom, by the titne they a.re ten1 . 
st4i1:, to not un,forstand the pl.oclBe. it is evident from lvhat _they 
~o~.' i;bat '~~me Word$ of the Pl#~.b.ften have little mean:i.ng !'or 
· thenh/ . For example, one child wr~t~, ttI pledge a legion to the flag' . ./ 
1·~:i _:--,, . t l;,· . _' ,, (,. ~,':::- .. , .' . • • -- .. .-.,·· ·, . ·. ·;: .. ''\'. .... ·. ' ,i _·, _ , : . , c · ,':.'· . . ·.-. •._.:, • 
:. _ .. • _·- _-: ·.: . ..·· · .: 
'is:tn6e the1te'·was little dottbt that ·hha. subjeots in the adult iiaking 
-· • ; :;' : .. -,.• ·- -·_ ' . ..· ', 
: ~~·he -would:, ~ -- able to . vJrite. th~;:PJ.etlge ,Allegiance 'to the ·Flag ~f 
\ .. _ . /. . , . . - . . ' . . . ' . .-.. . . . ' 
_-J~e Un:l:t~ State~ ~iithout any diffi&ulty,. the experimenter did :not 
J _·: .. _;:: •--··. ::.";\ · . . · ~-. '-•).·_: -::. ·,. ·:. ·· ', '!:' .' ,;._ • .· ~_ .. _, , ... ·... .. -~-'/ :: <,: :·: ' __ --- · .. ' ' ' ,•, .· .. • •' ' .. .. ,. ·, ' ·: 
·, ~sk therii to :do this. · However~ when they wm:e regressed t<i age 
:":·:.'-__ ,. .. ,:::>_ .. :·:-.< -P: ·; ·- :-_ ·:: .. /· - . · .. .. i> •·.• ·· .. ·· · .. .. .._,.·.: ·· .. ·.:-.·.,. . .-.> ... . •· ._.: ·: ·. ·.; 
seven and , a.g~ ten; the experinleriter asked them to li rite tha pl~dge. 
• • • .' . : .. __ ; . . : .- • ·. ; _;. . .,,- • • ·., - . - ; : . . • . . . • - ,-. '· •• ·:. , . i . ,•. ·' ·; . ·, . ' ·. • . . •. . '· ' • 
. 'lbe expe?'ime~ter r:trat ask~~ . the subject to recite the :·,~l.edge 
' . • ' . . . y • . .. . • .• • ' • •·· . • • ' ' ' • .• • • • , 
1.Aileaknco .• • to, the 'Flag, ani then ' asked .if ha could write it dh>~ 
' ' ' '·. ·: . ·- ,t· • • ' '. • • ' , , - ', 't ·. ,', '. ; . 
\ ,. ,: " ;:' #ubjcct~< ~,oiild . not be able to: w~i,te the pled~e• 
' ·.• . ' 
1 _ _:.- >,. :: · ·, : . ' ·.·. : ' '. .·, ' ' ' ' ', ·. :', ··.·· · .. · .. ; ' ' ·•· .· .·. : ·. ' ' ' ... ·. .·  _·,_: , .: good so~bulists as subjects, it could not be. determined in : aclva.nce 
. ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' . 
, ~bat· unique personal experiences ~ould be . brough~ ·back to memory, 
For this reason each }zypnotio subject was asked to have his parents 
' ! . .·_ • . . ' . - - <' ~-- . ·- . : -. ' .•·,., ·,'f 
'l)!'epare a packet ~f , old text•booksj note books, scrap books etc~ 
'". :- . . 
TheY were 1nstruated to have truii; parent$ seal the packet and . bring 
it to the experimenter: One such sealed packet was delivered to tm 
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expa1~1menoo.r by ona:of th~. subjtiet•s.iparents. ·xha. axperlmente:p 
I·.· ... , ,.· _. - . • ... ·, .: ·• ,- .. , - . . . . . _···.·_-__ ,·_' ... _.'- , 
·th~n e.xarrJ.n-:d the material· and p'1-.epared a lislf of questions for · 
the subject to. allar1er in the t~aking afa,te and :bi the regreasedi•··. 
G. Behavioral Descr:i_etiol¼• 
lh adclitio11 ·co s.11.. ·tll.e .ab:)ve tasks bot,h control and l\Y11notic .·. 
subjects 1.;el'e given a. ps:rlod of ten minutes· free plq i1ith. the tO;/S 
in the pltJyr.oom be.fore thtW ·were asked to . do t.a.11.e tasks• • An observer 
',-, _ .. ·_-_ ·, .:· ' 
who wrote behllvioral.. description: ot eve~-thing ·tllat transpired 
.,-: ',·· ., •··.·, .. ,•._.;. . . '· . . ·. _;, 
was present at·. all sessions • 
. · H. · Etj>e'-4:inte~Hjal .Desi,rt.t; ,and S_eleo~:t;on_ or Suo3ec~: 
The ?ub;jects "consisted ot a. group, or £:trteen controls and 
·. ; ... , 
five somnambules. They ware .all 1uuversity students between .the 
ages or nineteen and tl-tenty-saven. 
l •. • The Oontrols. Thia. group consist?d or fifteen subjects 
and t1ere divided into 'bhree groups or five, Each group ti1as as~ed, 
. , 
tb simulate. a different age •. ·· Five controls· simulated the _age or 
ten; rive simul.'1.ted the age of seven; and five simulated the age 
or four •. Figure J shows what ages ea.oh ot our subjects 1r1ere assigned 
to, Every subject was asked ·to fill ou·t the questio1maire for the 
adult waking state firirb. Since .familiarity with the Word Association 
Test might arr eot the pe:?X'formance on the test, the exper1.mantar . gave 
the test to half of the control subjects before they simulated anc1· 
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Atte2~ 't..h{;! subjcc;:, ~d til';l.~id: owh the que~t,:i.onnaire~: _the 
·)trollOW?J1f,; :~nstructions 1{e~e :zrea!l to .·each contro1 '· subjsotl 
.: . ,:: ; . ' . . .·• . .. . < .. .•. · ·. • .. . ·. . ·.· . . . ··· . . . / <· .. . ··. ·•·. ', 
Before · we .begin the .actual : hypnosis : experL~Jnti there 
·_are :pertain 'tests ·I would 'lik}J to gi:ve to 'help _me · . . 
·determine .. whethei-- O):i ',not ·you will make a good subject, 
·-·I :wo.uld. there£~~ :l.ike you_ to , qooperate· with me _.in .. · 
t~ese at.asks. to the beat of your ability-. > I am going 
to take yott into_ a p~om . where ther~ ara lots of 
toys,;_·• As ·:long ·_ ~ :you:·._ar-0 _  1n .th1.t p~~oom., no matter 
who · talks . ·to .you/ ·or. what ;you are ~sked to d? » .. I Jtould · 
like) 1·ou tb pr1:;tond. that you are (ago1 years old. \Hien you walls: into. that pl~oom ·pretencl that 1 t . ·is· .. the . dat · 
o:t you~ .( age)· birthday• . Think like you did when you 
wai,e {ag~J. yaars old • . Walk like .you .did ,:1henyou ~iere 
(age) yea~ old~-. And talk like .. _you did· \ihen you were 
· (age) years ~ld. · 
, . 
· I would l:Llco · you. to continue . this · until 11s. leave . the 
playroom. At no t,ime s·tcp ot.it of your role. '1':ry to 
.be {agEi) years old• .. avecy second you . -are there, ,:. Forget. , 
everJrt,hing' ·you· have learned · since you. l'.1ere _ (age) years 
_old.. I£ a.qr questions are asked. you1 try to ansrier . ' · 
them as you wot1.ld have a.mwered them when you were ( age)' . 
years -old~, · When we -go into the· playroom., _X woul4 .liko · 
you to begin to play with the toys like you were (age) 
years old .and continue playing until.. I ask y~u to do 
·something else. Any . questions? · · 
'rhe e..~orimenter then aJtswared a?)Y questions• And if 
there rJere no questions, he, continued;· 
Start putting yotit'self into the i'f2!11.e of lllitid of a (age) 
year 9ld•· Now we are going back to the time when ·you <-
t.:ere (age) yea.ra ol.d. Let's go into the playroom. · . 
. tn order to make simulation easy · £or,. the · controls, they .·.· 
: ,' . ' ' . . . '. ' . , ' ' ' 
wer'e · allowed tq play wtth the toys · in tho playroom for ten . 
minutes.. . After this acclimatizing period,· the sub3ect t.Jas 
asked. to ~it ·at a little table opposite the. e::q,erimenter. Tho 
. . 
questionna.ire. The experimenter . than proceeded to the adm:in• .. 
I ' •
; ' 
istration of the several tests in the ·tollcnd.ng ,order. 
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Clock 
Mud and Lollipop 
2 •. _The Experimental SubJects. These ··_subjec~s were all given 
. - ' 
the questionnaire · for the adult waking state and the Word Association 
Test. They were then given a period of hypnotic training~ 
Erickson and Erickson (19~1) have pointed out that ·the· standardized 
technique f•or the giving of identical suggestions to different subjects 
described by Hull (1933) was not, as he appeared to -believe, a control 
, , 
method tor eliciting the same degree. or type of rE3sponse, but merely_ 
' ' 
a measure of demonstrating the general limitations or such a .tech-
nique. Erickson and Erickson claim·t:hat extreme care in wording sug-
gestions is highly essential and it should never be assumed that the 
subject's unders~nding or instrudtions is identical with that;of 
the hypnotist's. Neither should there b~ the assumption that an 
identical wording must necessarily convey an identical meaning to 
_;,71- . 
diifcrcnh. rrnbj~cts,· For t,his rcasci1, although .~. genei·al method of 
procedure ·with t-he wording· outlined was adopte~, the e:tperimenter· 
' · ,_::: ,·.· ,.. _- ·i, ·,. . . . '. . '· :-,_' 
heSitatr~ to 'change iirfo W Drf:ting lJl at,Jr ,,1ay that t~ould convey 
essential~r th.a same· meaning to · tr.o subject Hhere this was ·necessary. 
?be irttj.uation. pt'{loedurc tollo11eq:was!: ttm.t. outlined by Jlolbcr~ 
(l91:J3) • ilfter a< .. briof d:!ncussion -ali;h ·trta · subject about ·the nature 
. o:f' hypnotisxti; the subject ·-vms asked. to rewr. Suggestions 1!ere 
then given to. the subjc,Yh·thathe1ias getting sleepy, tired and 
' ' 
. drowsy, and that . his eyelids were gettirig 11eav.ter and ht1avio.r and · 
:woulrl· soon close•·· The .~11~gestioP.s were c_o1rtinued uri:til eyelid 
ce.talepSJY -v::u, es~blishecl. Tho subject ~as than taken deeper and 
deeper 1.irto the · trance state b:r ·~he elic~ta tion of >the various 
· pbenoritena indicative of the degree or trance depth, The following 
·!>.:';~\ ' -' •' ' .-
order of hypnotic phenomena. was followed: 
1.. ey-e ·closure, 
2~ hand levitation 
3; limb · catalepsy 
l,~ body oa.ta.lepS"J · · 
:;~ hand .clasp test 
6~ inability to pronounce ·name 
7 automatic revolving or hands 
8~} ~rpereathesia 
iir ::i~;1:0 taJ.k iri ihe trenc:e !)tate 
· ll. positive halluciri ..titions 
(a) auclitory · · 
(. b) olt~cto~J 
(e) visual 
12; opening of' eyes in. the trance state 
13 • somnambulism · 
J.4. post hypnotic suggestion 
1$. post h;r1)notic amnesia. 
Tho experimenter · continued .to elicit the various phenomena 
and to deepen the trance until the subject shewed hesito:liion 01 .. 
difficulty :in responding to a particular sugge.stion·. The 
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-\~ci:perimcll't~:t• · ·theJl_ SftiJ_,.·-- i~'.~ii r~:~;c·;hub'.cy- ft$'lt yt)tl.rSeli' bcgir.n~g ·: 
' , · < _f, , " ·1'· - . -_ .·_ I; .• , ··: '. · ' :·-': .• ·: .•;··-:::~~---- · _,. ':: ' • . ._..,-,_'-_: __ .. :· ,:> :_; ', ·:·· · '.' , · ;• _, _:- · 
1 
' •, 
tO _l:'8$1)011(1 .to_ tile _s~gcc:elou, ,· This ,sh?us 'thai the suggGS~ipn~ is 
,- ·._. ·; 
·. ·Jore:· strongly to····'tne rf~gdst:ton, 1'-:': 
,·'· :,. - - .... . _ . ... .- . '¥ · , 
. ' ~. . ~'. \·· 
. _The· s'iibjee·t ":lias the11 ~ai~akened. and anoth~r . appointment 
· \ ,'. . · - ,· . ' 
until a11·- the .-. phenomena- •-:>.t ao1nna1ubu.lism l1ere demcmstrated. 
Gorton (191,.9) has·· noted t.hat -indivlrh'41ls show a. wide range 
. ~f. dU~e1·ences !l$ £af atr'lzypnotitability _:ts ' coriccirned., a.'ld y~r:· 
• • • . . , .• ·. ' . >. ·' . • ,- . . . .' . . . ·- . . ·_ . -, . . • ·, , 
:1¥:tc1ely in their I behavio:t in the eypnotic state• Tha ;peroo i1alit,y 
, ., , : " < ,. , • • , · , : I_ , . , ,' . '-,!,, " ' ~ - • l . 1 '.'., .: . · • . · · · ' ', , ,' •• 1 • : : · ·. . · .. , . · • .. : ', ' , ; .. , ·, > ,' 1 
,or\the operator. is wellas:_~e at~itude- of the ·subject ~1hich ~i 
turn ··depend ·upon; _his feelingf _to~iJal'd the" _op~rator '_will ·d~te:rmirie . 
-:_the depth of trance ·achiev~d• . He p.')inted out that tlUJ-re _ is not: , -
any· objective aoroa.tic criteria iri hypnosis am. that 'the depth. of 
. ', . ,. "' :·' .. ' ' .• . . : ... · ' ·. ··_ . ' '· . ,' '. ' • ' ., ' ' ' •, ... , · . . . . . ' . . ' ., , ~ ' .' --
: tr;noe that can be obtained iri:d:trrerent individiials varies · ·~ -
considerably. '.\folberg (1948} also _ pointed out that irilividuals '· 
. -... . ;_·.- . ' .• ( '• •. -. : . . . . .·· ... ' , .. } ., .. _- . . ,. __ 
may· bo able to perform or to carry out certain suggestions whicll -, . 
' ·-._ .· .- .:_· ' 
arechn.raoteristic of Q deeper trance but n-r.ay not be ·able _ to 
~- • . • • 1 
• . :: .. - ' ._-,. , ·· ' ·. .·-, i ,, , _ _. ' • 
parry. cut suggost,:tor.s characteristic of the _ lighter states , of . ·. 
; • ! . . ' • . , , . _ · _, 
.trance. - This variabili'ty ·m~es . it· extremely diffioultto d~termine 
·. aey ~Qjec,t:1.ve criter~ for/ depth of . trance~ •. H0Wever1 all 
·e~rimenter~ agre.e '. that. sonm.a~bulistic_ sta~tej ._ the . ability- to :open 
Oriefs eyes with~ut Wilk~, . potii~iv~ and negative fullucSnai:!.ons[ 
· :and :post· hypnotic ·a.'nnesia are· a~J.. __ -_cMraotcristic or -_ a·eep _ trancei, · . -_. 
' ' . . . ' ... -- . ' '· ' . . ; ~, ' . . . . . . - , ' .· ' . 
. state or soranamb11list:lc state. , It ·is these which were used as , · 
. c:ri teria. 
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!..ti the··somnatnbulistic stata and be!'~e· he .was r.ee;rese,edf 
the subject was asked to fil.1 out t.lte adult questionnaire. He 
tms told.,. tr! have a questiol".n~.;tre . r 11ould like to lmve you fill 
out, Retld the instructions on top· and .fill out the queationne.ire. tt , 
After he b.td .filled out the, cfl.lestio.!l.naire in the soranambulietic 
' ' ~ - j ' J 
stat€, t1•:rl.ning .was b0g1.1n for ,~rpnotic aBtJ}regresslon. The · subject 
' · · ~ 
trained for .regres~ion by regressing hi:ot to. an age of. early- adolesc• 
enoe. Whlle under regreosion·, t he Sttbjeet•s behavior was carefully · 
. scrutinized. , · Whim the experinmnt~r was .convinced tht,t truo .. •:: , .. 
] ."': , •• : :· •' .• ·•-•, ,: .•. •• I ' , ., ,.- ,.. ... ... • .• • .- ' ;•· • - • , ' ' •' 0 
regressio~ '.had 'been eatab11-~lled, · the. rmbject wno regracsed to ·?.ge 
tan and th~ . e:xper,5.mont oogun! 
The instructiona rar r '1,g!'t"3ss;lon. were very carefully chosen in . . ..,. ' . . ·, 
- , -· . ', ' · . . ' 
~order to . e.ssu:re th(f n'k'!tximum pOS$ihility of' regression. 1:ha. s ubjt·ict · 
' ' .' ; ,.. . ' ... ' . . ; ~, - . - . ' ., -.. ' - ,. ' ' 
' ' 
· liaS regressed to his birthday . because, as Spiegel., Shaw and J/\ishman: 
, :... ., ' . . . . ' . ., . ' . 
( l91.i5) ha Ve poin•bed . Otte J ~ .· birthda~r i.9 a precise, objeotively-
. definable day without tho ambiguity of arq s:i.mple suggestion · sUflh 
• • . • • _- T- • • > . • • • 
. . 
·M, .YOU .a1~ noti seven 'years oid. ·· lhe birthday is nsuaify or·som~ .: 
' . . . ' . 
~o-t,ion~l sigo.if i~ance. They found tmt lzy-pnotio :regressiot1- tiaa 
. " , ... •,',• ' 
;mora .easi~y obtained f'Oly emotionally ·signific:mt doys .or oecastOns.· 
'!'he.· operator 'tms . also careful to t:.ill:e precautions to ~aintain ,.rappo?,'t 
. . 
. w~en true regression was established. i· Erickson ·and Kubic (1941) . 
. , ' , . .., .. ·.: ·,. , 
pointed out that the deletion o·r the~ }Vpnotist in true reg:ressie>ri 
; creates·. en additional .diff~culty- and that the Jzypnoth,lt 111USt Jnrutt.) 
.provision for over-coming this difficul~ by transforming ~elf 
' . . . - ~- .. - '.. - ·: . . . 
into, somepne ~nown to the patient during the earlier period by . , 
. au,ggesting that he is •tsomaone you know, and you l:Ute &~d you.. like 
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·<· ....... ' '.i ' ; ., ·"·/. ,·. ·.· .· . . • , to··talk to_.,, This·was ,included.·in .. the regression .instruot:tc11a 
' ,,· ·:>. •• ... ·• ·.:,, 
11!10 :lristru(rtions £ollo1i1"1 
How, I want. yo\l to listen very carefully. . l..'l a short tihile, .·  ·  
I am going' to ' start COU&"lting from .twent-.r~one back to ten •. 
As I count you tdll feel yourself getting smaller and 
snnller a.nd younger nnd 3o.ungex·• When I r ,;:;ach ·ten., 3-ou. .-dll 
be ten years old,' It will be y001- ~.enth bir·blnay~ As I. 
count, from twenty•one back to ten; as :t . count . eaoh nmaber 
off bac;kwa.rds, you will forget eve,ey-thing that happened 
:trom that· age· on, -so that bY tlle time. I futw; reachs·d th$ 
nw11ber ten1 you it ill ha~ forgot ten everything that you l.earnt!Jd or .. everything that, lm.pJY.3Uad · to you ~.ft(Jr you were 
ton yeaI·s old~ \Jhen I :reach the num.ber ten, you will be 
ten :rears old., ·. You will think l:L~e a ten year o1d, You 
"Hill act'.like a ten year oldr You will walk .like<a ten . year old, You will talk like tC:1n year· old. In faot, : 
you. will be· ton years· .. old.. :ffo . matter .'Wha·b you do, no 
, matter who yo,1 tal.lt to:, you will. respond as a. ten yea:r 
old, You will be ten years old• · ·when I reach the nuniber 
ten, you·will slowly open your eyes.. Yott trill look ·a1,ound · 
the room. . You ,iill see a rathe1" pleasant and. comfortable 
room. You ,ii1.l aee me• I 11ilJ. be somebody, that you );tnou : 
· aril you like, and like to. talk to.. You wi 11 see Mr·s • B. < . 
. (tho observ-er) • She will h'D ·. somel1ody l,ho is friendly·· but · 
you won• t .?JaY much attention to her. I will· be someboey 
you know, you l:ilce aud you like to tnlk to .. ,·. When I reach 
the number t.Eln, you 1till open 7our eyes. You will,walk, 
and. you 1-1ill talk, and you -will act in every way like a. 
; ton year old. \ihen you open your· eyes, yoµ and I.1:ill 
talk for awhil.e. · 
' .' . ·.. ., . 
Then I :~1ill ask you if you 1!0ttld like to go ¥Ji th me into 
a plnyroom where. tllHre are loijs 0£ toys.· .. You Will feel 
b.appy abO\it it and will say yes. We 11111 go lnto the · ·· 
play.room and you tdll ple;, with the toys.for a period of 
. time• · Then I will ask you soma questions anc1•· we will 
play .· so:m.e g~11e1s. 
' . ' . . . . 
· After. we have• played some :games and .I .. ba"te asked some 
·. QU.estions, I ivill again bring ~U ~imk into thi~t :room. 
·1. will then a_sk you to close your I will .start 
COUllting from ten back·. to .• twenty-one,. l.Thcn · .. I reach 
twenty-one.,·you will be.at your present age. Is this 
clear'? I ant going to. start counting now. 
The subjects were re&Tessed to a.ge, ten/ seven,· and four 
rea1>cctively. The same instructions £or regression< ~re given 
-1s-
at · ages ten, seven, .and four_. TbA9 ·on~ change being t'bat o:r 
the age. ' The subjects were alw8.:Y's ;egressed to the ' suggested. 
a.ge from their cbrono1ogical age. Some .subjects were tested. 
. •' .,_ .-.__ '' . _.- '_ , 
· at ttro •Of .· the suggested ages in one l\vP,notie ;session but they 
·were al-w~~ .brought ba..clt to tbe~.· ohronologioal age •·a.tter ·each 
· of, tl1e sugg~ted age$•· lt should be noted 'that it ·no .point 1n ,· 
' . ' : ' ·._ ,' 
~he entire. &:ii.-perimont 'Has_ direct suggestion to remember 
given. Hul~ (;933.). mninta:ined that the s~ggestion to· reraember · 
~ithar direct ~r indirect isrespons~ble for .increased memory 
lJnier hypnosis. _ If ~ny indii'ect SU{Y~est~OllS t1e;re given, they 
apply to all phases · of the O"-"Periment since every task t1as .'. 
' . . 
. . . . 
presented to the subjects in tho same. manner except for · the 
questionnaire ·t1bic~ _ was read to the subjects under regression. 
. ' ' . 
but given .to them to fill out in the adult.waking· ll?ld somnam-
bulist state., 
As previously mentioned, an observer .was present at all 
s!'ss:tons, both w$:1ng and· hypnotic. · . The· observer described 
as full;, as possil>le what she saw and at the sa.m,f' t;lme ma.de a 
ver~tim report of everyth.-tng that ·was said. 
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IIt. RESULTS 
A. Method.of• Analyzing• the Data 
The purpose of most ot the experimental ta~ks was to tease 
out' as. specifically as possible some aspects ot: the cognitive , 
structure at the developmental stages chosen for this study• The 
method of analyzing the test results differs from the usual.<ttplus 
e.ndi minus" method of scoring. This analysis requires the use of 
methods designed to reveal process rather than just the presence 
or abseo.oe of particular, coo.tent. ~erformanoe analysis,; using the 
·•.: ·:..· ' •. • .. \. ' 
. principles. outlined. by Scheerer (1946) was the ba'sio approe.oh t.o 
' .•··.:.· .··_-.·,_, ;: • .:,- .· • ' . ·'•,··. ·•'-·- ,·,', -· ';\ ,,,-. ! 
thE, data._ . Tho focus was, .ther~for<91_ not so muoh on the mer,e 
ooour~enc, of a failure by subject. on \ant pa~ti'o':1-lar. p~ob,lem. 
· as it "18.S on the prc,oe~~ which might have· led to such a perform-. 
. . ,··,; 
anoe.• .. It has been the,o7etically ~~othesized t_hat these processes 
might belong; to the postulated. funotional schemata which may have: 
certain. performance oharaoteristios • An attempt was made there• 
f'ore.to analyze,the experµnental data in terms of.the hypothesized 
perfonnance level. char~oteristios required by. the respective tasks. ,. 
Soheert,r (1946) had said, 
ln determining.the psychological requirements for taak 
solution, we must also consider tho hierarchic order 
of functional levels• the different oapaoity stages 
on which.a subject may operate in reaching the same 
overt result,. In children these .stages are develop• 
mentally conditioned, while in. ,the adult it is 
motivation, attitude, or set that will determine on 
which level he copes with the task, (p. 658) 
. . . ' 
It wi~l be our plan, as the data for each test is presented 
to indicate the expected performance oharacteriatio for eaoh devel• 
opmental, level as _ based upon the findings of Piaget and others• 
For the purposes of this particular . investigation the presupposition 
was me.de that the criteria found by Piaget in his work with 
childreb. apply to children ln this oou~tey as well~ This pre• 
supposition• of course• needs· to be investigated by further 
There will be also b.e presented the functional processes 
presumed to be oharacteristio of each level~ '!'he scoring of eaoh . . 
or the tests was based upon the performance level and not Upon· 
:right or wrong responses to ea<?h of'. the q~estions. 1fuen a given 
response showed the ~haract~ristio of a ~articular level·either in 
its content or by process. of elaboration, the response .was scored 
as reflecting function at that particular level, regardless of 
whether the answer was tactually oorraot or inoorreot! 
Sinoe several performance levels maybe oharaoteristio of a 
particular chronological age, the ages at which the particular · 
' . : ' 
performance may be expected have been listed. Thus• there is 
always both a performance level and a ohronologioe.l age· 
For example. at the obronological a@;e 0£ aeve~ there may be' £our 
differentiated levels of perr ormanoe all of whioh may devel~ · 
about the chronological age of seven, so that any subject who 
performed at. level one to four may ba regarded as . having 
aohiavedthe age level or seven~ 
The· experimental problem and· ·the methods used did ·not· permit 
,:. .· . 
the use of a large number of subjects. Bec,ause of the special 
limitations ·of population size,. a good many of' the tables 
presented are based upon the scores of only five subjeots in 
each group~ Such a group size obviously does not permit any 
assumptions about the distribution· of the lqrger population-, 
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Fox-·this.reason• non.:paramatrie-tests, ·e•g•• Tau coefficients, 
whi'oh make no assumption about the_.distribution ot'·the p·areb:b· 
populationhadtobe·usedto indieata even general tendencies. 
Measures such as. the t,u coefficient give us a measttt'e ,ot 
relationship which does not depend. for· :its validity· upon the 
assumption ore. normal bivariate universe,. Wlth the. size groups 
represented, these ooeffioients · would primarily rei"'lect tendencies 
which could be made the basis for i'urthe~ hypothesis and invest~ 
igation. 
In most .cases, the raw data represented tha.:r-osponses of the . : ,., .. '. , .. ,; 
experimental .and control subjects at oertain · performnnoe · levels. 
!t'hE:'se do not represent scores or percentages, but simply ways of 
rab.kln.g the subjects. Ill such. oases ·Taulf'~ whioh is· er rank biserial 
correlation ooefi'icien.t as described _by ,Kendall (1948) wtdfused. In 
those cases·. where the data .did not oondat. of· comparisons 0£ ex• 
perimental and oontrol subjeots1 but of comparisons or the same 
subjects under different conditions, a Student's ! test was used, 
and,· wherever possible an analysis of varianoewas computed.,· The 
small number or cases·on which' all those computations are based 
was a constant factor· in keeping the investigator aware or the 
lilnitations imposed upon/the intorpretation of the results., In. 
a few oases,. Fisher's (1938) direct-method for tho calculation of 
the probability of a set of observed frequenoios in a 2 x 2 con-
tingency table was employed.; · ~e complete transcript of the 
observations end verbatim responses of the subjeots ran to several 
hundred pages.. It was felt that inolusion of this totality of raw: 
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·: d~t&t'tta~ 'neither f'eas'ible ;nor directly contributory to the' '. ·. 
·immt3diate purpdses . r~fleeted· ·b~( th~ 'pr~sent 'study. However.. ' 
' . . . . -. ~ • ~· . - . j ! • 
'st\~le' ;rotoo·o1s· for each of .. the .experi:mantal .and contro~ conditions·· 
' · .' ·)?bi1[i••; .,. · · , 1 '. / . ' • ,-,: • . . •. ·, , ' . _ ,' • 
' were"'j ;,. ··~ted ·and placed •in the appendix . in .order to· g~ye . an. 
,.,,J, , , 
_apprecuitio~ r~ithe basic data Which. ts the co~e · of'. this study• . 
B~· 'Quantitative Analysis of Cognitive Task$ 
l• The Hollow Tube Test. This test wfis presented to both 
.simule. tors and regressed subjects at th.a · .. exper;iment~l f:lge,s , of_ ten,' .... 
seven and rour. · 
·The .test oonslsted ·or ··s·ix questions. ·. The solutionof each 
:· question required a particular level .' or peroeptual-cogni t1ve · 
' - L , ' ' ' • •· .' 
deve,lopmant. · The questions increased in diff'icult{and oompl~xity 
< • • ' I 
and therefore theoorresponding perf~~me.noe _levels were arrahged 
along a dlinens ion of developmental sequence. 'These h~;e bee~ ,· 
outllnedbyPiaget{l950)• 
' The first ,question at level on~ ·'. :r:-equirad.' th~ ability .to 
·preseft,e :the 'perceived 'order of objects in .the ·absence of the 
, • < ·- ' • 
,· - . 
previously presented objeots . (principle of conservation· of ·objects)• · 
·Having seen the be~ds iin the order, green-yellow•re,d~ befor~ they . 
were pulled into the. tube, · the ' child should therefore be able to 
· pred1ot . ~o 'order of ,the bead~ · when' they emerge' from _the tube at the 
other end,· (grean•yell~w-red) ~.- Piaget has claimed that before the age 
' ' 
of four, the ohild is unable, without perceptual support; t9 grasp 
. . 
. . 
the constancy of . order. Since none of the subjects .were hypnotically 
regressed belo·~ the age of four, the . predi.otion was that all of the · 
hypnotic subjects should be able to peri'ormthis task successfully 
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at ,the :expel4i.mflnt.al age~ ', of' four f '•seven ·and . tab.~ ·. · 
< .- ' - - · • • • • • _.-. . ·_- • ,. • .• ' 1· , 
\ Xhe s~o'ond ·question -~t. ':i.e '?~i ~o .• reqi1 ired. th~. ,jablli ty ~o . 
~ills ll. '!,s~jo, r,GVersal ot,the Ord~r • .j'<lfaving • 11e~n the ileAris 
. emerge ·~om,tha ·· tube'in ··.the ··o111d.er, ·'greeri.,ellow-red~ at'· one: end,. 
·· · · t~ sub;leot shout~'~; able .: 1:;Q pr8d.iot the r .everse . order or the , 
b~aa.s', (!.~ •• ; red•yellow-greenf when ,the 'b~ads 'he.ye been pulled 
•' . . , - _. ,:-' .. _· .'. '.', ' ' ' .. -. , .. - . . ·:·- ; ' ' 
~ack into :the ,,_t~~e ·_f.-\n~ tl!-eir ~~rgenoe from t}:le tube at the opposite 
~ncl was · awai;ed~ \ ·.Pf~i~t•s. fitid.ings show that .; r~r his subjects ·b~tween· 
fo~ :a·nd, seven :years of age this predlotio'n oould be made. Thus, 1 t 
'was anticipated .that $ll or the hypnotio .aubjeots shriuld ,be able to 
• ;. I ,· ' •. ~· . . 
• 
. . . ' 
suooeasfully perform. this ' task at fohr,. se"1;'an 'and ten.; 
Question , three' at level three ~squired· the ability to · imagine 
. the order: of e~ergetioe ·after 180° turn of the tuba.<vfith th;, beads 
not in direct evidenoe. liex-e ~he ordex-· of e~rgenoe of.the beads· 
is again reversed, not because .. th:e beads :had ._ been 'pul.led 1 n r~verse · 
order, but _because the . tube wa~ reversed. Thi's kind of understat¥1• 
1ng, · a<>cording -to Piaget, :s.s not attained until approximately the age 
·ot severi;; , Therefore• the prediction was that . ·tha hypnotic subjects 
should not . 08; able tc( perform this ; task /sue, 08S'3fully 'at the ' experi~ 
mental age otrour, but nhould. succeed at the experimental ages of 
, seven and · tenf , 
Question four- at le_val :f'9ur presu:mably tapped the ~tite.l 
. . op'eratio,n with .:dealing with a , 360° turn, , The subject sho~id under-
stand that th~ complete turn of the .,.tube through the : 360~ would not 
change th~ order of . ~margence baox to its original .order • . Accord- .. 
ing to Piaget!s observations ·ari.d theory,. this operation is per~omned 
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' ' . ' 
. sueoessfully at about, the ·a.ge of , seven. ,Tho p1~ediotion the·Jl 
was failure . a:t , age four and. .suocess at ages · seven. and: ten £or 
. . . 
the hypnotic -. subjects • 
. Question five at . level five required the _subjec~~ to prediot 
the emergence .of-' the beads after. the' tube has b,eell 'tuihec\' through 
I - . 
fifta~n 180° turns• · Here was ~dded. an· additional .:element to· the· 
· original Piaget teat·. .Piaget had asked the subjeot 'to predi¢t th~ . . 
orde~ of emergenoe, !· u the tube ,were · to -ba turned around ~iftaen 
' . 
times• · In the present study, the expe~imanter actually turned the 
tube around flfteen. •times -.while tha ·aubject watched• ·The pridioti~n 
. ' ' , · 
. -was th~t only the experimentally regressed sur>ject at age t~ii should 
. . 
· be a~le to sol_ve ~his by some sort of tracking operation• i.e.• . 
k,aping his e?e fixed on one. end of' ·the tube, •or by counti,ng ••. i.e •• 
· "green is one, red is two, green is three., ete." A subject might be 
' ' . ,,. -- . . --. , , , , . 
able to understand . that alternate numbers repre.~ent the same '. bead, but 
-. may . no~ yet ':lnd~rstand the pri noiple ~chat :'·'todd t_r repres.ents the reverse 
' orde~ and "even" represents the original order. 
. . 
,Question· six .at .level GiX ·r-e.quiredthat the subj '~ot iprediot the . 
o~der or. emergenoe or the .beads· ·by imegining the experimenter had 
turned the _tube thro.µgh, ~enty-·, 180\?:"' turns. In order · ·to solve this · 
problem, . ~ne of . ~o methods llad to ·.~~; ,._w,·ed., ' eitp.er ' counting~ which 
· is a rote method 1 or understanding .i~hat odd. numbers represent the 
' ' 
re?erse order : and oven .numbers the original ·order, If oountint was · 
' . 
used,. the subjeot was rated at level -r'ive, but if the prinoipla or' · · 
odd nnd even ~fQG J..tsed, tha subject was rated at level six. ' The 
prediction based on Piage_t•s assertion was · that the. regressed subjeot 
would not be able to achieve level six at any or the ages; ten, seven, 
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' -~ I 
or _four. It they achieved" level· ·sb:1 this wa~ rated · as an fldult 
achievement • . 
Figu:re 4 .. ep.c,ws the· .key charncteristic or each performance . 
' ' . '· '/i•::. _.,.. : 
. . ' ' .. ', ·i ' ·:' :- . .., 
level . and the age at which 1·~ ls hypothesited that the suooessf'ul 
·. ~olution is possible, 
Parf'ormanee·· 1evel 
l~ . Simoltl ·orde·r 
2. Simple reversal 
3. 180~ .turn 
4'~- · · 360, turn 
s.· 15 turns 







· above 10 
. . . . . 
r"igure . 4. Per£ormanee iavels characteristic ·. 
of each·age level 
- '<: 
1'he highest ·successful porformanoe level · reached by each of: 
. . . ' 
· the ~imulS;ting and :regresse~ _su~jeots at tho three · experimental· 
' . . : . 
. age· ·1evels 'al:'o shown in· Table I•i The figures ; represent the highest 
scored iovel Jlohieved by each subject on this test at' ·that par• ·_ 
' .· · ' .··, ' ' ' 
tioular . nge level• It should be remembered there ore fifteen 
~' simul~tors di~ided fnto .five for · eaoh ag'o level, and there are five 
regressed. subjects enoh one respdnding at ·all thr~e age·· l~vels •· 
To evaluate the significance of the results rank biserial 
' ' . . ' ' . 
oorr·etati.on coaffioients wero computed for the dichotomy simulating• 
' . r _egressed versus level of peri'ormanoe: and' were oaloulated seParately 
for each age:; la vei. · Ths subject~ vrere. ranked . aca~rding to level of 
performance, the lov1est level of performance being ranked first and 
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TABLJiJ 
HIGHEST ·SCORED. PERFOIDI.PlmJi; LEV'EL··REACH!!,"TJ 
BY EACH SUBJECT .ON .THE . • HOLLOW TUBE· ... TEST 
AT DIFFEREN:f.l AGE LEVELS 
Age 7 Age 10 
(Expected levela. 5) (Expected leve~sr3,4) 
··•. · Age 4i-
Expecrted. levels 11.2) 

























Fo~ age ten, Taub • ,16; !:_ is •05, 1vhioh indicates that the 
· relationship• between low performance .level attd the regressed condition. 
could. not be attributed to ohanoe, i For age •·s·even• Taub : 1 •• ! is 
J)l also· lndioating a signifioa.nt relationship between the low per• 
formanee level .and. the· regressed oonditiott which oould • not _be attributed 
to chance., For nge four• Te.t'-b : .48, !: is> .10 showing that the 
.. relationnhip bet·ween performance . level:. and the regr_es sed oonditi on may 
attributed to ohanoe. It should also be noted .that three of the five 
regressed subjects had a corresponding decrease_ of' level of performance 
at eRch experimental age level~ ~I.1his was not true of any of the 
simulating subjects who tend.ad to function at performance levels five 
and six at all t.hree of tp.e experimental ages~ None of the simulating 
subjects had a corresponding consistent decrease in level of perform• 
, . , '·. . . ·, 
. atfoe withcleore'ase in axpcirimtJllt~1 ···sg~e. 
°). · 
In . To.ble II tho various pe_r~tirmanoa levels are combined under 
. ' . ' ' 
:th8 partioul&"' ' age group and J11ow the number of simulators and the 
t1u1nbe1 .. of 1·egressed. S\tbjeo~s· who··runotioned at _that particular age 
'·l'~vef. . The following should be' oonsidoretl Qonoerning the ,apparent . 
:diff'erenoe·s, 'bat,~oen simulaiiing and regress~d subjects• There were 
':rirteen simulators divided into three groups, five for each level•· 
. In Table II the number,.f under • tha · skulatov heading represent 
' . ' ' ' .• . . 
, ' ' ' . . .. . . , 
·. iridivi<lu.al su.bjeots • · ~inoe each : regressed subject performed three 
·-times, 0110a $t enoh age leval, the nu.mbers under the regressed head-.. ' . ' ' ' ', ' .·.: ·, 
' ' ' '· ' 
in.g represent the nuniber of times this expor:bnental age lovel was 
attained by the five ,subjects. - Thus, number eight under regresoed, 
. • ,•,·: I I \ • ' 
' ' at '-- age ,four/ '.m~atis that in all ·three experimental age conditions ' 
the{ regressed subjeot•a performarice e.pproximaifod that or a four year 
old eigh~ tim'3s• 
TABLE II 
. ' . . 
NUMBER : OF SUBJECTS }:fflO FUNCTIOMED AT EACH ' 
AGE LEVP..L ON THE HOLWN TUBE TEST 







It should_ .be noted that ten of the simulating subjeots reached 
• perfo~nce level oharacteristio of the adult. This was not true 
. of any of the . regressed subjects• 
· 2. Left and Right Test.', This test was presented· to. both ~imu-
. . - . . . . . ' 
lated and ret,ri-eSsed subj_ects at age~ 'tell and ,. four._ The ·_ test : was' ana-
lysed. -into fiver levels of per:f ormance. The first leveL is that 
, . '•! 
which the subj_ect did not know his own left and right. Since the 
· ,. ; \ f. 
understanding of left ,_and right from the· child's ·own point of view 
develops, accordi~g 'to -Pia.get., a.t approximately,_age four; there was . v.o 
no prediction because .:the subject might or.migh~ riot have reached 
such understanding at this age. 
The second ,level is that in which the subject understan.,~s the 
. meaning of his ~-ovm ·tei't and right~ · 
The third level is that in which the subject 'uriderstand·s· the 
· position of objects . from : the point of view of his ovm left and . right. 
-_ , , . ' . . . . ' . . 
· _. _ .The fourth level 'is that in which the . ~ubject understands _ left 
and ~right of a person .facing him {reversal). 
The fifth level marks the point where the subject understands 
. . 
. . ' . . . 
left and right of objects from the point of view of the pe_rson facing 
_him. 
. . ' 
· The prediction was that at age four, ·the subjects would perform· 
at levels ·one, two, or three; at age ten., subjects \vould perform at 
levels four or five. 
· ·_ ,_. , Table III presents the ·level of performance ~f each · subject· at · 
age four and at age ten. The simulators are different subjects at 
each age. The regressed _are the same subjects at each age. 
At the experimental age o~ four., _ ·~aub = .561 E, ===- .1.L, and this 
relationship between low performance level and the regressed· con-
. ·., . ' '.. ,•,., !·· • • · · ·'t. : .·· ,, <, 
dition may be at'tributed to chance:; -
·' . ;rABIJif < III 
'. LEVEL.,OF,:J>ERForu.MUGB . OF EACH SUBJECT:: 
: ON .· THE . ;LEFT AND RIGHT .. TEST 
AT AGES· FOUR: AND :TEN , 
.J • . ' \ , . • • . 
Age 10, . 
(Expected levels:. L,5). · 
Age h 
,{Expected levels: 1,2;3) 
Simulated Regressed, 
· .. It can be · s~en at ' onc.e?t,hat at .age ten, all .o~ , the · subjects 
.p~ssedthe'· test at. the highest level• predicted. At age fourt thre~ 
out ·of five simulators i'~ctitined on a level: above .that age; only 
\?ne regressed subJect 's peri'orzrtance .was . above the expected level. 
Fisher •s (i9Ll) direct m~thod for the calculation :o:(,the probability· 
\ , .. 
was computedt P is ·.25 (not significant). · 
- :· ' ,_ ·~ ;.~ ... -_-_ .-- . t- , . • - . . ' ----. -·:-, ~; \" - ~ 
;._ ·: -:-
The l\rithmetic •: Test was given at ages ten 
: arid seven. It co.nsisted of seven questj_o~s. ·: J'he first tvrn questions 
·were introductory ·and were · included to ·give the ·subject familiarity ·· 
,, •, ' •·; 
I ; , ,_.<,1•:•;.·:.::.- t <'\ 
with the task. The discrimin~ting_' questions were} : ; 
J • .. ·. H01v ·.much is <2 . plust 2 · fuilius '·2? , 
·. ·L • . Hovr much is• h plus 2 mi.nus .:·??,: ; 
5. How much is 2 times 2 divided by- 2? · 
.. 6. Three little girls are given nine apples, h'ow many 
will each have?· ·· 
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7. It takes twenty minutes .to walk .downtown, _ I can go 
twice a.s fast on a bicycle, how long will it take 
lJle to ·· go downtown? 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Regardless of the pa;rti~ular task, ·~.g., .addition1 subtraction; · 
.·or division, there were .six -levels or performance possible.· 
· Level ·one was that' of c~mpl.ete··_fa.ilure · on·.a11· ·the -qu~stiorts. 
Level two was that in \Vhich the ·method of solution was concrete, 
suchas: uaing _the· fingers to count on. 
Level three was that .in which the method of solution was to 
deal with the problem ·:by rote. - For e;ample, "Take two, -and add two, 
then take two away,"'. is dealing with,: the pro~lelh by rote. ,, . . . ...- . .. ' - . : · ·: 
' ' 
Leve1 ·-··rour was. that in which .the subjec.t verbalized .the pro-
cedure involved in solving addition and subtraction. For example, 
"I _added, then subtracted.11 . 
Le.vel. five was _,.that in which · the subje~t :.~~ ~ble to solve · · 
. a problem ''iri ' divis.ion; :and was able :'to 'say 1rhen\_~s:kecl how 'he: did , it, 
"I divided.n . Ir the s ubj~ct correc.tly ';S~;J.veci: the problem -in division, 
but did notuse the· principle of division, he was scored either at 
level three or level four, depend.fng on :the i_net~od used • . ·. For: example, 
s.ome subjects solved the problem of dividing 9 b:t.3 by stating, 1•I 
- added three :and three and three and-.got nine~" This was scored at -
level four. 
Level six required t,he use of the principle of cancellation. 
A response to the question, 11How much is 2 plus 2 minus 2?" such · · 
. . \ as, "I just' ·can,celled out thelast tvw 2s, 0~ould be an example of . 
this. This may be arrived at by understanding that, the task consists 
'· of the .. adding and subtracting of . the · same number a ·ii the same time; and 
:that this does not alter the given number. _ 'rherefore, these two opera-
tions -cancel each other out and are superfluous so that no calculation 
is necessary. 
Figure $ shows the ·performance levels eXpec,ted at each age. 









·• l,. Principle, of addition & mul!,ip}.ication 10 
$. Priricip~e of division 10 
6. Pr:incipleof.cancellation. . Adult 
.P'igure 5. Performance levels and predicted 
age or appearance 
The prediction was that.~t,~ge.ten, the subjects would be able 
to solve all the problems ·and w~uld ·uae any of the principles except· 
. . . . . . . . 
the principle of cancellation at level six~ The principle of cancel~ 
lation is usually understood above the age of ten. Children at age 
seven.have not as yet·learned division. If they solve problems in-
volving division, it is usually by addition. .And although they can . 
add and, multiply, the~ would ordinarily not be able to verbalize. the 
pr.inciples of addition arid multiplication. Consequently, the predic-
; '. .· ·., ···,. . ·' 
tion was. that at age seven, the regressed subjects would not, perform 
higher than level three. The levels of performance :for each subject 
at the respectlve,ages of' ten. and seven are listed in Table IV. 'The 
simulators are different subjects at each age; the regressed are the 
same subzjects at each age. As can be seeri in Table IV, none of the ·· 
regressed subjects performed at level six, the adult level. However, 
two simulators performed at. the adult level. 
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,TABLE IV 
LEVEL OF P00'011M.tu'\ICE ,.FOR EACH SUBJECT .ON .ARI'l'HMETIC TES1r 
AT AGES TEN AND SEVEN 
. Age 10 
(Expected levels: L,5) · 
. Age 7 
(Expected levels: l,2,3) 
Simulator Regressed Simulator Regressed 
6 5 la .3 
5 h .3 
5· s 5 2 
6 h 6 .3 
5 5 5 2 
At age ten, Taub = .52 and f is .J.L•. The relatinnship .between 
low per! ormance level and the. regres sad condition,, maY ·be attributed 
- ' . . . . . 
. to chance. Since we predicted success for all of the subjects at. 
this age leve1;. l'.lo sigxiificant relationship __ between performanc·e level 
and th:e e:x:per.imental condition .was• expected.· 
Atage-seven;. none of .the experimen~l subjects performed ~bove 
:level three, the· highest level fI9r t~is age. All of the simulator~, 
however, exceeded the highest predicted performance level. Taub = 1., 
_!). is .01. There. -vras a relationshil'. .between lower level of performance 
.and the regressed condition, which _could not be attributed to chance. 
Another distinguishm,g ·reature on this test., we thought·, was the 
reaction time. Since children usually_ solve these problems by rote, 
the reaction time should be much longer thar,i £or those who.are able 
to use the principle involved. ,, Table V gives the total time in 
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,- , 
in seconds it took each subject £or all_ seven',.questions on the 
Arithmetic Test. 
TABLE · V 
., TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS PER -SUBJECT 
FOR ALL QUESTIONS ON . 
ARITHMETIC TEST 
Age 10 Age 1 
Simulator Regressed Simulator . - Regressed 
9.5. 12 4, 11' 
17.5 62 , 8 45·,.5. 
7 19.5· h , 52 
3.5 38 .6.5 37 , 
6 19 15.5 6~ 
For both age ten and age seven., Taub;: .92., !: is .02. The 
: . 
relationship betweeri increase in reaction :tiine and ~e regressed ; : 
condition at both age leveis could -·not be attributed to chance. 
Furthermore, three or the i'ive . simulators showed a decrease in t .otal 
' time as the experimental age levelwas lowered from ten to se:v~n. ' 
. . 
It is unlikely that younger children should take . l~ss .time : or1 -the.se : 
problems. Three of the .flive regressed subjects showed an , increase 
in total time with decrease in expe~imental age level, < 'rhis · 
in the direction of_ what nii~ht be expected-:with· children, .: -
L. The Clock Test. This test was given at ag·es ·seven:.and four. 
The development of the ca_pacity to tell time. was analysed into six 
levels. Figure 6 gives the performance: levels and the· corresponding 




l~ Unable to tell time at all. . 
2o · Unable to: r _ead all the numbers. 
; .. -• '. /-. 
3. Can. tell the. hours only. . . 
,. li \can telr hours., half-hours, and quarter hours. 
/,-,5~ } 'Can tell hours.,· half-hours, quarter hours, and 
· · all five and ten minute intervals., but not 
twenty and twenty-five minute intervals. 
6~ ·: Can' .tell time correctly • . 
---- ·: 
Figure 6~ .. Performance levels in the development 
or·J,he capacity to .. te;l.l time at the 
corresponding age levels 
As can. · be, _seen from _Figure_·6, it was predicted that _children at 
.' .the age of four would ~, ·o~ th_e whole., unable to tell time. They 
might beable to· read some of ·the numbers. In most cases, however, 
.· ' ·_.' . 
they would not be able to read the numbers at all. Springer (1952), 
. · who studied ~he development · of the unde;rstanding of time and the 
' . •• • 0 A ,, • • • • .• • 0 • <, • 
' 'clock irl youn~ ch1-ldren., round that., UThe r our year olds. were not· 
:.. able to. tellthe ·times shown except for a few _correct responses for 
eight and ten , o,'cl_ock.n (p. 86): She also_ found that less than 
0 ' . . C . ' ' • 
· .. one-third of the ~ix year olds "indicated specifically an understand-
. ing that one :handis for minutes_ and the other for hours." (p. 86) 
The performance of the: subjects on the Clock Test was graded 
according to the ,highest level' achieyed. Table .VI shows the 
performance level achieved .by each subject in the two experimental 
. - . . ·- . . 
, .: conditions at ages sev,en and ,fo~-~ _ Ate age seven; Taub = 1., . 
· ·t is .ol.~ which :i;ndicates that the relationship betwaen lower 
performance level and the regressed condition could not be attributed 
· to chance. 
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,, 'rABL~ : VI 
l?ERFORWCE LEVEL OF , EACH , SUBJECT :OlLCLOCK TEST, 
, ·, ·· AT, AGES . SEVE~L AND FOUR ., · . 
A . I- : - . Age 7 
. (Expected leve~s: 3:,ti,5.,6) .. ,;.; : 
· , ·.. . ge LC .. . . .• . . 







: ._.--•· --.,. . _·_ ,. : f ,' 




) , l 
l l 
At age four, Taub =: .60, E is, , .10, and this not significant. · 
. Altl,lough here significant relationship betv1een, per£o~manc~ levei 
, ~nd
1 
the repressed conditio.n was not established, it is important<to 
notice ·that none of. ' theregr~ssed subjects wsre able ,, to ·tell time .at 
' 1 
all., \Vhile three· of -the simulator subjects did show -some ability to 
· •• ' ' ' , . . . ·• 
' •:: ; _ ···1 
tell time~ Pne of J,hese reached lev:el six., the highest level. 
Table .· VII presents -~he number of subjects . reaching each particu-
_,, : 
lar , level of' development ' under , the' two ,experimental , conditions , ai:id a't 
.· the ~() differ~nt ages of seven and.tour. It .will be ~oted ' here that 
among simulators ,at age seven, all i'ive reached level six; whereas 
· none of the regressed subjects a_ttained that level. 
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··VII 
NUMBER OF SUBJEC'rS ·AT .EACEf PERFORMANCE . LEVEL 
ON .THE CLOCK TEST 
•,.•·.· i 
. Pe':t•formanceFLevei" ·,Simulator Regressed ' . ~imulator Regressed 










$. Word Association Test. The Word Association Test was given 
in the waking state and at the ages of ten, seven, and four. The 
test consisted of :- two cat,egories of words. ·· The first, ' category in- · 
'. ·eluded those ,,ords for -~hi~h there . existed a criteria of response 
in the normal populati~~- ' The secbnd category 'o.nbl.ud~d four \VOrds 
.for which no such frequency;- criteria. existed. > It was hypothesized 
' . . . ' .. '. ' '. ! ; 
that these words would be beyond· the, normal vocabulary understanding 
. { . . . .' 
. : '. . . ' ·_-· . 
level of children at ages four, ;seven, and .ten • . One of the words, 
tltelevision, 11 would have been so infreque;ntly .mentioned at the time 
the subjects were children that'Jt could be said not .to have exis_ted 
for · them. ' The frequency criterla shown in Table ,VIIl·_were based on 
- . . . -
the Kent-Rosanoff (1910) tables for the most freq~ent respo~ses out 
of one thousand adults. And for children, the criteria were taken 
fro~ the Woodrow-Lowell tables of . the most frequent responses_· from 
one thousand children. 
TABLE VIII 
MOST FRE1~UEN'l' RESPONSE OF' S~ULATilm AND REGRESSED SUBJECTS 
IN ALL CONDITIONS COMPARED ,Vll1ffl . THE MOST F~UENT 
RESPONSE FROM· THE KENT#!tOSANOFF TABLES · FOR 
ADULTS AND 'rHE· WOODROW-LOWELL TABLES 
FOR CHILDREN 
' . • ' ' . ' ' ... ·':: ' ... 'C . . ' 
Stim~lufi Kent-






Table ··chair Chair Chair Eat Chair 
Dark Light Light. Light Night Night -
M!!!• Woman Woman Woman Work Daddy 
DeeE Shallow Shallow Shallow Hole Vlell 
Water Water Water Water·· 
Well 




Mountain High: ·., Hill· Hill High Snow. 
Hn1··. Hill 
Red Color\ White Blue Color .crayon ........-. -. 
Blue Green 
Black 
Hand Foot Foot Foot Fingers Fingers -
Soldier Man ,Man Man .Viar · Gun 
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Table VIIIlists·the most frequent responses from the Kent-
Rosanofi' and \foodrow-Lowell tables compared with the most frequent 
responses of the subjects under the•· various conditions. The control 
~ubjects in the normai adult.and simulating conditions responded to 
eight out of nine st~"nulus .words with either the first or second most 
frequent response listed in the Ken.t-Rosanoff tabl_es. The· responses 
of the regressed subjects ,vere :in six out of nine f:ases equivalent 
or identical with the responses listed in the Woodrow-Lowell tables 
!of, children,i and only one ,adult.· respons~ occurs most frequen1:,1Y•, 
The four specially selected w·ords, which we thought would result 
in failure because they would be beyond the lmowledge of the subjects 







MOST FR~UENT.RESPONSE OF SUBJECTS 




















.This Tf1ble presents the most frequent responses of the control 
subjects during the normal adult and simulating•conditions, as well 
as the experimentally regressed subject,s' most frequent responses. 
-9~ 
The.most frequent response. of the regressed subjeots_was, 
a failure to. all of the specially selected Wordh Among the 
: control: ·simtilators, the lll.OLlt £requen~: response. was failure for 
the first three words:~ but the moat frequent response to .the 
·, ;··.· ·. .: . ·.·. '.· ··.,•· '·, 
word*, "television",. which oould not have po~sibly existed e.t the. 
time they- were children,. ,vas ''radio .. tt 
The Kant-Rosanofr a.nd. the ·rvoodrow-Lowell. tables have dev:--
eloped< different :methods of :analyzing the· ·bypes of associative 
,· ,).. 
response.. It was felt that the essence ot their at1alysis .oould 
be expressed in tw,o categories a (1) Adults tend to. give responses 
v1hich. • are more nb_stract ,.• and · (.a) Children tend to be oonorate in 
their response. Qhildren.1 $ oonoretism may be expressed in either 
functional or ~ftuational rasp on.sea. Woodworth (1938) · points out 
•· ., . . . 
that children tend to give. a response whicll ''stays witht• the .word•··. 
trst~ying with" a word appears to resemble close_;y the typo of: 
respon.se,.·_given by young_ children to the. Stanford~~;net Vooa,bttlary 
. . . 
test., _Such responses a_re uaua_lly sco;red ·on the bnsis • of their · .-
'• 
tet1:dency,to be oonoreteina functional sense or concrete from a 
situational point or view •. 
For: this reason. it VIQ8 felt that an analysis of the nurnber . 
of concrete.and abstract responses given by each subject would give · 
a fairly good, indication of whether ... or ·not .hie direction of thought 
in ,vord association corresponded _to that· found in• children •.... While 
there are no .norms for the particu;e.r age levels,. it was predicted 
that a decline.inabstraot responses and·an increase in concrete 
responses at each lower age level · would be shown., 1 · 
. . ' . ' ' ' 
All . of th~ responses _given :b~r tfll or· th~ . subjecrt_~ .~ere -~a~ed , 
abstract o:f. e.oriorete by three ·· raters·., , The. r .aters wer~ ·given -cha, 
' ' ' . _.,·.· ' • ' !, '.' ·, · • • . ·.,{ _; _· ·_ .,· :,_.'· · ·• .. : . ·.,·· . · ·-_ .. ·_, ._.·:·_. ·: 
;nstruotiona tht\t if the resp<>n~e to .. a stimulu_s wo~d flonsist~d . ~f , 
.t~e following : types of responses ! •. they wer~ to be rated as: nbstr~ot_, 
2~ Superordinate! red".!Oolor 
3-. Pe.rt~whole; hand"arm 
4 ' Ooo:rdinate1 ' ·· -----! tnbla~chai:r 
The .r.aters ·were further instru~ted that if the _rasp~nses; . 1 
consisted of the following types of respon~esf -they \Vere to be r.ated. 
as oonorete, 
1, Functional f 
2. Situational, soft~bed 
. ~and~fi ~get~ 
The raters were also given the general instruc~ions that ·wo1~ds 
' ' ' " : 
v1hioh transcended the scopa of meaning of. the . or~ginal .. ~timu~u~ :, 
i '· ,· - _-. _. .- :• ' 
word were to be rated as abstra~~ 'and words that !~stayed with~ .the 
. original stimulus word in meanini.r were to be re.tad as concrete. · ' ·, . ' ' . ' ' ' . : ' ·_,_ , . . . . .... •" ' ' ' ' ''·. ·, .. · . ' . . ... '· . " , ,, '. ·. _: . ~: '. 
Th~pnther rigorous criterion wa~ ~dopted that ,only _those :r.e~pon~e, 
.vtere iscorod on which there was . comp let~ ag:r-eement· with tlle expe~i~ . 
menter by all th;-ee raters,: A per~entage · of ab~~~aotne~s was then 
paloulated for a~oh subject which oo.nsisted or the numbe~ or. abst~act 
V!o:rds over the total of abstract ,plus cono~et~ words on ~a~h .. 
' ' 
particula~ test~·-· .. or a totai ~f: ~ne huf:l~ed and,. eighty .~~x word~ 
tho:r-e was · oomple.te agreement with tho experimenter, . by all three . 
;-, ',.·. ,, .. . _·. ·,., \:' .· 
raters on one hundred and eleyen~ 
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.•Table i _present~' the 'per~entages :of dbstra,ct responses 
control and experimental subj:ects - in _.tr1e waking conditi~n. · 
TABL1S . ·X 
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According t ·o _the . prediction, abstract responses should predominate .: 
here ~ith no significant difference.· between the control _and experi-
-- • ,. • ' ' • : . • I • • ; ._, • 
mental sub~ects~· ' , The . i te~t reveals :!?. :: ·.07, ·1: ···> .90 (fa' .:de{µ'ees of 
''freedom) ·. which indicates , that thi~re, was no signific~nt difference be-
... ,'.:_ . ' . ·,: , ,., 
· .tween the_ cont~ol and experime~ta+ subjects in the waking condition' 
ins of a?' as this · test is conc':3rned.· Since c3:ll of the per'?entages are 
over i'iftf _per cent, the predominance of abstract ·words in the adult 
stateis clearly established. 
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Table XI shows the percentage of' abs~ract words for. each of 








PERCENTAGE OF ABSTRACT worms FOR EACH 
EXPERI".t!ENTAL SUBJECT REGRESSED 






















A summary of the analysis of variance for. this table is given in. 
Table XII and reveals that there is a significant difference between 
the three ages insofar as percentage of abstract responses given by 
the regressed subjects is concerned. f.><.0.5, (8 and U degrees of freedom). 
TABLE XII 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS Qir VARIANCE FOR .PERCENTAGE OF ABSTRACT 
RESPONSES OF REGRESSED SUBJE:CTS AT THHE.E· AGE LEVELS 
Source of variation Sum of Squares df Mean ... square F 
Between ftows L386 2 2193 llt.7 
Between Columns Ju73 L 868 S.82 
Residual {error) 1189 8 l.U9 
Total 90L8 1la 
Table XIII gives the, same information for each·of_ the control 
subjects simulating ages ten, seven, and four .• 
TABLE•.·XIII 
PERCENTAGE OF ABSTRACT ·.W'ORDS :FOR EACH CON1ROL 
. SUBJECT $1Iit1ULA TINCl · AGES TEN, SEVEN, & FOUR 
Age 10 Age;7 Age 4 
83. h3 83 
50, 92 67 
100 92 lb 
92 87 87 
82 100 so 
The summary of. the analysis of variance .for the control 
subjects is given·in Table XIV and reveals there is no significant 
difference· between the three ages, f > .o~ (12 and ·2 df. ). · 
TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ABSTRACT 
.RESPONSES .OF• pIMULATING SUBJECTS·AT 
THREE.•AGE' LEVE:l.S 
Source of variation Sum . tif squares · dt . Mean square F 
Between 
Within 
1603 2 802 1.368 
7038, $86 
Since an F .of ,.3.59 would.be required for· signif'icance at the -. --:_- ._,:· . ·: . . . -_-- ., __ -, 
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,.OS point we can·conclude that insofar as the percentage of abstract 
words is concerned, the experimental subjects performed significantly 
. . ' 
differently at the three age levels while the simulating subjects did not. 
- Table XV presents a comparison of the percentages of abstract 
words betv1een simulating controls and experimentally regressed subjects 
at the three age levels •. 
TABLE ;,..-V 
COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGES OF ABSTRACT WORDS BETWEEN SIMULATING 
AND REGRESSED SUBJECTS AT ALL THREE EXPERIMENTAL AGES 
' -Age la Age 10 
Simulating Regressed 
·Age 7 
Simulating ' Regressed Simula ting Regressed , 
.. , 
83 LO L.3 25·; 8J 0 
50 71 92 50 67 33 
100 25 92 0 ·:u. 0 
92 50 87 0 87 2$ 
I 
82 75 100 51 50 22 
At age ten Taub a .80, f is .0$. At age seven Taub : .8u., f is .03. 
And at age foUI.", '11aub • • 76, .tis .o.$. It· can be seen that at each 
age level_there is a relationship between lowerpercentage of abstract 
words and the regressed condition .v1hich could not be attributed to chance. 
ci:,::::cr&. Mud and Lollipop Test. Because of conditions beyond our control., 
this test was only given to four of :five experimental subjects. The test 
was given to five controls simulating age four. 'Excerpts follow from t.he 
observer's record of their performance ,vhen the experimenter handed them a 
lollipop after they had been playing in the mud.· 
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O.ontrot ·aubje~'tJ.! 
':" .·· ' ·:·. ,·· :: ' ' . .... ' 
·. ~Stibjeet i. When the experimen:bor offered the s:ubjeot the . 
· 1·ollipop, . the ~ubject 1.ooked at. the experimenter and said• 
')Ybere d<t I clean nzy- h~nds?' whollf disregarding the lpllipop. 
Subject ·2, :Experimenter · told ~ubjeat · because shELwns ·a _good 
little . girl,, he was giving her . a suoker,. ,· Subject 1.ooked .,t 
her. he.nd~.· dtsd.ninfully·· and said, •I haye .to wash my· hands,·• . 
. ·• she wenb to the bathroom, washed her hands, . and . returned and 
: told; the: experimenter that she .loved suckers dearly, at four.,· 
Experimental. sub,jeots •. 
Subject A. The experimenter offered the subject : a lollipop. ·, 
The subject said, 'Shall I eat it?' .The .experimenter· replied, 
')fuatever . you like~*· ·The subject immediately took the paper 
· off the lollipop arid put it in her mouth, The subject said, 
{.I .like grape pop, f The experimenter · suggest.ad returning to 
the · experimet3:tal room, . The subject was brought baok to .· her ... -
presen·t-.adult level or· age nineteen•·. Whe_n she opened her eyes; 
the experimenter ' asked, . •How . old are you?' The subject 
. replied;;,. !lUneteen, • :hhen' lo9ked at· her hands and exolaimec'i, 
•where did I. get suoh dirty h~nds? . _ My goodness, Eating a 
a11cker. v1ith suoh dirty hands~ . }'ihat have I been doing?' 
Subjeot n. T.he · ~ubjecit took '.:the sucker ~nd looked at it, 
, 'also looking down at her hands~ . ~he gingerly took the .· paper 
off the $ucker and put . the suoker in her mouth and gave the 
. paper to the experimenter. ;.<She brushed the sand from · her 
-hands, · . The experimenter · augg~sted ,ret'Urnitig to the exper,.. 
imental . room •. The subject was given the suggestion to 
· close her eyes '$nd was ,then brought baok to her present . , 
: chronological' age' of:·twenty•on~. ·· The subject looked at .her . 
hands and brusht)d her , hands ·together and said, ,., I tve· got 
something in my e·ye~• Subject looked at her hands and. · 
laughed and said, '-~t • s all over my hands• r She . appeared 
extremely uncomfortable~ \ .. . , · , '· 
-'The prediction was that the e2.1>erim.ental subjects would 
' ' ' 
' '· . · . - : '·..:, ·. . ..·_• . . 
.w.•hen they were brought back to theitpresent chronological age-
. ·. ' ,. . ;_ ' ' . ' ' . / ·_ , ' .. . ': •·. '' 
~her would : express: disgust or diso.oni:rort abo~t, their dirty hands ·· 
a.Jld pa~tiouiarly ab~ut (Jatfng a lo1;1Pop in that . oond,ition. All 
of ·the experimental · ·subjects .. \u,cepted · the lollipop, ·-s·eemingly . 
enjoyed it and paid no a~tention t'o their dirty hands, .Four of 
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· the >.fj:v-o . \:,oniirol subjeots :insistetl ,6.n waa}1ing .their ·hands before 
they would eat •the lollipop• ' .' . <· 
. . 
T.ABLE XVI 
NUMBER OF EXPERnmNTAL AND CONTROL · SUBJECTS . . 





D!D NOT WASH RANDS 
4 
' 1 
Table XVI shows the number . of .subjeots . in 'ench group who 
washed their hands as wall as ·the numbor or subjeots · who did. not 
wash their hands. Fisher's direct method {2 x 2 table) was . used ' _, _., . . - ' . ' . ' . ,· 
• • -· - -. , • • < . · ; 
to caloula.te · the p~obability~ fls ~04 and •is ;significant. 
1. ~ummary of Statistical Findings. Table XVII ,is a 
. . -. 
summary of tha statistical findings ~n all the oogni,tive and 
emotional t~sks in the ~xperiment~ . 'The statistical ~est, the 
probability, and whether, or not the finding is significant($) 
or not significant . (NS) is g'iven • . In addition, along ·with each 
probability, ,,e have listed whether the finding is in aoeordance 
with the prediction made it is marked (/JP). : 
Of the four ste.tistioo.l . tests in the experimental age te.n, 
all are in the predicted· direction. ·. All six ·of 'the • statistical 
r;> : -
findings at the experimental age seven agree :with .the .prediotions 
. . 
made• · The X'esults of two of the five statistical tests at age four 
also correspond with the prediction made,• .. Age fom- is .the only 
.\vi th ··~he 'pr.edict! on~• .· · 
Hollow ·Tube · 
Lei't. an~ Right . 
Arithmetic . 
a. Level ., 
b. 'Time · 
· TABLE 'XVII 
SUMMARY 'OF STATISTICAL, FINDINGS ON ' 
COGNITIVE .,fi.ND :• EMOI'ION.AL TASKS . 
Taub·=·· ;76 
·f is: .OS (S) ·~ 
Taub ==1. 
P is • 01 ( S} P . 
Taub : 0 (NSJ P 
; .Taut; = ~.52 . . . Taub : ' l. · · 
f. is .J.4· {NS) p ." . tis .Ol (S) P 
Taub =· .92 
!: Is .02 (S) P 
Taub ·=·1. 
f. is .o;t. 
Word Assoc. > . ·Taub : ,eo·· 'Taub = .ah 
P :ts .o,5 (S)P - ' .!: is .OJ (S) P 
Mud &Lollipop 
Age h 
Taub = .• h8 · 
g > .10 (NS) 
Taub = .60 :· 
!: is .10 (MS) 
Taub ·::: • 76 -
E, is .o, (S) P 
Ji. is .oh (s) P. 
C • . Quantitative Analysis . of Contextual Recall 
. . . ' . 
' . . . 
h Questionnaire. The .questionnaire was presented to all 
of the controls and the experimental subjects • tn the we.king 
condition. It was also presented to the_ controls simulating age 
ten and seven, : a:nd to the experim~ntal subjects at ages ten and 
. . .,· . '. , · , . . .. 
. seven.. ln addi t1.on to some necessary information a.bout the 
subject which was · required for ·bhe records · of the experiment, 
the questionnaire oonta.ined seven spe.oifio 1nemories relating to 
the period when the subjeot was i~ · the ~econd ; gr,.ade. .· All of the 
i ,:. . ;f _ . • • ·-• 
questions, however_ were not .equally discriminating for the various 
experimental . oonditions~ ,For .: e:>(amp,le., ·.the question· aski~g what: 
. subjects ,~ere studied in the second .and fifth grades was answered 
by almost ·all of the subject~.: in· the waking co t1dition.. Most of. 
them, however, said later . that this was not a ·recollection but 
that they ''figured out" what they- probably would. have s·budied a.t 
that time. 
. ' 
An objective validation of the answers that the subjeots gave 
us · was attempted. But a complete validation was· impossible. 'Under 
these oondi tions it was felt that unless evid~nce was found that 
· the answer was not correct,. it would be scored as a creditable , 
·responser . 
If the subject gave an answer which was later objectively 
· found to be in.correct, it was scored as ·incorrect. It the subject 
informed the experimen_ter that he had r .abulized and ha.d simply made 
up answers, these answers were also scored as incorrect. : All other 
answers wera accepted as valid. 
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Table XVIII OOlllpares the ·perceti'tage~ of 'tht=J ~umber of correct 
memories in the we.kinm stat& between 'the f'ifteen. oon.trol subjects 
· and the · five experimental subjects. The t te$t shows no significant 
' -
differenoe··between the two, groups, J .! .sg, ! is .so for' 18 degrees 
of':freedom. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF PERCENT OF CORRECt:MEMORIES lN THE 
























COMPARISON OF PER OENT.OFCORRECT>.mlORIES.BETWEEN 
CONTROL SUBlfEC!S SIMULMING AGE TEN 
,AND EXPERIM'.ENXALSUBJEOTS 













Table XVIII pres~nts a comparison of the percentage of the 
correct memories betwsen the control subjects simulating age ten 
and experimental subjects regressed to age ten. 
Table XIX presents. the same comparison for simulators at 
age seven and control subjects regressed to age seven, Taub was 
calculated £or both of tha se tables_. For Table XIX Taub • l. • 
! is .01. For Table XX Taub ·= 1. • ! is .01. At both the agea o:r 
l 
seven and ten there was a relationship between the improvement ot 




COMPARISON OF PER CENT OF CORRECT MEMORIES BET\fflEN 
0011'.'ROL · SUBJECTS SUroLATING AGE SE'\TEN' 














The perc·entage sqores or lU8lllori.es g1 ven by the control 
.subjeots when simulat.ing wer':l compared w~th . those given by t~e 
same subjects in ·the adult waking state. The. _results are pre-
sented_ in Tab'le XX:t .•.. · To test whether .•. their .performance differed 
significantly,. a t test for matched· groups was ~aloulated. For 
, ·.·· - ·. . . ' . 
' . . . ' 
the comparison of. simula~ing · age ten :with adult waking, 1 = 1.12, 
! >\.10~· ~or .4 deg~ees of freedom (not significant),. For the 
age seven eomparison with the adult waking g.roup .E : .641. P is 
•55. t:or 4 degrees or freedom. (not significant).. Thus, there was 
no· si~nif'icant _ improvement in memory 'in the control subjects :1.n 
. 








:t .ABLE. lll , . 
. . ' \ 
COMPARISON OF PER·(lE!lT ,OF .'OORRECT .MEMORIES . 
· · Git'EN BY-CONTROL: SUBJECTS IM 1m ADULT 
:WAKING STATE 100D WHmr SIMULATING · AGE$ · ·: 
TEN .AND. SEVEN 







Subject Wakin~ · Age . 7 
II 







Next we _ made a >s~lar compa~isonwith : our regressed·: subjeots •, • 
comparing the . peroentage soor~s of memori·os . in the ·adult. ·waking. ~tate 
. nnd _the p'eroentag·e soor.es of memori:es · 1n.~ the regressed ·state:~·. These 
·are :~resented in Table XXII • . Both ot these oompnrison.a we:re .round. 
' :, ', ,· ... ·. . · .. , ' ' . ; 
•' .·, ·• _.,· •.· , , 
to be highly-, significant• ·: For··the : ~go ten -oomparis·on: with_' ,the. adult·· 
w~kfng state, j?_:: 4!891 ! < .: ·.01, for 4 .. degrees of' fr~edo:m~ • For the 
. age : .a even ·comparison with the ·., adult waking state• ,i : '· l3~4, . ! < . · ~01 
for 4 degrees of freedom. 
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TABLEXXII 
COMPARIS(:iN OF PERCENT OF COHRECTMEMORIES GIVEN BY EXPERIMENTAL 
SUBJECTS Ill nm ADULT lVAKL"\JG STATE :AND _VlHEN . REGRESSED 
TO AGES TENAND SEVEN 
Age -10· . · Age 7 
~ubject Adul~ · waking Regressed . ·, Adult_ waking Regressed 
A lb 57 0 86 
B -•lh 51 0 86 
C 21 86 1L 100 . 
D 51 71 43 -.. 100 




Table XXIII presents a ·comparison _betl~een _.t~e percent' of ,correct 
• , r , . • 
memories :in the experime!}tar subjects · in the a'dult waking and the adult 
· somnambulist: state .; 
TABLE XXIII . 
. : . . . 
66MPARISON OF .PERCENT _ oF:coRRECT MEMORIES -IN EXPERIMKNT.~L 















\ . .. . . ·~ 
There was no significant: 'difi'or~no~/.betvie~n the~e .two: conditions. 
- .: ' • i ' ;·.·· ' '. '·.,~ , ' ' ·.,· · •. · ·, : ' • ·i . ' . . i· .: ' .. ' · •. ,' : ·; . ',. -· .. ·,·, :. . .; :, .' .. : · .. '. . 1. • ' ·. : 
i = .• 2591•!'>·· •061 ... degrees' ·.o±' <treed-onu T~us -from Tables :?at 
ah.cl niit'_ oan. ,be seen that, thehrAvai a ·statist:i.on'.ily 'significant ·, 
,-.. -. -... . .::.- .. ,·.:-, .·· 
, ~ifferenoe :~n the lmprQvemen.t c,f memory in the experimental subjects 
'· .-··- . -_ ,, 
i~the , regr:!3-Ssel sta~e . at, bott{ag& ~en tib.d sefeti .. :: .· ,fhere· was no 
' - - . 
signifi,cant ~mpr~ement tn: memory .t~-the ~imulator~~ ··while ·tour ·.·, 
'. .... ·,. ·. · /', ·. · .. '. ·.- __;· , . . :.: : .: ·,,1,. •, :- ..... . ·. • .. " , ·. ', ·., , 
out ·or ·i'ive experi~ntal 'subjeots .d~ ·show an iniprovemeri-h in m~mory 
in the ·somnambulist state; this · improvement ~as not statistically 
significant. 
e. Pledge ofAllee;:fanoe· T~st. This test was given at' ages 
ten and seven-under simulat.ing and regressed conditions • . ·. The 
. . ' . . 
predictions on this t~st \V·ere t · (l) that f~w children at . the age 
of seven· would . be able to write th~ Pledge or Allegiance, . (2) 
. . . . . , , . ' ' . 
tha~ 1Jl1Prop~r ·wording would be evidJnoed by some of lour · ~eri•· 
mental subjects. flt age ten~ 
The 'dif ferenoe between a substit-ution and· what was called , 
1ml)r~per v,ordillg oan be ~xplained as follows I If ·the'' subject· 
substituted one wo:rd for another wi't;houb , essanti~lly' ohangi~ 
the meaning oi' -the Pledge, thin was . eall~d ·a !ettbstitution. ,If; ._ , .. -- ' . . · . . . 
' ' . 
·however, a word was used which ehanged the maa'ning_ ,·.or the· .Pl~~gc, ., 
or ·made ' no .meaning whatsoe;er< thi·s was called.'improper wo~ing. 
- An example of substitute ls th~ word ~f'or''inatead' ~r 11withtt , in -
liberty-. ·and justice for all." , An example ·or improper wording is 
"one nation invisible.!' 
Table XXIV shows all the types of errors and the number of 
. . 
·· such errors made by . each or the subjects'· in each of these 
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< . · .. ; . ':·· ."' ; 
: experimeb.tal .· conditions• i Inspection of : this Table .oonoe:r-ning 
. ' i , i . . . 
our. prealoti~hs. reveals 'the 1·011~ing1 ·
11(1) ·uone of the' :regressed. 
' -_ ; .· .·. ' '_ ·· ··.· ·•.·· - ) ·.:: . ·. ;{! \ :: ; ' ·::;'. .·· . ' ,. ' : .. ·.·· ..·· ;: ; 
· subjects could · writa th~ Pledge .,,~~ aga . seven.. . (2) . All. of the 
-., . :. - .. : .· . ' ' ., ' \ <. J /·/· ,> . ·.'. i : .. ' ' ; ' ' .< ' . ' : ' 
five , simul.$\ ting · subjects. wrote )the Pledge• · one · or· ·these. however, . . . . . ./ I . . . . , 
' did not 'complete' i~.-: '{s) ,· rAs :~o/s< pre_di~ted-, impropex- wording 
, ., j• J •• ' 
. ooourred s.:n: thi regtessed}subje'tjts ln ·:_the e.g~· ten ·period by .two . 
. - : \ .·!; . . ,- .. / . . 
. . , 
•:; .. ·-- ·. 
of the subj~ots,.· None ·or ·the · simulating · s1.1bjeots used improper 
_ Age ··'( 
,,· 4 . F 
Simulation ,Reuession. 
. 1 ~no6mpiete' , ._: .Incomplete 
"\ , ' ... · ,·· ..... . ·: · \ 
(1) Ce.n!t_, wrl~e . 




:Misspelled (1) Can•t \~ite 
(1) 
. 4 (l) Can ft •··· wrlte 
5 No error Mis spa 1 led ( 2) Misspelled (3) Can't write 
( : 
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. . . 
'!'able .UV shows the .: nu.inb_er o~ ~_ubjeots. who could and 
.; the nuznb~i<oi_ subjaot_s who oottld. not ·1~rl~o ·the _Fledge· in :t~e 
control. and the_\ e,xperimsttt$l ttot\)?~• · Fishe~;•t1 · d:lreot metho~ '? 
of oe.lculating probabilitie,s· __ showed -•. that -! is _ .01 -•. (signifioantr. 
TABLE·1J.V 
' . . . . . ' 
NUMSER OF _SUBJECTS WHO _OOT.JLD · AND COULD NOT WRITE 





0 ould Wri i;;e · 
0 
6 
Could Not __ Write 
0 
s. Individual oontextttal -._ recall.- The exper.1menter recei-v-ed 
. . '
a sealed package from. one o~ _ the subject's: parents: whioh ,oontained 
-_-, $om.a _textbooks from the second grade1 a. sorap-book _w1th ·s~verat -_ 
drowit1ga, and other materiali all. of' which . dated back .to the _ 
p~riod during which the subject ;a~ in the second and fifth grade. 
As tar as o oulq. be determined:, ~e : subje•~~ ~as ; not aware _bf the 
contents. The parents had .. saved• this ,;ateria~: • .. ,The experimenter 
,. examined the paokage and selected a music book about which he 
questioned the subject in the. waking s-tnte.·oefore ·. the subject was 
• ' 1' ·. ' · ·. ·.· ,·. , __ . ,·_, _,_ '' ;, , .. , ' ,' .· _·._ : ' .. , 
_regressed. The following are the verbatim excerpts from .the _t,;-ansoript; i 
!faking stats -__ 
E. ''Do you remember the name of the Music Books ,vhich you 
studied. from when you were a ohildt" 
s. nreah." . 
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E. "Whiol(: one do you rememba:r? ·• • s. uoh. ,vellt I remember not just one.• 
.~What . do you :remember?~ · .. ·.·· . . .. • .. · .._ .. . : 
110ht they .had somethiaig on the . fron-'G• And they were green 
•··.with black lettf>rs · t\nd .they: had H.ttla pictures ebove/ 'the 
• fl · ' • ·' ., . ·• . ,.· · ' , . ,, songs,; · .  .• .. ·•.  ·. · 
~o. -you remember :e.,ny .of the · songs?•t:.· 
"No.n .. . . . . 
·· E• . _«Do you remember your second music bookt••. 
S-. flOh, sort o:r. 1• . · . : - .·.· ·. . · . · 
E~ "What grade · 1,1as that int,tt 
sf ttsaoon4 •. tt . . . . . . ... ,• . 
E. nDo you · remem.ber .. _e.ny of , the songsT" 
·s~ "No•,.11 . . . . . . ·.• . , 
E~ "What was the· name or the music. book?" · 
S~ "So'ng Book Number Two• I think." · . 
' " ' ' ' ' . ' 
The subject was questioned again when he was . regressed to seven, 
I ' . . . , , 
, ·. ,:_ .. , 
The following is the ve.rbatim tran!3oript: 
, ' . 
Subject regressed to ~ge seven 
E., "_ 0 Do you _have a music book?" 
s. "Yes.n . ... . . 
E.· "What·• ti the ntmle ,of it! 111 s. , tttou_ me~11 what does it se.y1tts 
· B1 ~Yes.tt- · 
s· "Book Two. tt 
E! -~t ,else does it say?~ · · 
s. ''I-t;'·hea . £\ picture . of B girl sI·rront."' 
E. "What kind of a girl'?" 
S~ Mo ntlSwe~. . . . . . . 
E. ttv(ell., what · else does 1 t say?tt 
s :; "I don't ,know.'1 
E. .,,o you rem.~xnber any of: the songs that .you 'are singing from it 
"• ~ow.1.- · 
s-. ·"Oh• well, ·we ·si-ng ....... ! don't know••~•-'- .We are singing n:M:y 
Country-· 'Tia ot· Thae~• 11 
E+. "Any other songs?" . . . s. ~fe're' sing'ing about the butterfly.•• < .· _ . .. · .· _.· .... 
E·• "What about the .Butterfly? Can yo,1 teti me :the word$'?" , 
s; "(Singing)/ ,· "Butterfly on/ painted wings • .. S stopped singing. 
"I know what page it's o~• <It•s .on. •page ~•" · :E. ~It'son. _page ·a?" . . ... , 
s. "Tomorrow. teacher is going tC> : ask, us ·what' ,songs we want .to . 
· sing and I'll tell .her · 1t1s on page :a,~ . 
E~ 11Do ·>you know any more or _the · song?"· · 
~,• tt.N o, my child• l 'm glad t.o be 




s •. ' 
J~st wh~.t ' God intended r~. 
·so I fly from flower to t"lower· 
?1{ald.ng bright. co.ch s~er hour.~· 
"Is ·• that ,the first verse? n , · > · 
"I don't know.u. · 
ftM1ything else?" 
"I : can't. r ·emem.ber .how i ·t · ends_~u 
_ Arter. the subjeat was awakened, he was questioned about the 
song. ·_· The following _is an -exceppt from the verbatim transcript, . · 
; -, :' -- .' -:~ -, ~• / 
Post.-hypnotic . . 
"Do You remember a song'• you used 't6 ":si~gi,iti school. 
about a butterfly?" · 
"I . think so, vaguely, n · . 
. _ ~o . you . ·remember -the wordst'* 
ttt remember the title of it.u , 
E., "What•s· the titla of it?" 
s. "All I can thi~ ~f is "Poor Bu~terf~y'\ ~ncl that~s , populaf// 
;,-tune. 11 _.: 
The music book 'referred ito ,·,is titl~d --,"~_ho, ltusio ,;_Hqur··Seo?nct 
Book,'' published by the State of Kans as, Topeka, 1930_. On ...  the cover' 
, of the book there are three ~igi.n~es• a Dutch girli ~n Amarlean<boy ·· 
and a Chinese boy. - The cover ls green with black letters~ fhe text 
· consists 0£ songs illustrated with pictures ·,above ·thet11:·• •' The ;oolor or 
th~ oover and letta~lng v,as remembered io. tho waking' .&·bate Th~ girl . 
was mentioned as "sometl1ing :~·n t,ho front'l ·in the waki;g st~te and lat~r 
in tha regressed state waa·_ spe:oif1cally r~oalled, -- -On pe.ge ·a the ,song, 
''Butterfly on Painted li'ingQ appears. The ·worcis are ~s followst 
Butterfly on painted wing 
• Don't you wish· that . you could singf .: 
·non.'t you wish that you could fly. 
Lik$ a bird · up to · the sky? 
. No my ohild, I'm glad to be ·., . 
, Just what God 1 nta ndod me . 
so ·I fly from flower' to flower 
-_ Makin_g bright each sunnner hour• 
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It will be notioed that the subject had no•t"ememb:ranoe 
of this song, and it seemed most dramatic to the experimenter 
j;hat after 'a lapse of' r ourteen years, the memory of the page 
1,· ·' ' ' 
number as well as most of the words or this song was available. 
,D. Atteszted Objective Valida_tion of the· Regressed 
Subject's 1Hemor:y: • l)ata. 
An attempt was ~de. to objectivelyv-e:ri£y t,he :memories given 
by the subjects at the regressed ages.• The individual student 
reoords,. on file at·· the Administration Records Office, Board of 
.Education, Topeka, Kansas, were searched.and the following data 
was checked for 0eaohe~perimental sttbjeot: 
(1) grade school and year·•. subject attended, 
(2) aeoond grade tea.cher:'s nameJ 
(3) fifth gradeteaoher 1sna.me; 
(4) fellow pupils in particular class• 
Since· it was. impossible to cheok:the sea-ting arrangements of 
any class fourteen years ago, if the record showed that .the name 
of the pupil mentioned was listed in the same. class as the subject, 
we considered the data verified,.. 
Subject A. Only the firth grade of tM.s subject oould be 
. . 
checked sinoethat was when sha entered the Topeka school system. 
The date of her entry into the Topeka school system, the .teacher's 
name and the name of the two otl}er fella-.v students were verified by 
the records of' the Topeka Board of' Education Administration, Census 
Department. 
Subject B. In the second grade the subject was listed as 
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; . . . . ' 
having a t.eeoher other than .the one she listed., 1 However• the · 
' . . 
te~?her listed' ~QS, t also a, aeoond grade teacher in the same scllool 
~tut in· the same year. .· In trying .~; tl•cick clown .the res.son fo; the 
subject giving · a d.ifferent teac,hei~f~ nume .from that shm-1n in .the 
reoords, the s~bjcot's mother . was 'oontacte4 . and . ques·tioned., The· 
' -- . . 
mo·ther claimed ·she remembers thDt wh~b. :the .'·s,ubjeot ,vas in .. the eeoond. 
. grade·, · the ole.ss was overcrowded., tind the class 11as ep1i'h up{ . The 
subject bad the teacher, 'sh~ uited at ' firatj but ,kas later trans• 
' • . . . ·- t 
· ferred. ·.to the class of :the iteaoh~z- given by_ ,the school: reoords • . 
'> . ..... _ -~ '; • • '. . - • . . < 
,, : .. · ., ' : " .. ·,, ., . .. ' ' . · .. :,_·, " ', , : ' :., . ·· : ', ' :· , ', i ; .. ' 
This seemed to be :quHe plausibl,e · in 1.r!.ew of th'3 ,ffAC'ti that b()th 
teachers wore 1n the records as second grad~ teachers. 
/ ·. .. ' \ .: c\ . ,; , 
The reoords showed that :~ne ·of th9 ' ola~smat~~- men.tio'~ed. by· 
. this subj~ot had the same teacher as the subject• No r eoQrd could · 
,·- . . ' . · _. ' . . 
· be ·rottnd. of the n~Jne. or the . pther pupil inenti?ned. Since the 
subjec.t had no re~olleation nhout the so t-v10. pi1pils in the waking 
-state,, · ~here v,as no way of checking 0~ .~hG 'spelling' ot the J(lartl&. 
The . reoords . are filed according; to ·pµ~fl'a f4'),1Ues an~ unless .wa· he.d :. · · · , --. : ,_: -. -·  ~·/fflf :'_ _-_ - - / : · · 
the oorreot spelling; there \'fflG no· wai '. to · cheok on them. 
The fifth grndo teacher' ,vns veri~i~d by the reoo:r~s. Otie of 
the · ·t1·:o pupils listed 11as also yerif'ied•_ . The s~oond pupil's 
; . . < • • r, , 
,, 
same: grade, in the ,ao.me year. Upon later .. questioning, the stlbjeot 
. ' ' . , 
said she remembered that one pupi1 sat behind h~r tor part of. the 
'. time e.nd was ,later transferred to another class. 
· Subjeot C~ · The seoond grade teacher and . the two second grade 
.. classmates ware vorifie~ by the records. Tha fifth grade teacher• s . 
name ' and one of the fifth grade classmates was also verified but 
.· -118;_ 
. no record or· ·the other fifth grader mentioned ,: was found. There 
was no opportunity to ·ch~ck with ·l.;ha subject on the spelling . ' 
of the name of this student• . It may be that· :we were unable . 
~g verify this beoause of the inoorreot spell~ng of the name. 
Subject D. The· administrati.on ·r~oords ·.indicated that . 
. . 
the subject · had a second grade teacher other. than·· the one listed 
. . 
_by the subjeot. H0wever., the teaoher named : by . the subject was ' " . . : • 
his first grade teaohei- according to the records. A careful ·cheok 
~- . 
of the protocols showed . that the subje_ct 's seventh birthday ' 
to which he was regressed when giving this information fell 
during the summer vacation before he was in the second grade. 
Therefore, it was more accurate for l1im to respc;,o.d to. the question, 
"vVho is ~rour teacher now?" with the · name of his first grade 
teacher. 
The two pupils mentioned as having been in the same class 
as the subject were also found to have been in the same first 
grade class with the subject~ . 
The subject's fif~h grade teacher was also ,verified by . 
the records._ · Only one classmate was l~sted by the subject 
because he claimed no one sat behind him. The records verified . 
this pupil as having been in .the sai~ class!. , 
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-· Subject E.~ · The school, the 'dates attended, .the second · · 
'. ' ' . ' : 
grade teacher, and the two classmates at second grade level were 
all verified by the ,administrat,ionrecords. 
The ~ifth ~rade teacher and one of the classmates was -verified. 
There was no record of the other .fellow student. 
·, Table .XXVI presents a summary of the data and lists .what has 
a; been .Validated (V), b; what was partially validated (V?), and 
c; that which could not be validated :. (NV). 
'. iABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVELY VALIDA'rED Mlt:MORIES OF 
·r THE FIVE EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS 
Year ann. 2nd grade - >2nd gr3de 5th grade 5th grade 
Subject school teacher :, ., classmates teacher classmates 
A V V 2V 
B V lV V lV 
,·lNV lV? 
C V 2V V llV 
1NV 
D V 2V V . lV 
E r V : ' V . - . 2V v: lV 
INV 
Of the seventeen classmates· listed by .the subjects, thirteen could 
be demonstrated as having been in _ the same class with the su~ject, one 
I • 
appears likely., ,and .no record '. cou.ld be found of theothE3r thre~• - or 
. ' 
the nine teachers .mentioned, .eight were validated by the administration 
· , ·.. . 
records and one was validated by the subject's p~rents. 
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E, s-·ome Qualitative Observations 
The difficulties of making a qualitative analysis of a1i • 
· the eont~nts; observations •tir{d recordings which· fill~d several 
:hundred pages, are apparent. The data which were most _readily'' 
accessible for . statistical analysis have a~ready been presented 
in the previous seotion o~ quantitative -~nalysis. Primar'ily, the : 
comparisons befaveen experimenta.l and ,control subjects were 
organized on the ·basis •ofthe performance ·of .the subjects at -various 
age levels. It must-be re.;.emphasized that .an inherent character• 
istic of.perf~rnmnce analysis is that it requires · a qualitative 
rather than a quant£tative approach, Suoh statistical analysis as 
he.s already been -presented. was based on a -qualitative analysis · of 
the results ,and then-these judgments analyzed,. 
In this section our aim 1\till be :to .make some qualitative 
comments on : the experimental tasks and situi1tions giving samples 
of behavior ·t~: _illustra'te th~ points niadi. · 
All of the subjects were· given a _ ten '·minute period of free 
. . 
play in the playroom., toh~+p: them ·acolimate themselves to the 
partfoula,r 'age at t•,hich .they were to be functioning. The behavior 
of the ·simulators and the :re'gressed subjects were remarkably 
dif£erent during this perio4• , Five o~t· .of the fifteen si~lators 
; 
appeared to be fairly comfortable playing Vii th the toys and to 
some extent eve_n enjoying themselves• _ The other ten, however, 
were obviously embarrassed and· uncomfortable. There was amarked 
differenoe ·in the behavioral attitude of the two groups from the 
moment they entered the playroom.. · Even the way they entered the 
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·playro.cm was di!'te11 ont. The simulato1"s .. entered hesitantly. :Most 
of' them looked eu:-ound · £or several minutes and did t1ot seem toi know 
~1hat to do• Tha;r appeared -to be at a loss. to know what toys to play 
' 
with~ On the ot~er ruu1d, w~1an the regressed, suQjeots entered the 
· pl~yr-oo:n, thoy • expressed pleasant surprise e.t .the toys, did not 
seom ambarrass$d .pr uncomfortable ·and decided withott~ ... too. much 
· hesit;d;ion upon. ·tha toys with which they wanted to .Play. They- . 
inspected ths toys in the playroom. With interest and a,ntioipe.tion+. 
:i.'ha n:bn.ub.tors, .on the other·hand, would piok up one toy.after 
: .·,.. . ' . , 
another., g:l:vs eaoll a cursory fnspeotion and put it down again. It 
seemed to ba diffiuult for them to find. anything to show interest 
in.-. ·By the tim.ellalf of.the fr~e play period was over, most o:f the 
' . ' . ' 
: simulators, howeV'er, finally settled down to or..e particular play 
.aotivi"t;y and stayed with it until the end of· the tree play period. 
The:ra was a marked diff'ereno~ J.n the physical behavior of tl'l& 
two groups. One interesting observation was the le.ck: of' bodily 
movements and of looomoti6~;.apparetit >in .all. ot the simulators. · Most 
of them. re1nained in one oornar of tho room. and inspected the toys• 
After they had seleo·tad a parti,c~lar toy to' plq w1.t.h/.the1 would 
cit on a ohair or oo. the floor and 'remain in the same corner of the 
roo:n1 until the free pb.y period was over. Our regressed .subjects• 
on tha other hand; 1n.oved back and forth aorosa the room freely• It 
· ,va~. it1terasting to see a simulator p~cking up one. to~ after another 
with one hand and then.~eplaoing ·1t, all the while keeping the other 
hand in his pooket • None. pt our regressed subjeot2' did this• They 
approached the toys eagerly with both hands and inspected them with 
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·, . .·· · .... ·<· . • 
of. the . e:xperimontd -s1.ibjEl6tt~ • Only t·vro of t_hO fifteen simult{ tors 
,.· ,·.·. . ' . . . -:·.· .. , 
'111ado any attempt to imitate the voio~ o:tchlldren~. although they_ 
were spacifioa.'lly ins·bructed_ to talk like ·~ tan~yea~_-old -;1-J1en. they 
wore in tha plnyr•oom. .. ~Ul 9f our experiman.tnl subjects• voi.oaa, 
changed in pitch, intonation and.. tempo at eaoh age levalt as v,ell 
~s .their enunei ation an.d fi\:rtiou1 at:1 on ·•· of speet,h. 
,._·-.· ,, .. ·., ,... .:.. ' .. : .• .. ·.. . ' .... ·.·• 
._1 •. ·; . <1Vith the_ exception of two aimule.tora. none of the control 
$ubjeatsinteraeted socially with the. experlmantor until the 
. . :. . . . . . . . '' . '. ' 
t . ,,' .... _··:. ' 
e~patimenter ~sited· them to perform certain tasks r ! The regressed 
su bjeets o onti nuf\ l ly inber,ot~d.. "v-7~.tli.· the.· ex11!rilnenter/ dttring -phe 
free p:\.ay period,. . Sometimes they asked • question$ about · the toys• 
. .. :,1 
at other time~- they asked hin.i''.tq par.tlcipate-; in:the, play~ 
degree of the ootwt:rootivene$s of .plny nmong the sL"mllators 
Wt\$ eithc.itr _ very high or very lcw11 . There' y;as '. no' appareirtr gradual 
. iJoreaso .or oon1;truot;iveness .with ·.inorease of age At; nl1 
' . . ' 
'indisorindne.tely picl::a~ up one, toy aftei a~~thor. and . th.an la.id it 
d.91rn, \or they selected toys n~d · £On~t~uoted. eomplioatad and highly 
organised: gs.mes~-. For a:xamplei sevatjal · of the simulato:rs__bu.ilt torts 
and•· pleyad eoldiers • The_, hi&hly orga~:ted. cha~,at'er of these con• 
struotions. ~as._ r~arkable itl that they more olosely rasemb1ecf the -
. . . ' 
sdlunnatio. diagrams o:1' an ROT~ problem_t rather '. .thftti the. constructive 
play of a child;. 
Several of the simulators picked up toy g11nil in the playroom 
. ' 
and pulled the trigger., but only two of them actually made any sound 
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~. . 
w1tii their voices. imitating· the 1ound of a gun £1rinth, itost 
young ohildren tvhen tha>y pull 't;h~ triggtr of a gun Will i:nl1 tate 
s,iiiW .$i(le ratlffl.rk to the eY..runint.n.·• 
'Ql?lt nub.jeov. among our almulntors . fou~d: l t itnpoasible to 
,;_~1•;~\>' ... • 
m~int$i'n. th$ ~ob;, dut"itlt}. the . free. 1,la:;- parioo and si~ly ;a;at 
dor-rn. tor a t;;.t! :nintttee ·,xplaining to tlie exMtiner. how difficult· 
it vnl$ · to prf>tend to be a child of four• ·.. Jhe. examiner r~minclecl 
, . ·,., 
tha attbj(ult or the 1.netruotioQ and .-u.1ked tor her further coop• 
erat1on. Hweverf t-h$ 1tibjo()t simply s·at in. the ohair and ge.zed 
. '· ., , 
around the playroom; waiting until the i'rte play p€trio4 was Oi1er • 
011. th,i other hand, th" regressed. aubjecta \Yttre more oondst• 
ently u,on·11ne1ng dtU"ing ·the f:rfJe IJlay period and ·during, ·the 
presentation of· ·t;he ·tasks. Tne exporiu}.;lnt~r W$t!l imp:rossed witb 
t!v; e.pp~ro~·b spor,t~neltiJ atl.d lack of' seli 'oontloioushe•s wlt~ •hi.ch 
' . ' . \· i. ' 
th.ti . .subjt,ots behaved at the resp,Jotivo :age l.evuls, lit1gard.l.es& of 
the level of their objaotive pe:t"f01"ltlnnoe, tbe experuientally I"$• 
grussed $ubjEtots • ga,ve the obser-ve1." the dietinet iinpresaion that 
the .subjeota emotione;,lly btlieved. thsmsGlves to be at the, pnrtioulnr 
level of e.ge regression •. Xhoy s~<!tmed to aeaept· this regroedon so 
oo~l(-!tely the:~ f$Wt 1£ apt of th.a problems ·tht1t the simulators 
were confronted by during the fr,3e ·pby period ·and the pre,sontatioa 
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or the tasks seemed to arise for the ,experimental group.;; · 
The behavior or the regressed subjects generally appeJrted 
to be more spontaneous. When the questions 
reacted as a child would when faoed with diffioul t questions\~ · 
They either hesitated, looked puuled, or freely said•, "I d;n.tt 
know." They were not apologetic when they failed. As a rule 
the simulators seemed uncomfortable or embarrassed even when 
they pretended to fail a particular question. With three 
possible exceptions~ all simulators were unaonvinoing 'tn their 
role playing during the testing situations, The regressed. 
subjects seemed remarkably genuine and at ease. Some even 
spontaneously commented childlike, "!his is tun.-. 
\·, _ j ·i 
The Word Association Test wa~ particularly troublesome 
for the simulators and they appeared very conscious of not 
knowing how to perform as a child on this test• · Several· ~ubj.eets 
remarke~ that they only realized later they . should not haye 
responded at all to the word , •television~.-- The simulators also 
had difficulty with the word 11penis" and "vagina", evidenced by 
exceptionally longer reaction times~ . 
The regressed subjects,on the other hand; did not show any 
, - - ·s ', -, '-. - .;.- -, - . 
particularly long reaction time_·ror ' these two words~-' Th~ :-mo~t 
frequent response being, "I don't know that word." 
The Arithmetic Test provideimany in~restingexamples 0£ 
the qualitative difference of responses! ·· Though two subjeota may 
-achieve the solution of a problem~ their 'performance mat be ~ediated ·. 
through entirely different processes and therefore occur on different 
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fe,,rels / · For example, , it ,vas typica~ of th~ simulators ,'f?o say, 
··;..· .. ; •· ;,.~ _ , _..;, -· _·. -:--> , . 
-~f\idded ,2 and :2, and subtracteci 2•" Three ou~ of'_: five regressed 
,:~Jbj,fots : responded. _on 'f?his same question ~ith. "Well, 2 and 2 are 
;'··''," . ,,;,'_\ 
( !~ ,<::J~~ take · :i ·aw~y an~ you only .}:lave · 2· left•" . 
·;;,_ · •. .- . ,,, •"'; , . · , ' . ' ' ' \ 
. y:.;_:/'.. Tb~r~ ·.1a an ,important oognit~ve 41stinotion betwe,en these two 
~--. -· . ·?r,, ..... , --~---' ~_;_. ' .. ;J;_~-- .: . . .- .- ' 4:- • . . -·;. ' ' -_. ; 
, .fcirms of co.luti9n. ,' The u~e ~f' the .words "add11 ari4 "~ubtraot" 
' .. , 
-:~ly :~ymbolio de~elopmen.t beyond .the wor~ .•-and~ .- and the words . 
/•; •: ~ -, .' ;_ • • • , . < • '• '_ : t l 
.. 
. i "t~ke ,.away from. 8 · The average child ·or S8V8l'.J.. when he adds, simply 
--- .. ? >_·_ .. . } ', '-·<:.·; •;'. -'' . .... _:. ;_ ·, _.· ·.. -_ ·',. : ' -~ . · ... ·.,,; ·, \ ' . ; . 
;ays; .ttand." Whetl ,he subtracts, he ·says• ;lttake .away from. 11 This .- ... , ' . -,-. ·_ ·,.;-~-. . -... . ; - . -. .'~ _'._ ,, . .. . - : _·.. . . > ' 
;~, '~us.f .~.ne exampl~ of many more qualitative differences that were 
•",. ' .·, ·, ... -.. ,. ' . · ·i 
'\t~tected at the various·· performance levels . in the ·Ari thmetio Test . :. ,- . · .. •·· .. ·_ .. -, . --~- .· - ,. . ' . . . . . . . . .,. . ' . . . ... . . . . 
·~ '::-/:· ~--
. ,,: 
.An.other interestin.g' observation among the regressed subjeots 
: ·.··_./>/-:~~~ . ::;,:_·:: t . .. __ ._, -:, . . . . . , - . 
_-tat:; sge<~ev~n is .their respotu1e to ,questions five, d~• and seven. 
><>:•1:•-<t ~;• :'\•' • .. _., ,,., •,.; , ,' ·. ! .· . ' . · •; •, I ) ~ 
J?rfnoip~~~ or divbion~ ' -~hree of '.the re.grassed ' S\lbjeots passed 
qtie~t{~l:'.i·1x •. _#Three little girls are given nin~ ··apples • . Row many 
,. ~-; .- . . _. : . : :_ •: :.;r ; ,.-- · : - - . · ,.. _ -· - . ; , . ; · · - - . . ' ' · · _- , · ,.. . .- -- _ · .- . · '. · ; ,.. •· · · • 
'-vd:ii .·e·,~.h; have?~-:: nie proo,es~;· however, that led :.here to success 
/ f;,i;1:e~o1'tby. The tJllowing quotation froin one of the .three 
·. i~;jeci/1: : "Ca~ you . add • ~nd ge~ itf . Thi-ea and .three ia 
i:";'.,: . .. { \.'·:'') • .- <: -, .' '.:; ".' '·.--. ·.·., ·, '.. '' ' '.··.' •,, ,;_.•:1•·. . ; , '·: ' ' . .- ; ,, ·.•:·· ' '' ·.' ' ; ·:: -' _; . ' . 
: .. ·s~~-;., a11d':::,three,is nine~_': }lhey ~ave; .three." .•.\The subject ,'solved the 
'•::: . .:, •• •; ,•··_·.>:·;<<•A--=::•~•• .. : •, : _; •. , ,_ -_:>:- ' C .. _. . '; ~. \' •. , ~ '.. , '. • 
,.,, -~ 
problem.· but did Jiot use' the principle or. division~ 0 • Vmen one or the 
,: .. ;·_• .. ·· , _. •. --_:" · ..... -... .. _ .. ,. : ·.·::• ;\ ·:_··b(:;~,_;·:_>·· ... > . ·, ...... ; .· . .... : - .- -··.- . :·~- •. ·~~--:/ ·_ ·. -- -~ :~~ ·· .. ·.. . - : 
:subjeo~~--.as asked.,_why';he: ad_ded three 3•~- Jie' -a~~ered, :~ell; _. 
> .. _ ;·,;-,.', \~--~/ \~;---,_~·· '. : ' - . ' ! 
: ~he,re,we~e·' three girls.~·· 
· _  -___ ... ·:}:·,>.'(','..;,:-:~,/ ·.·· .. . ··.f. ·:. :. ·. ' ·· .. :·._ .· ·: :•·.·:· :· . .. ·· ',> ':_··.,t_ ·: .. - ~< . . -. -. - /," /·./·'.• 
. ':/,<~.:/ :·:· .... ~he '.' ~xplana·tion of' :this .tincH.ng -is. · c·ertain difficult• . . There 
'/~·.\•,._<:~·.--·--·~_::.• -,:;,-~~ ,·.,:_ :· _;_ ·_·-_,_.-:.· . . ·., , _ . _----·_;~-~-- _,,. - -_ . . ··:. _- __ -·._ . .:.·-·. '. . ' . ·. :~· . . · : ' 
·,; :·a;e' .~~rEI; possibil1ti&s.·, One otfr1, of course. try to explain ' it ' 
' ' ' 
by s~ying · that this ls a clever · subter,fugE,· v~hioh th6 : r 'e'gresse:d 
subject uses·_ to comply with. the _request or" the hypnotist to .· s·olve 
. . . ; . . . ' . ·" .- -___ ' · ' ' 
' _,, . ,.· · , 
' This does ' not seem to be a satisfactory explanation, h~ever. 
beo~use . such · subterfuges were •··not .tised on. ·matit·other ··-prOblems•· that·· . 
. were ;pl~inly failed, (e~g., i ' 'I , don•t_ lmo,,. ".,:-eifo.). lt seems unrea·s-
onable 'to , assume ,that the 00bperati'7e subJsots Would use subterfuge 
on , th1s·,·one " problem alone.':_ ·_ Anothor lilOre acceptable explanation -may ·_· 
; , . ' ' . ' . . . ' 
-be that children of this age . may evolve such more primitive methods 
for .. s·ol:11i~g di vision prob·l~ms • , , Scheerer, Rotbmanry-and Goldstein· 
(194~)' have pointed~ out•. for example, that ,4omplex, c>vertaxing tasks 
' < 
are often approached by reducing .them to _suooessive stepswhiohmight 
be individually taokled· even. tho-ugh the totaf ta.sk seemed. : over-· 
whelndng.·- -
On tha Clock Test one or the simulators read the small hand 
. only.. He .was quite introsp~otive .·abqut this assumed :, inf:lbility and · 
tri~d to explain it by saying,_ tr-I can o~ly count the· small hand." · _ 
It is d·oubtful ' that a ohiid of: four :·:oould b'e quite so '1ntrospe~tiv~ 
; ' ' ·, :' . : ' . . . '' : . ' ,:, ' . . .. 
about his 'inabilitr to tell time.. !f one co~trasts this with the 
b,ehavior Of . one of' 'the subjects ' regr,eised to age seven, who . also' 
onlt· read_ the small ha"nd,.t an interesting , qualitative 'difference · 
. will be ' noted., The regressed subjeo~ asked, "Is that supposed to 
be the little. hand'/~ . · This remark 'was not ;introsJ;>ective •: , Piaget 
' , 0 • • • • , C , } 
> 
(1952b) noted that it is only attar the age of seven .that ,the ~hild 
• 0 I . , ,, · / 
begins to develop the ability to be _ introspective _ about his own 
thought processes. 
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Assuming for ·;a :moment the' simulat~s could not, guag$ 
0 orreotly ,the s p;,~if io Qg~' at \whio~ t~:~ sh~~l; 0~ ., ~hOuld , 'ri~t • 
' ' : . ' ':., 
be. ·abl.e to tell . time, could they neverthele~~ -appro~i:mate the 
type of errors t\ child makes1 '.. 'si~tjf' ~one of the regressed. 
SubjeCta could tell tiine R'li}~ge r;ilii, 1t may b~ f1'1l1triii ~o ' 
,~j . . - . I -- . , 
·analyze· the qualitative difference cstw~~-n. the'· a'rrors ;1nadJ by ' 
the . regressed subjects at age seve'n· and. the simulatol"S 'at ag; 1 
four.· Most e~rors of the ' simulators at age four consisted o:r 
r~ading ·the · small .hand only •. They were quite d~finite about_ ; 
·this. They responded with, "two :o•ciook~_. ' tft~ee o1elook,'' eto• •.· 
The regressed subj~ots at age s~vell who read the small hand only 
were: neither as certain, ~or as precise as .. the simulators. · 
Typicaily they r8sponded with. · 11about11 o~ o1clo~k or 11e.boiit" 
. ' • I 
half pas'v three-. Moreover, one of the regressed . subjects cont 
·tused the direction or the rotation ion the olook which no simulator 
did. . This e.pp~ars to b~ . an error . quite lik~ly ' chara.oteristio of . 
·a ·child of· that age_ • . In struggling with 'this uncertainty of .. .. 
' , 
direotion on the clock• the subjeot exclaimed• · ftJ ~an't ta'll 1:t' 
it's before. or after three o•~look;t¥ Though it may appear a ' 
- ' . ' . ; . 
subtle difference,, · this ·regressed'· subject did not explain his . 
difficulty. 
On the Word Association Te.st· it we.s ·found· that the· regressed· 
subjects ·tended to become increasingly more concrete with the 
decrease in age level. The simulators, in contrast, · tended to 
change their respons~s very 11 ttle,, A rather· typioai exam.pl~ of 
this oontrast is the following# To the stimulus word , 1'man; 11 the 
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-simul.ating . ~u"bje·'ct:hr r ·esponae 'was '.,. 1~woman~ in b~th. :~he .adult 
-,. ·' 
. si:ate · and when ~illlulnting age f6ur. The regX;ess~d ·a,ub;ject(s 
• · • ·. - . . ·. '', ,. . - . : . ' Ii: . . • ._,. ·. • 
' ._<._:·: ' ' ,, . . .·. ' ' 
r~sponse was_ t1Woman"- in the waking stateJ '.1df.ldn at" t\ge tenr .••~Then 
~- grow• up 1t ay age seven.; and >''daddy.~~ a_'f? _ age tour,~ . 
.,· l, -· ,:, 
• __ The word ,dad~ J:'Ctlllt1(1d' i1;s moa~ing but ohangedf;-~m·· in don~ .-: 
-~-Qrdanoe with ~ha y~unger age : le~e'l_. -- At. age , sevan. :- eve~ the meaning · 
: ·. '' '·/ ~--' -:-.. :. : .. ·... . . _· ' •, ' ",i ' ' ' ' . ' ·. ,·.. ' ' . ' 'f· '., , '\: ·.:.,:,' " <' . .· :_ ... . . . ' ' . -.; : . • . ' j 
' ,' . · ; 
ln · prder to Uluetrate .the: _di-fferenoe ln the quality of the 
' - - - _- ; . , - , · - • • • • • ,._' • ; , • • -_-_-_ ·• ·_ ·:, • •• • • • .,. ' ·, - '._: •- ·'. - I ' : 
. --~esp:onses, we have · sole_otea a . s~mple protcicol from one of the 
i ,:· .'. ; . ) "• ·--, .,. . ., . ~). ' ·. . . . -_-. ' 
:.:.·.· . ·':·_._:.__ ··. '. · .- · . ,:·'. : .'' : • ' ' .'.° ' ·: ·::··· .... '' . : ' ' ' .' 
. se;~·eted these e:aamples .at t~e age·, tour ··-level because at this level 
we w_ou~d expee_t .the . diffareuoes -from :the· adult responses . t~ be most 
' , . . \, . . . . 
-, : ext~em~-~ _ .~t ·should -__ be noted _ t~a-t to ·the ~timulus wo_rd ' "table f u ·. 
"
1dia~_k'," ."man,~. arid. }'mounta~~," th~ simulators responded vdth the 
13fune respective woi-ds <they gave 1n .the adult· normal strata,_ whei;l · 
._ ... , ; _ ·:- ·· __ ,· , .. ·•. ' ' ·: · .. · .· . . . . . . . . ·, ,· ·.• 
~. . : . ' . . 
thet-~ -wer~ 13:0 . suoh repetitionsl , . Vihile it. is , true, that o~e._must _ ·, 
. : ' . . 
take" itito -consideration the_ personal characteristics of: the oubject 
gb·;ng_ t~ -re:epone~-~ Still if we e~amine the' r'esponses in -Figure 7·, . 
· it s~ems: .t~ue _that tho regressed_ \ ~ubjeot.•a respons~s were much. more 
charao.teristio . of a ohild'ts v,orld .than the resp.onses of the simulator. 
Take, for, example, the response ·1;~· the word ''sort.ft.- . The simulator ; . '', ' ' . . ... .,.' 
l •• . . ' 
r.esponded with the word "banana.'•.· the regressed :. subject with the 
-, '-. ~, ." . 
< It ·appears ple.usible :tha\.i,·•'.iQ~ . oreamri l!~s wah ·more-cbhar.ao~er-
'·. .· ··.· ... •:. ',' ..... ' •- /~:,ji,_,·.; , .>• ·,r,'_. '.. \ •.• •. r 
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I don~t ]mow. 
Daddy 
Well·' .. 
I don't know:. 
that · word.·: 




I don't know. 
Uncle .Bill 
I haven't been 
bad. 
· -i I "'don't knovr 
what it 
!t,igure 7. Comparison' of respohses of" one ~imulating · 
and one regressed subject on the · 
. Word Association Test · .. 
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·:difference mµ'st~-,'of " coutee~ bi/taken irrbo accoullt~' . "Banana~ may· 
btf 'olosar to tho phe0,cment1l world. of a .ohild i-abed on a tar:m,r · 
~Ice ore1trlt ti'f bt mOl:"e oharncte~btic o.f the urban child's wotl<h 
, · ' :· . . : .' · ' ·, . ·, ·. ', ' . . .. i, . ·., ' :' 
' ··.. .· ''•,· ·,_ ·--_·. _, ' . . ·· , ' 
· In th~ Pledge cf Al.leglan.ce · test~ two r$g1•El!ssed aubj(lcts · . 
\used improper· wording~ Qne subj tot .ct the ~egress_ed age or ten. . . 
, • . > 
tnidt" "Olle llt\tioll io.V,.slbie,~etet." ... The. OtheJ" lluhJeot at. th8 •• 
regtesaed. aga said, 110110 nation . :tn.divigable.,~etc.•• Both of 
I ' . , , ' .·. , . . ' • ' . •\ :;\ • • ' 
thf&·so 1Uv<ilvo4 the ·smne word. '/lt mny·be: tlul~· this word ls ·mis~· .. ',, ·, ·-,_ · __ :_. ·' ' :·:-' -,> .,_-; __ . . :: ; :·_,; -~. ,--·_:_:_,·- ·,_--:-:.·-_·:· __ -:,:,.)·(: .; ... · ... . =-..: ·:,_··-; _i··, .... ; .. ,· '· ·,:- ·· ·.· 
utll:10:rs'tcod m.ore ~11an an.y of the others· when ohildrett. are l~arning 
' ' 
tho (pled.ge. C1ttdnly this ~word. J.$ · dittioult · t~r .ijhtldren to ·, 




A~ Selection of Tasks and Results 
The objective oft~e analysis of the results was toassess 
the performance.· levels of the subjects under different experi-
mental conditions.· · .. These performance levels were inf erred .f'rom 
the behayioral :responses of.the subjects rather .than test scores 
. . 
of achievement·. . Such an approach presented many probleri1a · not 
found in tests ordinarily scored by the flplus £md minus n method. 
Scheerer (1946) pointed to the heart of the difficulty when 
he said., 
We need a psychological analysis of the tasks which 
a test item presents. .This demands a. 'phenomenological' 
and experimental identification 9.t those processes which 
are requisite to the solution• I.f it is found that· the 
same solution can be achieved by various alternative 
processes., either the task .must be altered so that.· it 
permits only one type ·of solution, or the' subject must 
be prevet1ted from using the alternate procedure.· (p. 658) . . . ,' ',·. :'· ·.. .· . . · .. ' 
The selection of tasks was guided by the principle. that the 
task problem should point to the psychological functions and 
processes which might underlie'.: their· solution. i\vo further prin-
ciples influenced the choice .of taskJ hameJ.r., one, would the 
test make possible an assessment of performance levels, and 
two, did the test differentiate between simulation of the experi-
mental age level and thehypnotically induced age regression 
to the particular level. 
These two questions are or course inter-related. I£ earlier 
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funct~ona{schema.ta. ~e:re .•. really .available .. to the· simulators. in 
· thej. 0conscioua,tr state, then no matter how effective a ·test was . " 
in8.ssesaing performance letelsit would still .notoff:~r any 
. .· ,, ' ' •··; ' \ ... · ' ' '•··' ' ', '', ' ' ... .···•· ' . way to.differentiate between simulators and regressed subjects. ·. · ·. ·•··  .. > . < · \; \ · .. · ·• ··•.· , . I ' i . . . •..... ) . . . · i · .. •· · ·. . · . . .·.· > ·.·• ·. · . . ... •··· . 
. Since it .is our point of view.that these. schemata would. not 
·' · · •. , ; · · · ·. · · · .·•· I ' · ·. ·. \ ·• ' (.' · .· .. ' r> .. ·• . . \· · · > . ; . . · · . · . 
be actually available., .thet( i£ .a task ·was really successful in 
teasing : ouii iearlier £un6tion~r ,,schemata, ·. it )1houid. :also uncover . . . . . -. , . , - r~ ,-- . .. . f - -. - - . -- - , - . - - --- - , - ,'. ·. ·~~-·) - - • ·, -- -- .. ; ,_ 
strikirtg contrasts,! ,in the perfb:;xruince ie-vels between the regressed 
and simulating $u}/jec~s, \.· 
It was· no:t{isu!ficient to record a. simple. fa:tl~ret· !!2! the 
'subj~c·t arrived at an erroneous so_lution 'was much mo~e important, 
Hence it was: necessary that the :tasl~s selected ~nd the instructions 
given could elicit: the kind i,f error made. In ,this .way the per~ 
i ';, ' '. ; , ~-., :.-\ 'a,: /' ·.· 
forma_nce, ·level of . the stibject who-'.uhsuccess.fully attempted to 
·. . ·-,_ . - ' ... . . ' . . ,. .. \ . •• ,, . ' . . ' ' . ' 
solve the problem·ahouldbecom~>~ppar~nt~ 
Fox- this reasonl;{e should not have presented ta~ks that could 
be answered by:asimple,. 0 I don•t know,0 If'. our 'tests had been 
' . ' . :•,., -· :' ... _ . . -· . .,,.. '··. _• .. _• ,,:~_ ;· · . ..:. ·>' / , . '_·_:. -
arranged .in such a manner than an "+ don•t._.know'',\answer would not 
have been· possible,· then, .. the adulti;ould be~n forced to 
make agues~ as to the behavior or.·e~ror that a child would make., 
Such guessing is oi'cours<a more difficult than an ttI don•tknow" 
. ' . . 
i \ 
anSlver.:· Since_ the functional schemata of. a child .are not. ordiruirily 
available to the adult, th~. adequate child-like ·respo~~e more · 
: .. · .. .··•·· .. _--. _ .. :--·· ' . ,._--.,-__ .·_, . 
often than. not transcends the _imagination of. ,n adult, 
,· 
The.a~ilability of well established criteria.for differences 
; .... _ •,-, · ·, .... .' .. -·. . ' 
in per£ ormance level in the solt1 tion of\ the 'task was >another 1m ... 
,.· _,·, ·_.·_ . ''. 
portantproblem, An emphasis on Uprocesstt or ".function" iri child 
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. ' . ,· , ·:' . ' . . 
developnient . is . only of relatively 'recent'· concern to experimen~ 
· ta.lists.; The difficulties ·.1n •this kind of:research.have 'avmited 
the ·ingenuity of such investigators as Piaget and Werner. Closely 
' .- __ ' : ,.;. ' - ' ' •[ 
.related was the · question ·or :\vhether ··established criteria were' 
_·. av~ilable. for the : age · level t ·wm.ch . the •vari~us. · differ,ences · in 
performance .level manifest themselves. ·.· This ._is. a developmental 
' ' 
problem which also has many cultural ramifioatioristJ McCarthy 
.~1930) and Deutsche {1937), . two American investigators, have 
. - . ,. . . 
. - found that . Piage'!;' s age ·r.,.orms wer~ not :the same as those found 
. for· American ·~r1ildren~. 
The results ·of the various tests .w111 :be discussed as they 
· bear on these problems of the relationship' between the level at 
-. performance difficulty and the ·chronological · age · level., 
' . 
The Hol.low Tube Tes,t s~emed to be a us~ful test £or bringing 
out . differences in the performance level of the s.ubjects ., . There 
. v1as a significant correlation between decreased level of .perfor-. 
mance complexity and "regressedtt ages ten and seven~ At ;regressed 
age four .this . correlation was not significant~ 
At age £our some simulators may have avoided the co·ntent of 
the task by giving 0 I don't knowlf or "I guessedtl answers ' so that 
•- , a , ' 
they received a lower performance score. This factor may have · 
contributed to the ·absen~e of a significant relationm ip between 
performance leyel and the regressed condition, which was only 
found at 8ge £our, This . test needs further refinement at the . age · 
four level· to pre~ent subjects from answering .with . nr· don t t kno~11 
instead of making 'positive ,. attempts at solutions whiop wo.u;~ be 
scorable as to the performance level. 
Ano,tlle~ indicatioh that -,this was a. good .test, for asseSsing 
, . . , , . · •· ,' · _ : ·· . ·. · -··. • . . :·_···• :. ' - ·-- , · ·, I 
. . , . •,· •_ ' ;,•_ ' • ·, .,l , 
cognitive .leyels. is 'tlle .j:a~t,tliat ' as .'-the age increased,,the . . . ,, ' . .. ~· ' ' . •· . . . ',. ' 
performancei le-vel of •• the·. r~g:ressed . subjects ·· increased; _•; Table . I . 
-: .. ·: " .. ' .. . · .. " : ·_· ... ':··· ·, :,. ·. - ., . ., _ . . · ,, ·. ·, :··· , . . . ' . ,,.i •',; " ·\tit· ' \, . ·,.,· . ' 
' shc>WS ·. thatJ rnne of . .the.· subjeg~s :at 'regressed ,ag~ : four. achieved 
' . . . . 
higher than performan~e .. level 'three, :·none ~t- :regressed · age seven 
;' . ·. . · . -· 
achieyed 9ighe~ :than le.yel four, and none at regressed age ten · · ' ,· ,. ,i . . .... 
' got bighe·r· ,than iperiormance ' lev~1···.five-. -I~'\ 1ust-.be-':1e'-:emphasized 
.. that these . pe;fo~m,rfoe .:·1ev:els •·are '.11ot · age levels but ievels -of: 
; .- ;· . . . ·, . . : ', '· . .. ' ·• '; .. . . . . ' · . .; . · . .. . -: . . ' . : •., . : . . ·. . . .-. ' ; ' ._- . .- . . 
j .. · . -
inqreasing ~-omplexity and ma~ur,ity of'esolut.io°'i of ,dif~icult. 
·tasks!. 
. - _.. ·, . 
This test was even more effective in discrimir_1a~ing be'tween 
'Simtilating_.arid . regressed subjec~i {:-:-·in :re·gard ~o ,their .operating 
on· the suggested a~eleyel~· · Exc.ept:.t .or two subjects_ ~o a.t re-
,. 
grassed age ,four .gave ,a .respons.e •: inbre .compatible with a higher· 
~ge ,level, alL of the regressed subjects demonstrated the pre-. 
' .c • ' . , . • ., ' • ';. • • • • ' ' 
• _· • . . ' • , '< -~ 
' dictedperf_onnance le~~l at eac~ ;age level~ ±e_n of the simulators, 
· at the, difl~rerit. experimental .·age· levels., gave an ' a.d~lt : type 
·, :' _· ,•,•, : . '.,' ', ' • .. , · ' · . • _' ,. '.. ·. . ' . · ' ' ," ... 
per.form~mc~ .. leye}, whereas none· .~f ithe regres_sed: subj_e~ts did 
this~ ·,, Evert . ~t,, ~~~;r.imental age .tour the principle ~f , odd 8nc1 even 
. ·-.:: : -_:.-;:: . ~-. . . __ :~_-> ·: .. ·. -._. _.: _% • ' . • . : :. • - • • . ' : • • • , . ' '~ ·· -·. 
(adult· ie-~l} was en~nciated by}one of . the simulators as · the 
explanati()n for his answer. · · 
The _performance ·of' 1:.he s11~·jects .on the 'Left and Right .Test 
showed .a ,great ·deal of .fluctuation. · ,A.tage ~en., we expected all 
;· . . , . . : . ' --~ -~ r :, ' . - . . 
of the' subje9ts to pass the test. ,· As _pr~dicted all ·:or the simti--
:. -. ' . . ._ . ' '. . \ • .. - . 1·.. . . ~_. . . . : . . ·,, . ! _ _- ·.. . . . > : ' • • • ' 
la ting ' and _:regre~sed '~ubjects :a:td pas~. We' exp:ected to contra.st 
· this wit,h the performance ,of · t.he subjects at age four. · , With the 
.. - :,_ ·• . . _.•, . . . . ' ;_ -·• . ,. ,' ·; ·· ' • .. .. .. ,· ,. ' _,-- . ... , ,, 
' - . . . _·. 
exception of .· one all ·. regressed subjects failed both of the questions 
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on this te~t which required that they be able , to'· 'take the' .'position . 
of the other persotl .in. determining left and right. , .This · was. 
. -·- . '.,. . .{ 
esseritially in accordance -with ~ur prediction, Three ·or the five · 
simulators performed above the exp~cted le~tioTthis age~ tlius 
showlng ·a ·trend in-the direetion ·o:r the predicted .diff'erences 
between simulators and . regressed. , 
This test was one of two tests in the entire experiment ,on 
. which a regressed subject performed at a -level above that of the 
su'ggested age. , rt: :is highly questionable whether a child _of four 
would know left and righ~ o~ ggJects from the point · of view of 
' _- .- ' •. . ·, ·. :()~1•\ > ' 
a person f~cing hµi, Ei th~r' :the subje'ct ·was a precocious ' child, 
· or so~thing in· the task ·itself or ,in the procedure cau~ed·fluc--
tuation- This last .possibility is. unlikely in view of the fact 
that none . of the other regressed subjects s~wed such a . fluctu~ 
ation on this test. 
The Arithmetic Test 'provided some rather interesting .- data · 
. from the point of view of levels of functioning. · It .was predicted 
that at age tehboth simulators· and regressed subjects wduld ;per--
. , -·. . . ' ' 
form succe~sfully on all questions. ->The data ·support .thi~. Since · 
no · difference between the · two groups was predicted the .fact · that · 
we did not get a significant correlation·of level .of.performance 
with either of the two groups was· to .be expected. It Vfas, ho\veve;--, 
predicted that some· simulating sUbjects might .function. ata per-
formance . level higher 'than that of the suggested age .by using ; the 
principle of cancellation. 11~ee of the ' five . simulators verbalized 
this principle., one at .the youngerage ·of seven. None of the 
regressed subjects· did this. At' age seven there was perfect cor-
relation, q~tween lower performance level and the regressed age; 
In contrast'. ail ·~l:1-,he :simulators functioned -here at a level ' 
• .. ;:~~,, , '~ . , .-, .. - -., , r:: --· ; _- --' • •: -.· -_ ··.-. . - -_ . . .; ·.. •- .• - •· : - . - -' .. _ _.. - ~, • . -_ . 
. . higher than this stiggest~d ag~. .Al} the, regressed subjects , 
. performed at :1eveis: ~onsistent\witl~ 'the suggested 'age,, se~r( and 
- -- < - -- - , , ·r· , ' •; . . . . . 
ten·. · 
;·In view of the d·eri~itive nature of the't r~sults,' 'w~'.· con~ 
cluded .th~t this teSt was an ·exgellent test for judging levels · 
: ·.,_ . . •." • ·•.·, ... ; ", ,,··. .' 
of cqgnitive ·•. development~ , The' le;ei;: .of performance :are fair1Y.·. 
' - ' . : . :·,: ,. ': ·--- ' . -- . 
easy .to define., and criteria for age · ·1e~e ls are .. readily available, 
t' ' __ , . ·:_-- . 
.·'. : ••, 
If . qualitative .analysis .of . fu_nctioning is focused •on, rather than . 
. ' . ~- '. . . . ' / . . . . ' ' ' - .. : .. :··_ . . . 
the ; ciorreetness of -~he answer, .. the t~'st' is easil:y quantified, . 
and p~ovides·' a,,. suitable qualita.ti,ve b8:-sis for ~omparisons of 
various cognitive levelll _ of development. The test was most ef-
fective : at .the age seven ··•.level. 
. .. ' . ., ,,_ " 
· In addition the :tes,t was an extremely difficult test to 
simulate .. :i.n vie\v .of, the .fact that the •. focus . of attentioh -of the 
' - . ' , 
simulatorwas ,usuallfon giving the correct answer, .rather .than 
, . . - . , . . . ; ' " ' . ' I • . ' 
. ·. ' , . . > ;' . ' , • •. . :: ' . . . ' ' 
.· on . the mann~r of\ furictionitig·. Even if a simulator . tried, he · · 
wo.~ld be most unliltely to ~ecall his ,man_ner of functioriing at 
tha.t ·' age • . 
It is ne,cessary to add here tha~ reactio~ time.provided :a 
highly d~stingUishing characteristicl?etweeri the -simulators and 
" . ·.:, ,:.. <· :.i· ·:·· .. /·:·,' . ' . ' 
the _regressed., .. ·•· .. There .was a ·· .~ignificant . corr~latio~ ·b_etween 
increase .inreaction time an~the regressed ,condition at both 
. ' ' 
ages ten . and se~n. ~µ ~vie~r~f the · fact that >child.ran would be 
expected ,to ~ke loriger , to solve thes.e problenis, this result, , . · 
.gives . addi_tional .support _to the concl11sion that. the .regressed 
·subjects were acting ata levei apl?r6pr~~te to the .suggested 
age. 
As· predicted, all of the :r-egr~ssed subjects failed the 
Clock Test ·at age . four. only two· of ' 'the simulators failed ,at 
this age.. The two,: simulators, and the ·r-egresseci _subjects, simply 
. said ,they could not tell time·~ Thus the difference ·between 'the 
· two ·groups did not:·t~:df. out· _to ·'tie :stat:istically ·significant. 
Significance of a di£ fe:r·ence ·here· could have been obtained ·only ·: · 
if all of the regressed subjects . .failed and allof· the simulators 
. . . ,. .• , ' .. ·· ,. ' ' 
succeeded~ ·rtis._ highly unlikely that the <three simulators .who 
. . 
gave some . level of pe~formance on the' Clock Test had been precocious 
enough at age· four to tell time. It. was concluded, . therefore,J' 
that the s:imu'iators, as a group, had more difficulty than the 
regressed subjects in approximating the behavior or the four 
year old with respect to telling time. 
-. ' .,·i. '. .. , , 
At age seven none of. the regressed subjects succeeded in 
. . . -
answering all . the: questions about time, v,hereas · all : 6£ the 'simu-. , . 
latora answered all of the questions. There was perfect correlation 
between lower performance and the . regressed condition. 
In summary it appears that ~t age seven, _the Clock , Test is · 
a fairly ·good test for assessing ithe performance· level ·of ·subjects 
with respect to the development of spatial., symbolic relations:_ 
.. At age four., fur~ti~r, Jvor,k is. ~ec~ssa17 to ¥fiPtove this teat ih · 
preventing "I don• tknowst ,answers~ 
. The WOrd Association: Test was used to assess the concreteness 
or abstractness oi 'the associations of the subject. The direction 
of a child's thought .tendstobe rather specific, ffconr.rete." As 
he grov1s older,. his association to words tends to become more 
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- . - . . 
general; lllOT8 ' ,"ab~·hract41 " , . Using; only these categories of ab-
' · .· .. ,, . ·.:.- ., 
'stractness and; concretene·ss, lve .belieii'"e that the analysis of 
the :test dat~indicates a ' h:ighly effective . tool ,for discr:iJn-
inating between adult .... like and child-like performance. TherA 
,_,, ' ' ., ._, 
,\Vas a statistically significant difference betwe,en the .responses; . ' 
of the simulators and the regrf;)ssed subjects~ There was 'lil:{e-
wise: a significant differe'noe betv1een the re~ponses of ,the 
grassed subjects at the various suggested age levels., The latter 
' ' 
was not the case .. for ihe' si~ul~tors. Thus, 'this ' test ,"'di<:1 not 
only _.discriminate between simulators and regressed .subjects, }Jut 
' . ; ' 
also was an ef.fective · instrument in discriminating" betvfeen the : 
various suggested age levels in, the ·· regress~d conditions. 
- . · . ' . . . . 
It is necessary to state, however, :that no criteria· as yet 
ex~st, ·for the proportio.n.· of concrete and · abstra·ct responses. to 
be, expected at a~y, particular.· age level. \, All tlia t has been 
established is that the :younger th~. child; the' more : concrete his ' 
·responses. lfor this ,reason we made no attempt to assess vihether· . ,·.. . . . . . . · , .'. ··. , . , 
' · 
or not the ·subject• s pro,portion <o.f abstract responses ~ere in 
' ' ' . ' 
accord 'With the suggested age level. Jfe can only say that with 
,• .·, ' . . ' . " .· . ' ; : ·._• ' - -- . 
the . lowering of the age ieve ls, , the 'proportion of' 'abstract re-
' :.. ' 
spohses de_crea~ed significantly for' the regresse~ subjects; and 
it diet not significantly-decrea?e -for ··the· aiinuiators'•: 
' . ' 
Woodrow and Lowell (1916) .comment on the . difficulty they. 
had with · very young children beca~1se they. terided to respond with 
. ·-- .. : _. ., 
sentences rather. than with .one word~ . They also commented on ' the 
' ' ,. • •. ' _1- ·- .· ' .: -. • _: · , ,-- , • 
large number of failures t .o ·respond to . th~ stimulus word in '·ol'le · 
way or another,. which t~ey claimed'_:to be .· characteristic 0£ children 
of very young ages•.. .Most of our subjects gaya one ,word responses 
. at all age ,l~vels~ (There weJ:'e, ·hovmver, . some failures to words.· 
other t,han .. the f' our :sp~cially -_ ~elected. ·words.) .It is necess&ry 
' ... . . . _:_ ; . _, :' _; /'/ .. 1:" '."-'> .-. :, . ·: ' ' _. . . ·:. ·_"·_. ~·-
to point ' out) th~refore, -that irt iih:ts' one respe~t the behavior of 
the :regressed ~ubjects did notrna.tehthe characteristic behavior 
found byVloodrow ·and Lowell! -- ---- , _. -. 
In viewo;f the £act ·that we always . instructed all subjects 
. ' ' 
to respond with the .rn·at word they thought of, it is possible · 
· that · the results. were det,ermined by_ the rathe_r literal and auto-: . 
' ' ' 
' ' . . ' _;_, , ' ' : 
matic obedience ··round in the hypnotic _ state'. • . We ·asked/ the subjects 
. ; . : . ' . , . . '1' • ·.· • . . 
to respond with the £irat word· that came· to -tlie.ir .mi11ds .and they 
obediently complied~ In the !nantier 2.f. execution~ _then~ their 
verbalizations ·were . not completely childlike _since sentel1ce~ · were 
. . •' ' , .· ,. 
rarely used. However, the content and' lever.of' .the resp_onses, ' 
: did correspond to what Vloodrow and Lowell found • . Our _findings 
' . 
emphasize t.h~ .n,e~d for giving hypnotic instructions· ·1n such a 
manner so as not to interfere In; ·a.ny. v,~ywitn the spontaneous .' 
. . . 
' ' ' 
execution o:f ,the fu·sk~ r :-.-
. The··• Mud ··and--Lollipop Test -.prbved t'o be :~hef!~ctiv~ instru-
. ·. ' . , · .- · ' . , ' 
mant for assessing the .emotihnaf1level; or the subjects.-. As has 
' .:, . ' · . . , I : ·, ... . . . . : . < ' . . . • 
. . 
been previously_reported by many _experi.menters, there seems to 
be no question aboutthe. apparentg~nuinene~s ·or the emotional 
' ' . 
aspects of the regre,ssion •.. The, ·tasks that v,e selected to teat 
·~llis v-iere ernot,ionally enjoyable --t~' chilclren., and more or less 
~isconlforting {r not distasteful to .·adult simulatorso . 
'- .. . ' . 
This contrast was manifested . by the difference in behavior 
between the regressed subjects .and that of tho simulators as well 
as by the behavior of the expe.rimental subje·cts in t,he regressed · 
-1Lo-
condition and in the adult state • 
. Thei genuineness of the•: emotional behavior of the. regressed 
J . /C . . ·- . ,; 
subjects/ is evident· throughout the record, . The sample protocols 
in the/ appendix provide examples of this. An objective validation 
I 
I l of'·· this behavior vrould require quantification of. several hundred.·• 
pages cl! transcripts and was not' considered vd thin the scope .,of 
· .this report, 
The Questionnaire.was an effective instrument, in testing 
memoey for 'Specific events. ')1.1here ;w;a~ n6,. significant ··aiff~re~ce 
betv,een the number of memories produced by experimental and control 
! ; . . . : . • -, . ' • . -: . , . ·,-\ . ' ' . • . ' ' ' \ • . • -_ i ; 
subjeots•···iti the no"rmal.waking·aiate_.•··.· There· was,. :·h?w~ver,· a signifi-
cant di.ff,':3rence between simulat9rs and regressed in the number:of 
µiemories. produced by the regressed subje'hts 'at the age· 1evels . of 
' '. . . \·1:_,. 
ten and seven~ (At age four no: test ·was given.) The. more .frequent 
use of such questions where answers may be objectively validated 
( ' ··- '.' ' 
is a technique 1-dlich is badly needed in hypnotic memory experiments. ·· 
The answers to the.selected questions in our experiment indicate 
' . 
that .what was remembered.in the hypnotically regressed· state 
consisted of actual specific memories most of which ~ere objectively 
;. •· ' . ··, 
validated by cetisus records, /The few itelns of specific memory that 
·· could not · be .validated were· riot, however, proven to be fal~e-r · They 
. '.·. .·'. ' ,:·- ' 
'• ._,:_., ' -.·.-.. _.',:.-. ' ·, 
might have .been "genuine" me~ories! · Even if they were fabulized., 
it is surprising to' Dote the(:minimal amount of fabulizing .actually 
produced by the regressed subjects during the whole experiment. 
The reproduction from Jemory o:r the page number On which a 
favorite song appeared in a '~econdgrade music book·by·a.twenty-one 
' ·.'.·· .. . , 
year old adult seems ·an impressive demonstration of the revival of 
-lLl-
a specific memory•· trace when the origipal e:xperientia:L context 
is reinstated in hypnosis. 
Table XXVII is a summartJ of the performance of the subjects 
· on, the tasks present<3d to them. .At each age leyel we ha,re listed 
the n.umber of tests on 1'hich each subject performed at a le':81 
consistent with., above, or belcvr the e:,q,erimental age. 'Xhe data 
in this Table suggest the. folloYring trends: 
(l) The regressed subjects tended to function at a level 
consistent •with the e:J1..-perimental age. 
(2) The regresse:d subjects functioned at .the experimental 
age level mor·e consistently than the simulating subjects: did. 
(3) When the .regressed subjects deviated from the experi-
mental age level,. they tended to function below. the e~erimental 
age. 
(4) The simulating aubjec't,s tended to· £unction above the 
experimental age level •. 
(5) The lower. the experimental age, the more. the simulating 
subjects tended to .function . above ·· that level. 
These ohEte~vations are all _in· the direo.tion suggested by 
_our hypothesis, 
Experimenters such as Yourig · (l940f who:·1:iave .used M.A. Intel~ 
ligence Tests to evaluate hypnotic age regression have.concluded 
that suhject;s function approximately tvro td. thr'ee years abo~. the 
suggested age level. Our findings suggest, ·hov1e,rer, than when 
levels. of. performance are used a.s a measure of 11 egression, subjects 
tend to function at a level ron·sistent with the suggested age; and 
vihen deviations i'rom the regressed age ).evel occur, they tend· in the 
direction of a lower performance level. 
Age lb 
(4 tests) 
. Age 4 
(3 tests) 
TABLE XXVII' · . 
'f ·•. ' 
NUMBER OF TESTS ' ON ,WHICH EACH SUBJECT ' PERFORMED AT . A LEVEL 
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B, The Problem of Fluctuation 
The problem of the fluctuating nature or hypnotic age regr~ssion 
· was discussed · in Chapter I • . · There can be .no doubt ·that such .t'luctu-
; • I 
, ations do exist. Tv10 regressed subjects performed on ·a higher level 
·at age four, each on differen~· tests, Inte;-estingly enough, one of 
these was the subject who dramatic~lly recalled the page'. nwnber of a 
favorite song in his second grade music .book, which he had not seen 
for fourteen years. · .This findi_ng <tends. to support the vievr ~hat the 
. .,· . _- ' ' ; .,_ ' ' : . 
fluctuating nature of hypnotic age regression need· not ir1ter~ere vd th 
. the subjective· ~:xperience . of 11phenomenal sindlarity~• vthich may usher 
in the· specific memory~ 
The fluctuation and uneveness of . performance ~n regressed states 
has been attributed to the subjects• tendency to oscillate between be-
having as he thinks a child at a. particular age would behave, and 
. behaving on the basis of an actual revivification of an °earlier 
psychophysiological stat,e. 11 (Erikson and Kubie, 1941) 
. 'l'he data of this study showed a marked ·difference between the 
performance of .the simulating adults who .were acting aa ~hey tl}ought a 
child_ would act and_ that of the regressed subjects. There was a sig-
nificant correlation between the lower level of performance -and the 
regressed. condition _in a number of test si'liuatior:s• The r~gressed sub-
jects acted quite differently from the way the controladults believed, 
remembered, or imagined bow a. child -would act the re3pecti ve age levels., 
This behavioral contrast may lead to the conclusion that the_ 
regressed subjects fluctuated less. between adult attitudes and 
responses on the one hand, and actual· childlike -funct.ioning on ,the_· 
. other, than is -usually reported or inferred in the experimental 
literature on hypnotic age regression. In other .words, the 
; - . . . ' . 
experimental ' subjects _differed from ·· the control,subje'ots by rarely ' 
· showi~g behaVior whic~ ·_resembled . that elicited ;t'r.e>m an·: adlllt, who 
is .. Pretending to .. b~ i- a •-- child. -/ The inference, _ therefore, -=strongl..v 
• •• , I , . • '' , ' • •. . -< ·: · '. -: ; . . . , , -· -- ' _ - _- -~. . .,: t 
'i' , • , _.'· _--, ·· .- · •· _ .. -·:. _ ' • ! , · - _; 
' 
•- suggests , its el£ , that · fluctuat:ion · was minitnc1l!-_ _ If·. this · in£ere11ce 
. -.. . . ' ' .. • . - : . "·· ~';: . ' 
is correct ft al~o·poses the question to what extent the ,so--called 
'. . . _, · '. . . ' _i.-:,_ ; " . . . ' . - ' ' ·_ . ·, ' ·- ' . :_ · .. '. ; 
fluctuations are · ·an artifact corresponding -to the relative inc om--
. J)leten~ss Of j;be . hypnotic ·regreSsi~n~ ··. 
We have postulated_~h~t··both forms _ of behavior existed in the 
hypnoticalll':: rtegressed -~tate 1~!-·:varying ,_degrees based uppn th~ 
· avail~bility 0£ earlier: schemata· of fu.n~tioning~- , The· ·results 
\' ! ; 
appear _to confirm this · Tpe ctk~ci,_- ,o~. the ~ypnotically ;regressp_d 
' subjects suggest: ~' r airly eite~f3i ve ._revival of earlier modes of 
functioning, , This leads, to·' the :assumption that flucituation in a > 
, , ''· ·- . _. ' -_ '' ' : 
hypnotically regressed state .isminimized . to the extent that .earlier 
- •· . ·,: . ' 
~chemata of functioning is :revi~ed-, 'rh; \f~latiye lack ;. o;f flu~--
tuation and the ·auccessfuLrevival of functional schemata in the 
":., ... 
,h~noti6~_lly"r'~gressed' subjects' may .further be ~xpl~inecl in two 
way~: --' · 
'(1) By the careful induction and training procedure .which 
~ , . - ' ' , I; • ' 
assured ~imum regression, 
(2) By _selecting tasks in :which·. the focu~ is rather on .the 
_ functional schemata., i.e., the ·mod~ of procedure, than on plus or 
•.•. ;· . ·-. . ,'. 1 ' · : , \··· . • 
. . • . ' 1 ,• , 
· minus achievement. 
In vievrof the m?rked 'quantitative and qualitat.ive differences 
betvveen the simulators and the hypnotically regressed subjects, it >;' 
is -· difficui~ to .fully accept the role playing -hyp<;>thesis a~ applied 
to hypnotic age regression_. The premise for this hypothesis has . 
to be 1:,h,at? ·~ost 'people can'recall :.earlier £unctiona1 ·1eve1s• at·, :, 
·will. . The· data ; of this experiment argue against· that· p;emi;ei 
- ' ' , . . .··,•·· \ 
because such. willful: rec'ai:t ,: was hot .possible ·for ·::thesimu.lators• 
: -. ·, ,, : • .. , . .. ---·· .· .. ' ._.. ..-~.- . . , '· :; .· _, . ,• ·': ,,.: ·: ' ' '; ·.•. 
'rhe regressed , subj~_cts .·were, hoviever, su~cessful. iri revlvirig 
. ·, : ·, ( ,,. . ,: '· '· " .. . .. . . ; . 
memory 't~a'ces bf levels ' of,: pe;:f.'orniante SaPpropr'ia'~~-,t~) the '.''•suggested 
. . . . ·.• ., . . ' ' . . . , . . . .. .. .. ,,., 
a'~e lev~ls, i.e:.;; their ,b~havior .i'las : silhilar to children ', at thfi . 
suggested ages •. · . 
C. Metho~ological Comments 
In addition to the stated need .fo,r a 'more ·'careful selection · 
of tests and a more careful pre>cedure for teasing out performance · 
levels, .there are other methodological improvements which might · 
. - . . 
be made in<future hypnotic age regression experiments. 
' . . . 
l. It might. be argued that if the . regressed subjects ~ere. 
•.· , '. ,·. ; ._, 
simulating, then the fact that they were given a .test at age ten -
! _ ,:-: · -,: ·-', .: ' 1 '·,, 
and theh given the _same test at age foUrvrould h~lp theni to simu-
late age four much better ,since they 'bad some-famil~aritywit~ , 
the _test. The data_ sh~wed, .however, that-having. h~d -th~-testat 
_one age level did not result in ,a more appropriate performance 
'for the regressed group at ,.each subsequent level. Age four was 
the last level suggestect ~ , the · experimental subjects and. it was · 
. ' . 
, . · . . · . ' _- · . ' , . . . 
at .this level only that some regressed subjects _performed abov;e 
the suggested age. In developing the · procedu;reJ ·~.~ was· decided 
.· . ' 
·to start with age ten and then g~ down to earlier .levels because 
i • . 
. . . 
it was then possible _to give the subject , the suggestion to "forget 
everything that happened after you were ten., seven, or four years 
old,0 whichever the case might be;. It _was felt that this would be 
. -1L6- · 
less confusing for the -subject and · ivoid possible -contamin·ation :-
j,, . .· •• ,• 
I i · ' . • · .·' 
of the regressedages. : The. alternative procedure to begin ~th 
• ' ,1' .' : ·t--·•.i. -!: 
the earlie'r levels and procee~ \1pward would have· :required a ·, ; 
hypnotic suggestio~~added •t6 ·the already, neces'sary ~ge .regression 
• . a • - • • • ' ' < • • • • ," ':,\~<-~ •_ :-_, -~ • C • '.• • • '• : • ·:. , / • • • • < .; • . • ·.• . • 
·s~ggestion--thllt·:the subj~~t, ''.'c,1J.~6 forget -the 'previous hypnotically -
.... ;·.·_. / (:; :, . 
_induced age _ ~eveL)vhen ,. he. moved ~P .· from age,-:rour to age seven,. _ and · . 
from seven to ten~ 
(~hese consiciE3rations , may -not detract ~r()m ·'the informative ' 
value of. reversing the order ~f regressiott. for half the subjects .! 
.. ·, , ·: ' 
That -is.,: b_avE3, on.e ,:half ~he . s1~bjects. ·b~giri with ,, _age ten ·and· go down~ 
ward and have the other half of the subjects , ragressed to age four · · 
. .. . 
firs·t -' .. and go 'upward~) The entire problem· could :be ' eliminated, by ' , ' ' ' ' .. •· ::· ~::. . '.  . ' < i ' . \' ' - · .. , '. J ' ' 
having different subjects for ea<::~ regressed age level. 
,' ... ·. . ' ··; , · , . .' ·. 
2. _ It has been suggest~d--tha:t .A~he improvement ~f Jriemocy" in 
f,!'. I • • ' ·,. ' ,• . ! __ ;_ > . .. • I ·-. . •" 
hypnos~s inii;v: be due fo • the stiggestion t~ remembEif.. In ·our experi..; 
.ment"wr/wera careful -to ei~iina:te ~pe suggestion' to :remernb~.r from .. -
all bi the con'trol and experimental _conditions The argument may 
_;, ; .... :. :· $,, - • ". ~- ·~ 
be · ra.iaed, h6~ever, : tha\ ill : ~ome , manner ~ 4 'suggestion : to 'remember . -
I • • ,· • 
was ~ndirectl:Y implied by t1:te. lllere fact of the hypnotist asking 
the subject lo iive sBe;if;~ ·iJform~Uon at .~ given ~ge {e~el. 
)'erhapa a more . rigid test o.t\ · thi.s wou~d be· to actuaily give a 
suggestion 'to remember <these same facts · 'in th~ hypnotic adult 
, ,, ·, ' . ' :·, ' . . . ·. 
state; (without regression). , Ttt~ · a~~ers ,wo~ld.then be 
:· - , · r · · 
' - . . ' 
' with the ans?iers ' ~b~ut the same i everrli,s ln· hypnotic age regressiori. ', 
', ' , . :, I I • ' -·- .·_. · __ '. _·, 
, _3. -The questiori :has also be.en: raised ~hat the hypnotic _ ~ta~"· 
.- · \ ' · • -·.. ' 
per so results in improvement _of ,memory! 
' ' 
Our data . sho,ved that 
there was -an .-improvement in -the spe~ific· ·~ecall ,o·r events .in the 
' -lit?- ' 
.. somnambulist state:~ . However, the :imp:r~yement was not .statis.ti:.:.. 
.. cally .significan·t'. :;tt · vras concluded that the · hypn,;>ticsta,te ·may 
•';\ . • •' -~. ! • .> _- .. :--. ·. . . i, ' .. ' .; : j . 
' improve ·memory specifib _ ~vents,/ Yet, ' the 'a• ~evival' :in hypnot:i.c 
ag~ regfession o_f func'tional; schemata ~on~i'st~ni w_~th the ;ge 
; i: ·<·;:_ ,· _;~ '. ..  }, . 
· at which the events were experienced resulted in· a significant · 
; ·. · , ' .· . . ._ · - - .. , · .. - . ::•i ·_. t 
. . : . -' 
·. increase in memory for specific ··e·vetit·? above Jhe _.previous .. test . 
. in · the adult hypnotized state. 
D. Theoretical Considerations 
.. Ho,~T can Wha·t ·s~ems i:tke . th~ revival J~t functional schemat~ ' 
. be explained under ' hypnotic ag~: regression? And could such 
explanati,on throw some light: upon the nature_ of the hypnotic 
• I ' 
: _:regressed -state ·its elf? 
w~ would like to briefly sketch a theoretical ·model llhich <· 
- . ·-. . · . ' 
would bridge , the ·notion _of developmentally determinedJunctiohal ·  
' , , ,,. . . . . , . . . · , ·. . , I . ·. 
•· ' •., ... ·, -;~ 
~chemata,•their, ,preservation as trace systems on the one hand, and 
I ' , · , ' 
_ the· 'psychoanaiyti,6 1~0tiori of the pre~consoious.,; ·-: . ; 
s . 1· · , 
<·;·_: · '. Happ~port (1951) has :likened . the earlier de~lopmental .. ,atages · . . - ... -, ,-. . . . . .. . 
of. thought .·described by Piaget· and Warner to ' the ·••p~imary ~ental . 
"process .ft. He compares _· th,e syncretio: and autistic . thinking bf the 
, . ' -_ ,... . --: ' 
: child t6. the kind~ed phenomena assumed to ·be ' characteristic of ; - . 
. .. · · 
th~ primary mental ·process / F~eucl (193~} and .Rappapor_t (1951) 
lJothhold that the path to cons9iousness of the primary processes 
l~es ·through the pre-conscious. In the pre-conscious the secon-
, dary thought ,processes _ may ta~e _over by bringing goal-directed ' : . · 
,_ thought to bear upon them; . ·and ~hus subordina~~ng them to consci~usnes·~ 
· and to the ego.. In repression the primary t~ought processes may 
be redirected back to the unconscious•; In the same vray earlier 
__ -1L8 
developmental schemata which have ·bee~ _likened :to .the "primary thought 
' ' . ' . . 
prooesses may a·nter the· pre-aonsc·ious·,. > Such 'a theoretioal· mod~l .· 
, · ·• ,· . .· ·• • _ .·• . . , , . - •- .- , > ·1, 
imp.lies a. hier'arohioal level of .thought 111: which the . earlier, ~evelopmental 
lfJ~ls -an~ , primat-y proces_ses· are·· charaoteris'bio of ·· -1owe~ order . te~els of 
consoiousness ·, whioh. have . been :called.' the pre-oonscioua and the unconscious. 
. . . -~. ' ' ' . . ' 
Th~ secondary thought ,prooesse~ , (directed and ·e.ono~ptual -thinking) are 
• . -·,- · -,._, . .. . , / '¥ :" ' .,, 
oharaoteristio of. oonsoio~sness• ~he highest le-v~l ,: fn the hierarchy, 
To __ rf3a~h these earlier. devel~pment~l le'vels ·then., 'c.loser contact would 
he.~-€.' to be mad~ ~ith the pre.aonsoious .• 
. . . . ' 
1h~re. are many re semblances , bet~en . the hypnotic state and the 
pre-oonsci~1.1e. For e:,,cample, automatic behavior in . hypnotism suoh as 
autom.atie . ~i~int,(~e~~mbles ~utomatisms_i whioh .e.re·--~,h~racteristic of the 
pr'e~oonsoious level cif ,thoug_ht • . It i .s proposed that _ the _ hypnotized s;bate -
is akin to pre-consciou'snass in varying degrees. The light state of . 
hypnosis is a state clo~er to consciousness than to pre-oonseiousr,.es~.• 
The subject 1s. · so to speak:,. "at the ' door·,t of '·the pre~onscious~· -- In 
the somnambulistio state of hypn~sis, the in.di vidual is now functioni.ng 
almost pre-consciously:. The na:ture and contents e>£ pre-conscious thinking 
. • . 
· are now easier available to , him than otherwise. · Earlier functional schemata 
may become revived bo~au~e they are closer to prima·:r·y thought prooessas. 
' . ' •. -
It would not .be :f'ar fetohed; then, to speculate that in hypnotio age 
regression particularly the person ·is functioning on a pre-conscious 
' ' 
level. · Suoh ah hypothesis seems to be compatible with the d.ata of 
this stu~y and e.lso the premise· or ·tho study, that a change in Ego 
state which makes. possible soma con·tact with an earlier Ego stratum 
may make available traces embedded within the.~ earl1e_r Ego stratum • 
. '-lh9-
·v. 'SUM.MARYAND CONCLUSIONS . 
' . . , 
A group .. ~i. five .hypnoti? subjects capable :of .deep .trance'. 
,·Vlere regressed ~ti ages ten., seven., ,and ·rb~,· re~pect,ively~ Th~y . 
' ' ., : .. . , 
l'lere. given a number _of different . tasks t,o perf?rm., ·design~d to 
elfcit le~els of performance consistent with _the suggested age. 
Another'. group of fifteen control>subjects were ·asked to 
. . . . . ', ' . . 
simulate ' to ,the best or ' their ability the ' ages ·,ten, seiferi, tind ; four . 
respectively! They were given the same tasks as · the hypnotically _ 
regressed subjects. 
' . 
Both .the experimentally regressed subjects :and . the simulating 
. . ._, -· . . . 
control subjects ·were also teste.d· .fo,r. \ the recall of c~:rtain specific 
: events which . took place at the time the subjects actually ,1ere ten 
and seven years old~ 
It was hypothesized that if the hypnotically: ,regre,~se_d . subjects 
were able to revive piemory trac~s of functional s~hemat~ chara.~te~istic 
of earlier levels of developmen\, they w.ould . in. the . regressed s~ate 
·; ·I~, 
also be able to revive · some' memory traces of , ~~ecific . events that 
occurred c3.t that · age level~ 
A performance analysis of the responses of the subjects on 
', ',J 
the tasks given at each suggested age level indicated that the 
• I . • 
hypnotically regressed sul;>jects' functioning tended to approximate 
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that of the child at the. res~e,c.tive age levels. '!he simulating 
. .; ': ·:; .· .·•.' ., ' ·: ·_ .. ,. ·,' i:\ : ' 
control subjects tended t,ofunctionabove the suggested age level. 
·>-. --,,.,·.__ _-_ :·.,_,_,:·:·._,'.", .. __ .::::~ >:.·-: .. ·i, :'.' :: ··~ 
When the. hypnotically,:regressed subject deviated from the suggested, 
age level, they.tertded to petrorm'atalevel below the.suggested 
,·( . ·.. ' . ,.) . . .. . ··-'' ' ., 
.age level. 'lhere was· a signfficant improvement in the. t-~call 
' -·-. i : _ h: ·,- . . -:·· .-.. . _ ,, - ·':.':·:. · ··:·:,.- - - -_. - :<;t-!r·.\• -(_ 
of.•· certci ir( specific 'events . be~-e~n . -the waking and the hYPnotically 
_regressed. states.. There was no significant improvement of ·the 
recall of. specific events in the sinru.lating_ control subjects. 
. . '\ 
Th~ data seems to aupport,the co~clusionthathypnotic age 
regression appear~.to be a phenom~non iri_whibh the revivalof 
earlier modes of experienriing(functional sch~mata). can become 
possible •.•. And, that when this occurs .tpe .recall of specific events 
''·\.,:,-·,: _ _ ,:_ ·-. ·,. '.:-· '-ii'_-. ,'._ --,1 ·:._ . ..:_ ·:, ,., ,:,;_,· \. ,· ·,, ,.•' .... -. , ., .. ·: 
embedded. within the Context of these. earlier modes of· e:>..i,eriencing 
becomes significantly improved. 
It is necessary to admit that . the poatulatior1 of the revival of 
pa.st· trace systems .•. {.functional. schemata) and of · specific e~nt 
traces embedded in these, may appear.to many as extremely radical and 
arouse· skepticism. This .. postulation implies a premise. of constancy 
or traces and trace systems contrary to the usual theories of memory. 
Vie can only point to our data as they are. The final decision on such 
a premise must await further research. 
The value c>f this study, which is only a pilot study, lies 
,. ,-·· . .,·.. < 
.· chiefly in. the fact that it yielded sufficient experimental suggestive 
evidence to justify. the :re-examination of.current conceptions of 
memory traces. 
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Up tothe present:, dynamic psychology has· assumed the fading 
. . . . ~' . . , 
or . decay of. memory traces and trace systems~ ·>we would like t,o' add a 
. ·, , . 
hitherto unconsidered dynamic possibility; naniel.:y-, that in time a :. 
. ' ' . 
memory trace may become extremely weak and , even . modified, ,but that .if 
. ' " 
' . 
. the larger · trace · system and Ego st~at~ (:flinctiona( sc~emata} ; in some ; 
way become reactivated., a spe~j_fic trace may· again :oe re-organized. · 
It then takes its place in its n~w:reactivated £9rmer system. 
Such a hypo~esis could mean the ,following possible fate of ·a trace: 
t. impression, 2~ trace, $. .o~ transformation (e.g • ., l~~el~ing/. 
sharpening, schematization., radi,ng, etc.)., 'L. re~onstitut.ion 'of the 
original trace when a phenomenal similar environment and Eghstr~twn 
~re also re·constituted. 
, l 
The hypnotic state is not the on.ly cond,iti~n in: :which the 
reconstitution :· or a t~ace rilay :take plaC(!~- i,,I.t)may occur · when the 
person is under .stress, and it·undoubtedlyhappens in dreams~ 
, ' , .. '. " . :· : ; ' , :'! ) i , ,· ,: i1 
But the hypnotic state . is perhaps the J)est of these as.· an 
experimental tool with. which to ' study the rate hr a trace. :· Perh~s 
' . 
through the further .use of this tool it . may be possible to shed 
more light on the possibility of a dynamic reconstitution of a 
previously faded or decayed memory trace • 
. -152- · 
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(Excerpts from the verbatim· reootd 'of. subject• :ffe5) 
(Simulating age lQ.) 
The subject . entered the playroom ,·,ith a hustle and bustle. He 
imme.diately picked up .a . box of b.~oaks .. and. smiled. He seated himsel~ 
in a small low chair at the small tal)le. and then seemed to forget . · 
his ~ole" ·. He pulled up his trouser legs as 'if he· were a big business 
ma.1;1, about to -tackle a big job and prooeeded to build asmall castle 
withthe blanks which he had carried to the table with him • .. After. 
a few seconds he appeared to beoome disgusted with the blocks, got 
up from the ·table and strode ove~ to . the shelves ,vhere· there ,. were 
many toys and picked up a tractor vihioh he examined briefly,·· . He 
seemed disinterested in this and :ceturnad it to .the shelf.. He then 
viewed with apparent distaste soma playi'ng cards whioh were lying on 
the . seoo.nd shelf• r· F:rom· this he went to the . closet and . exa.mined the , 
contents of the shelves, Apparently : nothing interested him as he 
turned sharply on his heel and returned.to the table where. he ·seated 
himself~ Ha promptly tore do,,n the . castle he he.d previously built, 
He appeared to inake the decision that ha v,anted to build ·~ . larger 
castle and began to lay .blocks · to build a . larger 'one• ·. After only· a moment 
of this, he abondoned this_ project · and, picked up a magic •slata ' . 
and began to trace over it with his left forefinger 11 He knitted his 
borws as H' trying to determine in his ov,n mind whether this was the . 
right way to do this, He appeared to tire ' of -thia after a £aw seoond·s 
and laid it down and ·went to the shelf again where .· kneeling . on . · 
one knee• he pulled out the box of blook:s from the lower shelf-. He 
merely glanced through these uninterestedly arid left them sitting 
on the floor while he returned to the closet and picked up a toy 
machine f:,"Utl• -· He asSUll);9d a ,atanding shooting position with the gun 
then laid it down · 'on the top shelf. He quickly walked over to the 
sandbox, · glanced at it, then _ ,valked over by the punching bag and · 
gave it a few cursory punches in passing and returned to the table. 
He took the blocks he had used in the construction of the castle · 
and put part of' them on the 'floor, He then took the tinker toys 
and started to construot something ·v,fth four wheels~ There was a 
nervous ener,;y ,in all of. his activities as though he had some great ·in-
ner drive ,vhioh was pushing him quickly· from one thing to · another., 
and whiohhe could n~t satisfy, He did not ~ppear .to know exactly · 
whfit he wanted to do • . His tinkertoy construction fell apart and with · 
e. disgusted look on his face he picked up the tink~r toy box, turned 
it around and around apparently_fn an effort to ascertain whether 
or not it contained instructions, . )Vhile holding it in one hand he 
looked through some blank pieees ' or pe.perwhioh were lying on the table 
in an effort to see ,if any of thetn. contained _instructions. He 
did, not ·r1nc1 any and made a move as if to return the tinkertoys to 
·the' box. He did not put them back and said, "Itf.s my custom. to 
leava • things out .instead of puttihg them away~" E~ answered, 
"Vfell~ try not to step out or your role~" st ··smiled, left the 
-160~ · 
Sample :Protocol fl · Continued , 
tinkertoys and walked· over to the shelf and back., .He picked up a 
game."rejected it arul laid it back down. Again, /with a display. or. 
nervous.energy he returned.to the.table and rapla-~d the tinkertoy~ in 
the box, .he then replaoe4 the blocks in/ the box.. ,E, aske.d him to sit 
at the small table and began to give him the tests• 
On the hollow . tube test, S • . watched with a. . sort<ot cynical lnterest 
and picked and pulled ~t his.' centennial beard while making his answers~, 
On this. teat. ,he appeared to answer as a sophisticated college student • 
. When he first·· started. answering, .. his· attitude seemed somewhat as though 
he ~onsidered the entire play exceedingly childish, ,but he would 
play along• , However I as the· .questions became a. little more complicated 
he. exhibited . a little more ',interest• 
E., presents simple· order~: "Which one, will oorne out• first?" 
s~ "The green ball., "The yellow orie.'t nAnd the red one.t• 
E. presents reverse order. e.nd ques.tions s. s. nThe red one, the yellow one, and then the green one.it 
E~ presents 1800 turn and questions s., 
s., tlThe red one, the yellow one, a1td the green one••• 
E., presents 3600 turn arui: questions\ s.,, , 
S. , ff The yellow ona, the green one,. and the red one.,., 
E~ presents 15 turns. and questions s •. , 
s. "It would be a pure guess ob. my part. I'd say the red one.,,. the 
yellow one,: and the green one.,• 
E. t'How did you know?1• 
s.;"I0didn1t.< It was just\a guess.':' 
E~ •. presents 20 turns and questions s. 
s., "The other way around,, green, yellow, and red,~ 
E •• ,1'1Jow did you knowi" 
s. u I assume that after going five times around it would be just the 
opposite.,. It was an odd. number or times •. Even number would be the 
same one and a.n odd number would be the other way,, the other one., 
.Just · a guess · on. my ·part.!' 
On the Left and Right test. s .. , fingered his beard. but smiled 
pleasantly. Re folded his a~ on his knees and watched the experimentser 
intently.,, . His answers appeared to· be spontaneously given. 
E. "Show me your right hand.!' 
s • shows E. his right hand.; 
E.~ "Show me your left hand.~• 
s.,shows E.,his left hand~ 
E •..•• «show• me my right ·ha.nd.~' 
s;.. points eorreotly without hesitation •. · 
E., "Shovl:me my left hand." 
s., points correctly •. 
Sample Protocol · ://:1 Continued . 
E. places a penny on s. 's left aliil<a panoil ori his right. · "Is .thb 
penny to . the lert. or right?", . _ ' .. . . .• . . . . ·.. . . _. _ _ . . .· 
S~ ~To the. l~ft. _. I'm assuming ·your speaking of ·my left and right," 
E. t11s the pencil._ to ,the ,left or right?tt ,,·,' . ~.-<···. \ .: ·. 1 
s; ~To -the right.'' · .: · · -' · ·, :, ·· . ·. · · · 
E• .hold a key in 'his left · hand and a penny .in his right hah.d. "Ia 
·' the penny ·1n my right or.: left .hand?tt _ 
S "Right•" . . ·. . . ' . · _ . .. . .. . : " 
E~ '•Js the key in my right ·or left hand?'' 
S ",L~ft .n 
· ..
During the _\ford Association Test s. seeme·d to be thinking very he.rd. : ·-_ .  
He appeared to bloQkon ·the words, ·penisJ vaginal a·nd tel~vision~_ · · 
His responses were as· follows: Taqle -~ chairJ Dark • whiteJ 
Myth· .. fairy tale J :Man • _papa J Deep • water; PeniEJ I dont knows . 
Sqft • hard.J Mounta.in - · hill; Red - - greenJ ·Hand .. finger.a, . ·. · 
Vagina • I dont . know; Soldier • toys t .Bid . • : spanking; Television • 
I dont know • .. • ·-" . 
During the Arithmetic Test s. appeared to be· sleepy>e.nd bllnked his 
. eyes' several times while gi'ving spontaneous answers. 
E. "H0vt muoh is. 2 plus .2 minus 2?" s~ "Two11 . 
E. "How did. you get that'l O . . .. . ... . . . 
s .. nAdded 2 and 2 together., took2 away-from it .. 
E. uuow much is 4 plus 2 minus 2?'' 
-s. "Four.," · 
E. "How . did you get that?tt . . . 
-·_ S~, "Cancelled out the two 2's.11· 
E, 11Hmv muoh is two times 2 divided· by 2?'' s. 11 T-20." · ·. · · 
E. "How 'did you-get thnt?" 
S • ''Long drawn , out process of multiplying ·it and then dividing it.,," 
E.,- "Three little girls f:i.re given 9 apples, how many v1ill each have?'* 
S~, "Three girls, nine apples, divided equally would be 
E. tt1t takes 20 minutes to walk downtown,, I oan go twice as fast , on 
a bicycle J How long vlill it talca me to go downtown.?" 
$. "Ten minutes~-" · · · 
E. "How ·• did you get -that Tit. 
S •. "Twice as tast would take half as . long •. " 
· Sample Protocol ·.#2 . (Excerpts from the ~ verbatim reco~d of< suoJect D) · 
• (Regressed to ~age 10) ' · , 
. . 
. -S. was regressed to age 10. He slowly, opened his eY,es-_~ 
. -E-. HHiU..·. 
· · s·. · "Hi. tt, 
E:. "\Vhat.•s- your name? 
s:. "A •• -~• B. • •. tt 
E·. "How old.. are you? tt . s·. uiren~: .... 
E·. lffihat school do you go to'?lf 
-. s. "Central Park Grade School. ,.i 
. E • . "VJhat·•s _the name 0£ your tJacher?tt 
s. "Miss S •• " •. ~·w . ..- . _ · .. _ · _-·- _ _ __ .· . 
E. nWho sits in fro~t 0£ you . in schqol?11 
-s~ nn. . •.• ..• E •••• : •.• n -
E. "Who sits behind . you ?tt . 
s. "No one, · R ••.•• ••• c •.• -~ •• did~tt _ . 
· E. ••V.!Jlat are you studying · in school now?" 
S. trWriting, and art and geography, arithmetic,. spelling and singing. 
We're going to have a Cantata, . The .Walrus and the Carpenter." , 
E. ''Are you going to be :in it?" · 
._ S~ ttJust :in the chorus. 11 
: . : ....... : ........  ~ -- ... .-. · .... ·• .... : •. " ........ ... -........ .; ....... ~ ' •· •.  . . . . . 
s. entered the playr·oom. , He looked around and .notic.ed the _ crayons. 
He asked E. for some .paper and ·then sat down·at the small table 
and very purposefully began to skethh. _ _ , _ · __ · __ .. · 
S. "You want me :' to make a tree? , I will make. you a tree, an9- a plane 
too." s. began to draw a tree using brown crayon for the trunk of 
the 'tree and ., the green .ctayola ro~ the grass. Be shaded his tree 
by using til.ack crayon, stopping long enough to take the paper off 
the crayon so that he would have a lone;er piece to work with. 
He ·worked with apparent enjoyment. When .he finished his drawing . 
he very ~arefully put his slgnature _on '.it~ When-he handed the 
drawing to. E. he said., n I could draw· you a ·good one if I took a 
long , time ._ti · 
' .. On the hollo~ tube test his answers we·re· spontaneously given. . He 
· anticipated the questions x1eagerly and seemed to regard the test 
. as an_interesting game. ( · _ _ / · 
:_.~- .: •. _E. _ P_ rese_ nts ··s-imple o_ rder _-___ ·and_ questions __ s. · _ -:· _ _ 
l -.s. 1'The green, and then -- I forgot, .the yellow one.? And the ·red one." 
E. presents simple reversal and questions S. 
• s. 0Red, yellow, and then the green." 
E. presents 180° turn and questions s. ' , 
s. ttRed, yellow, · and green." . 
E. presents 3600 turn and .questions s. 
S. ttThe gree~ <;>n~'-"'-~-g~_X.t!!!~~ -e:l~t-..;.5,ld th~n , th~~ rednp~e_J.'' _ 
E. presents I5t turns ancL questions S -~~: 
S. "Well I think its red., then yellow,· then ··gr,i°err:·m 
E. "How did you know?" 
S. "Because the first time you turned I said . red and then the next time 
Sample Protocol 1/2 · · Continued, 
green, and every time you turned ,it I said the ·different color .n 
L E. ppesents··:20.J~ns::and i.quest.ions> s. 
S. "Red, yellow, and . green~" 
. : E • . !!How did you know?II . 
s • ... usame way, I just thought up to twenty. ·· I · counted · on my fingers·. 
I want, 16 .green, lTred., 18 green., all .the way up ~o .. twenty." 
'J 
When F, first presented the Arithmetic test tos •• he' said, .ttOh, I cant 
get these.ft He seemed to be uncomfortable vfith arithmetic problems 
and often interjected that he didn't like arithmetic. · 
E • . 0 How much is 2 plus 2 minus 2? 11. ·.• · 
S' ' ' ttm...... . " ,, ' ' ' .· .. .a.no. 
E. )'How did you get that?ft . ·. : , ... • . ..·· .  , 
S. "l added , 2 and : 2 . and got Z,: .. and take away 2 is 2 .tt 
E • . "How much is 4 plus 2 'm:irius 2?" ' ' ' 
s. · "Four.n . , .' , 
E. "How did· you· ·get ·that?n . . ·. •·. . 
s. ffl(plus 2 are s.ix· and ,take away ·2 'fs'.·ij•" · 
E. ••How much is 2 times 2 ~ivided ,'bY 2?1• :.:, 
s. "Two." ·  
E., "Hgw d~d, you ,get, tha.~?•• .. . , \<' . .· . : . . , ·.: . ,: , s. "I took .2 times 2 is li, and. ,I i:.ook how; many .t ,imes ~oes, 2 go into 
• L, would ibe , twice.~•. ·. · , .. . . · . . .. ·.· . · . · :. ,•.. . , 
E. "Three little girls are. giveri 9 apples, how many wilLeach have?" /• 
.S. -"That•sahardone • . , (Pause) ·Three?" .;· ;· · 
E. "Hgw did: you ·get that? 11 ' . · . · · . ·. . . · . .· 
S/ lfWell, I just .figured up that i£ each of em had three and there 
was . three of em, that ,,ould make nine., because three 3's .are 9.u 
E. "It takes twenty minutes to walk downtown, I can go twice as 
fast on a bicycle; · how long will it take, me tp·· go downto,m?" 
s. f'Twice as fast. · •• m..11mh •• get there twice as soon., get there in · 
ia minut.es. I just reasoned it • . Twice as tast, when the bicycle 
would get there the other would be: half way, ... so .that .would be 
:half ,.of twenty. · · · · 
Sample Protocol #3 (Excerpts from the verbatimc record of 'subject l/13) 
(Simulating age 7) 
. s. ·entered the playroom and kneeled ,.down in ·.r~ont 'or 'the toy shelves 
taking out -a few tpys_:and e?<8min.i.n,g ,, ~em, .·. He took out the _ machine 
gun first and tried to· put ,:~· clay_ :;pel.let in it., that didn't work .so i · 
he ··:·laid ·that aside. ·_· Ha picked :up _a toypistol, ,looked _at •it, . then 
immediately laid . it . down. , ,'He·. took up _ a toy tractor·, which was on· 
the top shelf · and pushed it b~cl<. ~and ' forth ·ror awhile a:rter placing · 
the. toy machine gun on top of· it'•: This heabondoned after only :\-: 
a few seconds and started building fort on the floor vtith the · · 
blocks .which were J.n· a._ box near .him., H~ ,· took the tQt.wichine ·· gun 
9ff the tractor ' and put it in :.an opeming Ymich _he had left ··between . 
' the blocks.-, He · began ·: to place· toys· in'diff er ent -positions •. _ He 
· moved the toy telephone and · took some of the other toys on the shelf 
a11d: changed .their positions., He got up f~oni ·the floor, . walked over 
t~ the closet and ~roµght out _ a box of -toys • . While· he was domg this 
he · was holding .the·· toy pistol in his left hand.· He · began to take toy 
s9ld1.ers out . of the box-and place- thell!. in position in his £ ort Qf 
blocks. He sat flat on ,f,he floor with ',his kn·ees· under him while he 
was' stationing his army.t He to·ok ._ the· telephone up and . put . the receiyer 
. t;o his ear and began to shout orders say_ing, HHellOj;t;,\. in the fort,!_'' . 
"There I s a charge from the right. _Fire all cannons r:u ~He left t his 
and then stood _up and took a few punches at _ the punching _bag. 
He .. abondoned this. immediat_ely .ahd went back' to the closet and took 
tpe ·machine gun and pointed it·-a·t the . door and siad, "ach-ach-ach" 
a:f ~e fired it. _ He returned to the shelves, kneeled down in front ·or 
. them ·and -shot his pistol several times_... He picked up the tractor 
and ,ttied to roll· it on,the noori .. :but o.ne of the rubberrollers 
· refused to ro11; so he th.re,,. · the :· tractor back, on the shelf.. He picked 
_up. some crayons and started writing\ on the side of a box while . 
sitting in .a kneeling position~ :. Ha picked up a finger paint jar, 
looke.d at it but placed it immediately back on the shelf. . Aa he 
picked up the football E. asked S. to sit _down at the small table to 
answer some questions and play -some games. 
(tin the 'viordassociation .test S, resp~ses w8re given quickly and it 
· a·ppeared as though he had forgotten th at he was supposed to be · · 
seven years old • . His respnnses were as follows: .Table e chair; 
Dark-- light; Myth - greek; Man _- woman; Deep-wa·lier; Penis - man;· 
Sof.t - . hardj. 1~ountain - river;Red .... blue; Hand -- finger?·vagina-
woman; Soldier - battle; Bad - goodf .Television - screen. 7 
-~-1 
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Sampl.e Pr~tocol .#1.i :(Excerpt_s . from the ;vergatim ·record of Subject -B) · 
·. · · (Regressed to age 7) · · · · · ·· 
s. · ent~~ecl th~ playroom ancl gave, :an exclcimation of · ~iirprise· and · delight 
at the sight of 4.3-n · the toys~ . She vralked . to the .. doll house and . ~at 
' on ·t11e, noor . in .front .of it~ She bent fo:rward a little and tr.ied to 
lift the i_·r ·oof off.':. . . , . 
s.> ••Doesn't the lid come off? Mine does,n 
·: E• ·••You hive one?0 . 
·s. "Uh-huh.ft .· . 
. ·E.· ·'What, ·color is yours?ft 
s. nBrown.tt _ _ ____ - .. _ ._ . _· . . 
E. ·urs it, open on: the side like ·that?" 
s • . "~~-huh, but this ~omes off, (indi'cating the rooi')tf~ 
E. "Do you have furniture ·.tor it?" . .· _ _ · _ .. .. · ·_ _ . < . <. _ _ ·_•-·_ _ i 
s. 0Uh-huh, . I don •t· have a fireplace. (She was .sitting flat on the floor • 
in · IHdian fashion. · She 'tried t ·o' find ·a · pla.ce for the ·bathroom · stool.) _ 
· There isn't any room for this." 
E. •'What ._ shall·.·we ·do .with ·-it?U· 
s. 11Whydon1 t we -make · one?tt _ . 
S. made a bathroom with stool,<-tub., and .sink. Then she got, up and 
want to the toy shelves. , She -j)icked up a q.oll and said, "I have one 
of these about this long. n 
E. · 11Does your-~dolly have ·a name?" . 
. s. "Uh-huh, J~an." ' .. · :, ,· ,, ,' ' • .. . ' ' . _. ' 
E. "Thats a pretty name. . _What made you 'decide to call her Jean'?" 
s • . f'I have an aunt Jean."' ·-- ' ., . . 
!~. then asked s • . to sit at the small table. 
C :;_t -; 
A~ the c:Lock 'test 'was given,' s-. :,seemed ver/. unsure Qf. herself. She 
pulled at her -hair nervously whenever she seemed to be having a little 
difficulty answering . the questions. < _ . __ _ •
E. sets clock at 3 -0 'clock. llWhat time is it?" s. "3 o'clock .- · · 
E. sets clock at 6 o • clock. . "What time is it now?'' 
s. 6 o'clock. 
E. sets· clock at 9 o 1clock. nwha·t time is it now?" 
s. "Is .that sposed to be .the little hand'l 9 o'clock.ff 
E. sets clock at 1:1$ • . "What time is it nowg:: . .. 
s. "15 minutes ai'ter •• {pause) •• is . that spost:d to ·be-down there? One·~•• 
E. sets clock at half past one.>. ctWhat time is it now?et 
s. · "30 minutes after one oclock. 11 , · 
E. sets clock at l:h$. "Vfuat time is it now?11 
S~ "9 minutes till 2 o'clock." '. 
E. sets clock at 10 after 2. "VJhat time is it now?" 
s. "2 o'clock ••• no •••• yes." 
E. sets clock at 20 to .3. 0Vfuat time is it now?tt , 
S. "8 minutes _till 3 o I clock." 
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·-- s~mpie Pf-otocol #L . 'Continued~ 
s •• r~sporided ·to. the ·Vlordf.Ass'bci iition-:te~t as. folloifst ··'- Table ·.~.-- dishe's; · 
Dark ,-:- dog; · Myth _.- I dont, know; _ Man ',..;. woman; Deep - . sleep; Penis - flower; 
S9£t .·- feath:r; :Mountain -- •G.olorad.oJ ·Red,· - flower; .. Hand .. ·.~• ·arm; • va·gina .-
I dont know; ·s ·oldier i.~·. boy; Had ·"'7· · good; · Teleytsion --;: I dent, know t,hat 
_~ord! · .. When E,. ,asked her what ·shew as thinking of v1hen ~he' said . _ . 
. oo~-: k for _ciark ·.s • . said/ . "'.theres a ,black dog next do~r.". / ·And .. when E~ -
.· asked· ·about .flowers for penis .~.~· said, Those,i fJ.owers ,. Those .big pink 
ones .• · I ca·nt . say it.. .It begins with ,a p. tt: 
' . . • /, • . • /'; ... , ' ' : . . •: .. . .·· , I ··, 
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. Sample protocol #5 -· ·(Excerpts from · the verbatim record of Subject #7) 
(Simulating 'age L) · - · · · · 
On the Hollow Tube test ·the· attitude of tL seemed ·'to be that '. she ·was 
trying to make up randcim -an~rs~ . She appeared . to oe cl10osing ·one or: 
th~ ·other _ colored bead whimsically. ; 'When. E. · ask0d her, stHgw did you : 
lmow?ff on the last two · questions on this test, s. ansvmred, ftI guessed.- 0 
' 1 • . ' ' " ' ' • ' . .- . . ' . ' ' \ ',, ' , • • 
. ' . ' . ' ' . ' .. 
,the Vford Association.;test ·.lieranswers -wel:e as ~oliowsi _- X3 ble ·.r. chair; 
Dark - bed_ time; Myth - vmat?; ·Man - DaddyJ Deep - water; P~nis • I 
d9nt, know; Soft ... teddy bearf l{ountaitl ~ -big hill; Red - crayon; .. ,
· Hanci - _-finger; Va,gina .;. _I d,mtknow}·Soldier - tin soldier; 
Bad :.. good; · Television ;.. howdy doody. · 
' ·. , . . ' . .. ' .,.. -· :,.- : .• . . • . -~ . 
s. ·~nterel th~ playroom and irmnedi~·tely walked ·o~er to the;, doll .house. ' 
. She squatted and played with the furniture . and little toys in th~ 
do~l house. She used ,one· hancl. to touch the toys.: · She ·· moved the 
dining table .around as if. shewas fixing the :table and· chairs for 
a ·meal, and· tentatively set .!.,idi~~esdn severaLplaces. She got up 
and fixed her blouseas she ;walkeq .ove~ to t,he other slda of the room. 
She appeared to be looking for :something to .interest her. She spied 
a. large · box of blocks. She pulled these out of the closet and sat 
on the floor build:lng .a complicated three tiered structure until the 
end of the free play period • .. -
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Sample· ;erotocol #6 _ (Excerpts'. . fro~ the verbati.Irt,·redord o(Subj:ect A) 
141,tegre~~.ed) ti<:>. age: L) · 
~. was .regressed to ~_ge)t .~-She · op~11ed Iler ,eyes slowly. 
E: . "Hi Bettyn : t :• :,-.\,'\· ., _,:_ · · " · 
S., ti Hi.·····".·.··••.··•_..,;· ·. · • • - _-··: ·:· .. - - - . . . . :• ,.r----.. :'. --
E~ .. ~. 0Whats , jrour full name?l' 
·(.'! .. · · ••B ·t ·t ·. ·• B· .. · •. n . ~). . . e -;y. • . - ! • • . 
E. :· •~H0w old are·'·you?tt . _ .•·. • :.·)\.:>\ ._._ . ._ .·s,:: .. t1This ·many.~•\ {Holding·up f'o.~ :/ingers for E: to see.)· 
E·.;ncan you .· count?'_' . .-. : . _::i , .. > •· . . 
:s,.· · tfOne •.•.·two •••• three.• •• four.~:·. ~that's all." _ . 
E·.i, .nwg1+ ·you may _play .w;t~h :anyth:ing :vou: ;l~ke here~q 
Dur1ng\the ·Bonow TUbe tt3st s.J miled, and>watcPed the !)iiads with . 
:interest. ·,,· When her answers: prove~• :to·.be ,incorrect she dropped her 
bottom lip· as though she had done· something wrong and expected to be 
punished for i~ • . -_. _ _. _ _ .•. _  . 
E; presented · the b~ads ,. in simple order and questioned $. 
s :. : 0 The yellow, one, the, red. one, , ,and ·.the red one.If 
E~ ., presented. simple: reversal and questioned S. . :.· 
. S. ,:, "':£~1 e ·. green ·one, : the pad . one, , m d the yep.ow -.one. ,n 
E. ;' presented 180° turn andquest:i:oned · s.i . . _._ · 
· s., 0 I . dont know., · the red one?• l dont remember the color.!' 
E! ·lpresented 3~0°>turn and questioned s. 
S~ tl'lhe red .one, .t~1e green one,• and the yellow. one • .tr. 
E~, presented 15 I turns and questioned s. , '' 
·. S , -: ti! dont lmow •1 The yellow one, the r.ed one, and the red/ one., ' 
E ~,: "Will. the red ·· one come··· oµtr,tv,1ic~1..'h}i ... · 
s~. •uh-hult." < : . _ ;::t,,riti:} E.: presented 20· turns ' and·. quest:Loried -~f •. 
S.· f'I dont know.•" 
